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This thesis presents developments and applications of the mixed
quantum/classical theory (MQCT) for inelastic scattering. In this approach, translational
motion of collision partners is treated classically, while the internal degrees of freedom –
rotational and/or vibrational motion – are treated quantum mechanically. Within this
framework calculations of rotationally inelastic cross sections are carried out in a broad
range of collision energies and results are compared against the exact full quantum data
for several real systems. For CO +He, N2 + Na and H2 + He the agreement is excellent
through six orders of magnitude range of cross sections values and for energies 1 < E <
10000 cm-1. Elastic and differential cross section for N2 + Na are described very
accurately. For ro-vibrational transitions in CO + He and H2 +He MQCT reproduces full
quantum results even for highly excited rotational states. For H 2O + He it is found that at
lower energies the typical errors for cross sections are on the order of 10%, which is
acceptable. It is showed that computational cost of the fully-coupled MQCT scales as n23
, where n is the number of channels which is far more favorable in comparison with full
quantum scaling n5-6. This enables calculations on larger molecules and at higher
collision energies, than was possible using the standard approach. The largest system ever
considered for rotational scattering, HCOOCH3 + He, is also treated by MQCT. At
energies where quantum results are available (≤ 30 cm-1) the agreement is found very
good. Then MQCT calculations for this system are extended up to E = 1000 cm-1.
Finally, theoretical framework for treatment of molecule + molecule scattering is
developed and applied to H2+H2 and N2+H2 systems where excellent agreement with
exact quantum results is found. We also apply MQCT method to H 2O + H2O rotationally
inelastic scattering and obtain the first and only data for this process in a broad range of
collisional energies. Success of MQCT makes this theory a practical tool for obtaining
the state-to-state transition rates for astrochemical modeling and other applications.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Field of Astrochemistry
Collisional energy transfer plays a significant role in molecular phenomena as a
leading process which determines energy distribution between reaction partners. It
encompasses a broad range of processes such as recombination reactions and inelastic
scattering. The substantial impact of inelastic scattering in energy balance can be seen in
various processes in the astrochemical environment and in many combustion reactions.
An interdisciplinary field which involves astronomy, chemistry and physics is
called astrochemisrty. The abundance and reactions of molecular species in space, their
chemical composition and interaction with electromagnetic fields are the main subject of
the discipline. The study includes
several major research areas [1].
The first one is finding and
identification molecular species in the
space which is based on cosmic
radiative spectra. Analysis of such
spectra also allows determine to the
quantitative parameters which
characterize conditions in the
interstellar medium (the ISM) i.e.
temperature, pressure and density.

Figure 1. Orion Nebula. NASA’s Hubble Space [2].
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Another closely related aspect – laboratory measurements on molecules of astronomical
interest such as determination of reaction rates.
The large part of astrochemistry is modeling. Quantitate analysis of accumulated
data is possible due theoretical developments which includes a broad variety of different
methods such as models of radiative energy transfer and reactive scattering calculations.
A recent extensive development of computational facilities allows computational
modeling to become a powerful and very useful tool which is widely used for needs of
astrochemists [3].
Another important area of astrochemisty is searching planets which chemical
composition and physical conditions are like the environment on Earth. Finding such
planets using molecular signature can provide an understanding the chemical origin of
life. In other words, astrochemistry is the study of the interstellar medium (ISM).
The Galaxy continuously evolves due to the processes which occur in the ISM[3].
During the life cycle of star, the nuclear reactions in the stellar interiors produce elements
from light nuclei of hydrogen and helium which make up 98% of stellar mass. These
products of stellar nucleosynthesis can be injected in a supernova explosion at the end of
stellar evolution slowly increasing the abundances of heavy elements in the ISM. Thus
the ISM serves as a repository of previous descents of stars and a birthplace of future
generation of the Galaxy objects.
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1.2 Major Observational Facilities
Extensive spectroscopic observations of astrochemical species in space have been
carried out for decades and numerous amount of data such as rotational and vibrational
spectra have been accumulated [5]. All of that is possible due to high-resolution
radiospectroscopically facilities. Different equipment has been used to register and
measure radiative spectra of certain wavelength regions. FUSE (Far Ultraviolet
Spectroscopic Explorer), the STIS (Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph) and COS
(Cosmic Origins Spectrograph)
instruments on board the Hubble Space
Telescope are used to measure farultraviolet spectra. The Spitzer space
telescope, SOFIA (Stratospheric
Observatory for Infrared Astronomy),
and Herschel Space Observatory (HSO)
work at infrared and submillimeter
wavelengths and provide the detailed
probing of dark clouds including both

Figure 2. The supernova remnant E0102. It is the
greenish-blue shell of debris below the center of the
Hubble image. [4].

low- and high-mass star-formation domains and showed the chemical diversity of these
environments [7]. Many new species have been detected, such as water, which rotational
transitions due to collision is specifically discussed in the present work, and several
molecular ionic hydrides, among other new molecular species, which demonstrated
unexpected aspects of chemical complexity. Finally, ground based telescopes such as
APEX (Atacama Pathfinder Experiment), CSO (Caltech Submillimeter Observatory), the
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30-m telescope and the Plateau de Bure interferometer of IRAM (Institut de
Radioastronomie Millimétrique) and The Nançay decimetric radio telescope (Le
radiotélescope décimétrique de Nançay (NRT) with tilting primary mirror consists of ten
panels, each 20 m long and 40 m high) have extended their spectral resolution bandwidth
and sensitivity capabilities, and the ALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter Array),
astronomical interferometer of radio telescopes, is in intensive development now, with
both high spatial and spectral resolution [5,7].

1.3 Chemical Diversity in the ISM
Basically, the ISM is filled with rarefied hydrogen and helium gases and much
smaller amount (less than 2%) of
heavier elements which are found in
neutral, ionized or in molecular form.
These elements can be observed in
the gaseous or solid state. Since the
discovery of the first molecule in the
interstellar medium about fifty years

Figure 3. The Caltech Submillimeter Observatory [6].

ago, the number of detected molecules has gradually increased with time to more than
200 molecules [5,7,10]. H2, CO, and H2O molecules are the first, second, and third most
abundant molecules, respectively, and can be found in different regions under various
conditions in the ISM. They have been the subjects of in-depth research and play a
fundamental role in astrochemistry, thereby it makes them an object of comprehensive
theoretical and experimental studies. Along with these keystone molecules other
molecular species are frequently observed: The cyano radical (CN) [5,12] is relatively
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ubiquitous; it was the second identified interstellar molecule in diffuse gas, due to its
visible absorption features; Sulfur-bearing compounds (CS,SiS,SO,SO 2) [13-15]; these
species are widely distributed in various domains of the ISM and are valuable diagnostics
of dark clouds, star-forming domains, and photo dissociation regions, as well as markers
of shocked regions (along with the SiO molecule); ammonia (NH3) [16,17], which was
the first polyatomic molecule detected toward the galactic center because of its
centimeter inversion transitions; since the inverse transitions between the energy levels
can occur only through collisions the molecule was immediately considered as a potential
thermometer. In addition, the energy levels involved in these transitions are quite
distinguishable and take place in a relatively narrow wavelength range which is
approximately 1.3 cm-1, thus one can use just a single telescope to detect them. Molecules
with short carbon
chains(C2,C2H,C3,C4,HC3N) present a
notable pool of carbon [18] and have been
found in a variety of regions of the ISM
and circumstellar envelopes(CSE) ; Small
organic molecules (SOMs:
H2CO,HCOOCH3,CH3OH) [19] play a

Figure 4. The antennas of the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) [8].
Credit: ALMA.

significant role in the ISM study, because they have been found in many interstellar
regions including hot cores [20] and low-mass protostellar environments; Molecular ions
(CH+,SiH+,HCO+,N2H+,HOCO+), which present a low fractional abundance compared to
H2, are, nonetheless, a very important component of the ISM, because their presence in
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interstellar clouds couples the clouds with the ambient magnetic field therefore making a
significant contribution to the overall cloud stability[21].

One should also mention molecules in comets, meteorites and KBOs (Kuiper Belt
Objects). It is believed that Earth’s water have come from icy comets that bombareded
our planet during and after its formation (4 billion years ago) [7]. Thus, investigation of
comet structure presents a significant interest. Several molecular species have been
detected in comets since decades and in KBOs since the last decade. Here is the list of
molecules which species have been detected [5,7,22]:
(i) H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, C2H2, C2H6, CH3OH, H2CO, NH3, HCN, HNC, CH3CN and H2S
have been detected in more than 10 comets;
(ii) HCOOH, HNCO, HC3N, OCS and S2 have been
detected in more than one comet;
(iii)

HOCH2CH2OH,

HCOOCH3,

CH3CHO,

NH2CHO, SO2, H2CS have been observed in one
comet, Hale–Bopp.

Figure 5. Hubble Space Telescope [9].

Not all species listed above are primary species, namely species present in the sublimated
ices. Some, like HNC and HCN, are product species, which means that they are the
products formed in chemical reactions involving the primary species once ejected in the
gas from the ice. Other molecules, like H2CO and CO, have contributions from both
primary and product species [1,5].
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1.4 Processes in the ISM
Local thermodynamic equilibrium(LTE) corresponds to a concept of the certainty
of intensive parameters of a system (i.e. temperature) which can vary in space and time
but such variation is so slow that one can assume thermodynamic equilibrium at any
point which can be characterized by a single temperature that describes the energy
distribution among different degrees of freedom, ionization, and molecular formation
[1,22]. Whenever a gas is not in local thermodynamic equilibrium, the level populations,
degree of ionization, chemical composition, and of course the temperature are defined by
balancing the rates of the processes involved. The interstellar medium is quite far from
being in LTE due to its low density. Collisional energy transfer cannot maintain thermal
distribution because of rapid radiative decay rates of atomic and molecular levels. That is
why the energy distribution, population of excited and ionized molecules and molecular
composition are often very different from thermodynamic equilibrium values at a given
temperature while the momentum distribution of the gas can generally be adequately
described by Maxwellian distribution for this temperature. However, a large amount of
mechanical energy put in the gas can vastly influence on velocities of atoms and
molecules on large -scale perspective. Also, the presence of highly energetic (100 MeV)
cosmic-ray particles keeps ionization and chemical composition from their equilibrium
values. This is clearly due to a non-Maxwellian nature of the radiation that disperses
photon field of stars which is significantly stronger than a 100-200 K medium usually
has. Thus, most of the study of the ISM is devoted to identification the various processes
that control the ionization and energy balance, setting up the detailed statistical
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equilibrium equations and solving them for the conditions corresponding to the specific
region of the medium [2,5].

1.5 State-to-State Rate Coefficients
Radiative spectra of space are the primarily source of information about the
components of the ISM and they are extensively used to determine physical conditions of
different regions [1,5,7,22]. This exploits the fact that molecular lines are formed under
specific temperatures and pressures that, in turn, depend on the precise molecular
structure and its energy level arrangement. Consequently, observations in a broad
frequency range can be used to reconstruct the physical composition of the studied object.
However, in practice this is only possible if the collisional rate coefficients are known.
Indeed, LTE is rarely fulfilled in the ISM and one of the processes which significantly
contribute in the energy balance is ro-vibrational transitions due to molecular collisions.
Collisional excitation and quenching are one of the basic processes, and their efficiency
depend on the medium structure. The medium composition defines density of quenchers
and the temperature, which establishes the degree of excitation and, consequently, makes
up the intensities of the radiated emission.
As it was mentioned above it is required to know the collisional rate coefficients
involving molecular species and electrons. Using them one can solve the differential
kinetics equations describing the evolution of the different excited states of each
molecule. These equations are the coupled differential equations and they are essentially
nonlinear which, in turn, leads to the fact that the radiation sources terms themselves
depend on the populations of the individual levels involved in the emitted transitions
[5,22]. Solving these kinetics equations and converting an observed signal into a species
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column density allows one to determine density and temperature of the emitting or
absorbing gas.
Since collisional rate coefficients are indispensable for the quantitative
interpretation of radiative spectra, the experimental and theoretical studies of collisioninduced ro-vibrational energy transfer have received a lot of attention during the past 50
years. That was possible thanks to the development of laser spectroscopy and combined
molecular beam experiments, along with the extensive growth of computer performance
which allows to carry out fully quantum time-independent mechanical treatments of
collision dynamics based on accurate potential energy surfaces (PESs). However, until
the beginning of XXI century, only a few molecular systems of astrochemical interest
have been studied and investigated in details. [24].

1.6 Experimental Studies of Ro-Vibrational Energy Transfer
Manifold experimental
studies of inelastic scattering and
ro-vibrational energy transfer have
been done in recent years [25].
However, measurements of
inelastic rate coefficients of
astrochemical species are
challengeable. The determination

Figure 6. Diversity of chemical compounds in the ISM
and life cycle of star. Credit: Phys.org [11]

of these rate coefficients at
physical conditions which the interstellar medium would usually have is hardly
affordable in terms of both collisional partners and temperature. The use of
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astrochemically important colliders such as H2 and He may complicate experimental
procedures because these molecules are light. Thus, most of the experiments have been
performed at room temperature and with heavy collisional partners such as Ar, Ne, N 2,
etc. that are not relevant for astrochemical applications.
To carry out a state-resolved scattering experiment one needs to prepare the initial
state and detect the final states population during the collision process which could be
achieved in double-resonance (DR) methods. The main concept of DR is the usage of two
sources of radiation. In such experiments, one source of radiation, the pump, induces
radiative dipole transitions and perturbs the rotational thermal distribution of the sample
molecules in the gas phase. After the molecules have been exposed to the radiation and
become excited, the probe, a second source of radiation, is used to track the following
time evolution of molecular levels towards equilibrium as the collisional energy transfer
redistributes molecules among the rotational levels. Performing DR experimental studies,
one can obtain not only total inelastic rate coefficients for collisionally induced
transitions from the initial rotational level j to all other rotational levels within the same
vibrational state, but state-to-state rate coefficients for the rotational energy transfer of
molecules from the initial state j to the final state j′. Using this method Oka and coworkers [26] performed experimental studies for rotational transitions in ammonia due to
collisions with helium and molecular hydrogen. They used microwave-microwave DR
method and were able to obtain some propensity rules for the Δj-induced collisions of
NH3 at room temperature (300K) for both quenchers. Later, this technique was extended
to ground-breaking infrared experiments (IR DR) by Bréchignac et al[27] and applied for
CO−H2 collisional system at room temperature and 77 K.
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One more way to study
rotational energy transfer is using
spectroscopic line-broadening
measurements [28] under very lowtemperature conditions. Rotational
scattering and pressure broadening
cross sections can be expressed through
terms of S-matrix and even the same

Figure 7. Hale-Bopp Comet [23].

terms [29] in so-called impact approximation. However, those expressions involve
different combinations of matrix elements: the pressure broadening cross section can be
obtained through the total removal cross section and a pure elastic term related with the
optical theorem [30]. Therefore, to extract cross sections and rate coefficients for
rotational energy transfer from pressure-broadening data, theoretical scattering
calculations should be carried out [5]. A good example of the technique was
demonstrated by Willey and co-workers[31] who measured pressure broadening of the
(J,K)=(1,1), (2,2), and (3,3) inversion transitions of ammonia NH3 in collisions with H2
as the broadening agent at temperatures of 15 to 40 K. They also obtained H 2 pressure
broadening cross sections and compared them to low-temperature He pressure
broadening of the same transitions.
Another experimental method for studying collision-induced rotational energy
transfer involves molecular beams. In such experiments, only relative values of cross
section can be measured which represent a significant technique limitation. Generally,
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scaling is performed with a theoretical result involving a cross section of relatively large
magnitude to minimize possible uncertainties. The crossed-molecular-beam experiments
reported by ter Meulen et al [32] serve as examples. In these studies sample of molecules
were prepared in a single initial state by electrostatic state selection. This jet of molecules
(NH3, OH, or D2CO) was crossed with a second beam of He or H2. Relative state-to-state
cross sections were determined by measuring the distribution of molecules over final
states using either laser-induced fluorescence or resonance enhanced multiphoton
ionization. Another recent example of such experiments is provided by the work of Yang
et al [33] on the inelastic rotationally scattering of H2O in collisions with He atoms and
H2 molecules. They extracted differential cross sections and compared them with the
results from full-quantum coupled-channel (CC) calculations, and excellent agreement
was found. Finally, very recently [34], crossed-beam measurements of inelastic rovibrational transitions of CO by collision with H2 were performed up to kinetic energies
as low as ∼4 cm−1. This valuable work opens the way to verification the quality of PESs
and a detailed validation of theoretical calculations at low temperature.

1.7 Theoretical Studies of Inelastic Scattering Dynamics
1.7.1 Potential Energy Surface
As far as we see the experimental studies are essential but can be done with
reasonable accuracy at very limited range of temperatures (typically, room temperature)
and for astrophysically irrelevant scattering atoms/systems. Thus, experimental data
usually serve as a reference. In practice, state-to-state collisional rate coefficients are
computed. The computation of collisional inelastic rate coefficients usually takes place
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within the Born−Oppenheimer approximation where electronic and nuclear motions are
separated. Scattering cross sections are thus obtained by solving the motion of the nuclei
on an electronic potential energy surface (PES) that is independent of the masses and
spins of the nuclei [22,5]. The potential energy surfaces must be computed accurately for
a number reasons. The main reason is that typical interstellar collisional energies can be
very low – orders of wavenumber – which means that dynamical calculations are very
sensitive to the PES quality in the range of moderate intermolecular distances which
practically correspond to the potential well scattering region.
The most accurate description of PES can be achieved using modern methods of
ab initio quantum chemistry. For example, the process of rotational excitation of a
molecule colliding with He or H2 usually corresponds to systems in their electronic
ground state as temperatures are generally medium (T < 300 K) in the ISM which relates
to the described above collisional region of the PES. Thus, He + H 2 collisional system
can be considered as a closed-shell system for the purposes stated above. A single
electronic configuration usually adequately represents the treatment of closed-shell
systems. It allows using of monoconfigurational methods such as coupled-cluster or
perturbative methods which are relatively cheap in terms of computational cost. The
coupled-cluster approach, usually (partially spin-restricted) coupled cluster with single,
double, and perturbative triple excitations [(R)CCSD(T)], are recommended to use for the
determination of nonreactive PESs owing to its high accuracy (on the order of one cm −1).
For open-shell radicals that generally cannot be correctly described by a single electronic
configuration, PES calculations should be done using of configuration interaction
methods. To the present day multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) [35]is
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currently the most accurate method. It is used to describe all geometries that could be
accessible by the nuclei during the collisional process. Such approach is also can be
useful for molecule-atomic hydrogen interactions because the open-shell character of H
usually implies the use of the method.
In all the methods described above, the quality of the result is also determined by
the correct choice of atomic orbitals which describe the molecular orbitals and the
electronic configuration. The chosen atomic-orbital basis set, from which the molecular
orbitals are built, must be large enough to correctly represent the correlation energy but
not so extended that the computation time becomes unacceptable. In practice one can
uses the augmented correlation-consistent valence triple-ζ (aug-cc-pVTZ), quadruple-ζ
(aug-cc-pVQZ), or quintuple-ζ (aug-cc-pV5Z) basis sets of Dunning et al [36] because
they are quite well adapted and have been widely used to construct PES for scattering
calculations. The quality of the results can be improved by the addition of bond functions
in the middle of a van der Waals bond [37]. The majority of calculations describing van
der Waals interactions involve these bond functions. However, it was noticed that bond
functions have a tendency to increase basis set superposition error and to change the
electrostatic energy significantly. Therefore they should be included in basis set with
caution. The described standard quantum chemistry approaches are employed in several
widely used numerical codes such as MOLPRO [38], Gaussian [39], and SAPT2008 [40].

1.7.2 Coupled Channel Formalism
Having a determined PES, one can compute the collisional cross sections and
corresponding rate coefficients from numerical solution of the nuclear Schrödinger
equations within the given PES. The computation of rotationally inelastic cross sections
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is usually based on so-called close-coupling (CC) approach. In this method, the
independent Schrodinger equation has to be solved. The solution is expanded in terms of
the finite set of spherical harmonics multiplied by unknown radial functions i.e. so-called
wave expansion. Substituting the solution in the following form into the Schrodinger
equation, the problem is re-formulated to solving of coupled second-order differential
equation systems. This quantum formalism was developed by Arthurs and Dalgarno 50
years ago [41] for collisions between a rigid rotor and a spherical atom. Later [42] Green
developed an extension of the approach for inelastic scattering problem between
asymmetric top rotor and atom and two rigid rotors. This method, exploited in several
numerical codes (MOLSCAT [43], MOLCOL [44], and Hibridon [45]), is now the most
accurate approach as far as all considered channels and all coupling terms between them
are taken into account. The computing time typically varies as N3, where N is size of the
scattering matrix which includes all possible transition between initial states and finale
states. Each state corresponds to a certain channel (quantum state of molecule), orbital
moment of relative motion, total angular momentum of the system and its projection.
Then, when N becomes very large which is a typical situation when calculations need to
be done at high-energy collisions with many degrees of freedom or for scattering systems
with low spectroscopic rotational constants, approximations can be applied. The coupledstates (CS) approximation, which excludes Coriolis coupling in the collision process, can
be implemented for heavy systems [46], and usually maintains a reasonable accuracy at
high energies of collision. In case when the number of rotational states to consider is too
large, the infinite-order sudden (IOS) approximation can help. This method neglects the
internal structure of the molecule. It generally predicts the correct order of magnitude of
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the rate coefficients in reasonable CPU time. The CC method, as well as the CS and IOS
approximations, have been implemented to treatment of rigid symmetric and asymmetric
tops in collisions with an atom and/or a rigid rotor [47]. Alexander made further
extension of the method to open-shell molecules such as 2Σ and 2Π, rotationally excited
and involed in collisions with a spherical atom[48]. The discussed scattering systems can
be treated by the basis routines exploited in the Hibridon public code.

1.7.3 Classical Trajectories
As another option or possibility, calculations of the inelastic rate coefficients can
be carried out using so-called the quasi-classical trajectory (QCT) method [49,50]. The
QCT method combines the use of classical mechanics, to treat the scattering process,
with simple quantization of the energy and angular momentum of reactants. Quantization
is simulated by means of so called binning procedure, which involves allocating the final
states to discrete values of the corresponding quantum numbers -- bins. However, the
QCT method is valid only to the extent of the classical mechanics that supports it. When
the collision energy decreases, the cross sections cannot satisfy detailed balance, which is
a sign of the breakdown of the method. Another deficiency is that the QCT cannot take
into account zero point energy which presents a significant drawback especially for
vibrational transition in molecules. Another crucial issue is the binning procedure which
is also questionable and usually the technique is adjusted to existing quantum theoretical
or experimental data. For example, comparison between the exact quantum mechanics
and classical trajectories studies of inelastic ro-vibrational inelastic scattering for He + H 2
system shows the discrepancy to be one order of magnitude for all transitions considered
in the work at collisional energies below 1000 cm -1. Even for energies above 4000cm-1
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the difference between CC and QCT cross sections is still about 20%[50]. Then, this
method cannot be adapted to the calculations of collisional data for cold ISM.

1.8 Inelastic Scattering in Combustion
There are fields of study along
with astrochemistry where state-to-state
rate coefficients are necessary. Flames
and other chemically reactive
environments, such as internal
combustion engines, present an example
of complicated interaction between
chemical kinetics and collisional energy
transfer [51]. The energy released in the
chemical reactions is the driven source
of ro-vibrational excitation.

Figure 8. Contour plot of the potential in the (x, z)
plane of methyl formate CH3OOCH. The minimum
in this plane is for β = 183◦ at -48.0 cm−1. The
molecule is shown as projected on the (x, z)
plane[54]. Reproduced with permission from A.
Faure, K. Szalewicz and L. Wiesenfeld, J. Chem.
Phys. 135, 024301 Copyright 2011 AIP Publishing
LLC

A chemical reaction never produces products with Boltzman internal state energy
distributions for rotational, vibrational, and electronic degrees of freedom or momentum
distribution because the reactions usually take place on complex potential energy
surfaces. The collisional energy transfer rearranges the energy distribution of the
accessible degrees of freedom toward thermal equilibrium. In order to determine the rates
of energy transfer this process has to be studied in bulk for many systems. The process
involves such collisional energy transfer mechanism as electronic quenching, vibrational
relaxation, and rotational energy transfer.

The energetics and mechanisms of these

bulk processes are described by simplified dependencies as energy gap law and are
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parameterized by probability of so-called energy transfer functions, P(E,E') [52]. These
transfer function can be incorporated into combustion models. To obtain energy transfer
function, one may require collisional rate coefficients.
One of the good and interesting examples which is important for combustion is
rotationally inelastic scattering of methyl radicals (CD3 and CH3). The methyl radical
plays an important role in the combustion of hydrocarbons, chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) of diamond films, and in the chemistry of the atmospheres of the outer planets in
the solar system. In addition, CH3 has been detected in the interstellar medium via its
infra-red emission bands. Very recently Alexander et al [53] have carried out scattering
calculations for this system on the PES of CH 3 + He [55]. This system has been chosen as
a good benchmark which provides very useful information about the collisional energy
transfer of methyl radicals. The computed results were compared with cross-beam
experiment data showing excellent agreement between theory and experiment.
Another relevant case is rotationally inelastic state-to-state transitions in hydroxyl
radical, OH. The hydroxyl radical is one of the most fascinating molecules in molecular
dynamics. In particular, inelastic collisions of free radicals such as OH are profoundly
important in environments ranging from combustion to astrochemistry. OH is also a
primary product of the photolysis of many prevalent molecules, including, of course,
water, as well as inorganic oxo-acids and various classes of hydroxyl-containing organic
compounds such as alcohols, carboxylic acids and so on. Consequently, the detection of
OH has long been the keystone of fundamental studies of the excited-state photophysics
of these important organic molecules. McKendrick et. al. [56] have carried out series of
so called velocity-map imaging (VMI) experiments in order to measure inelastic
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rotational cross sections in OH + Ar/He collisions and compared them with the results of
exact quantum scattering dynamics. The comparison shows generally very good
agreement between experimental and theoretical studies with some exceptions which can
be explained if uncertainties of the beam energy are taken into account. And again, the
experiment being essential to justify theoretical calculations is less favorable in terms of
accuracy and range of data which it can provide.

1.9 Mixed Quantum/Classical Theory(MQCT)
As far as we see calculations of inelastic scattering cross section and
corresponding temperature rates are essential for various fields of study. Therefore the
exact quantum formalism serves as a powerful instrument for collisional studies where
the experimental data is used for justification of PES and since high level ab initio
methods have been developed we can rely on the quality of PES in most cases for
obtaining a reasonable description of dynamics.
But the exact quantum mechanics faces another problem -- computational
affordability. Indeed, the numerical cost grows significantly with energy of collision:
numbers of accessible channels included in calculations should be increased and the
number of partial waves should be expanded in order to maintain converged cross
sections as well which leads to dramatic growth of the size of transition matrix and
drastically increases the computational cost. Is there any way to overcome the issue?
The QCT method discussed above is computationally affordable, but the
discrepancy between exact quantum results and classical trajectories simulations may
reach several orders of magnitude, which is unacceptable for practical use. Moreover
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obtaining small cross sections is a quite challengeable task for QCT, due to the binning
procedure. In these conditions an alternative approach is needed.
One appealing idea is to treat some degrees of freedom quantum mechanically
(internal degrees of freedom) and the rest quantum mechanically (typically, the
translational motion). This idea is not new. Some first works on this topic were done in
the 60-70s of the last century by, for example, Delos, Thorson, and Knudson [57]. They
derived classical and semi-classical approaches for electronic transitions in atomic
collisions. They also tried to formulate practical criteria to determine when their approach
works and when it does not. In 80s Gert Billing [58] laid the groundwork for rovibrationally inelastic scattering within semi-classical framework. His work basically
focused on quantum treatment of vibrational transitions while other degrees of freedom
(scattering and rotation) were treated classically. For rotational transitions very little was
done: in terms of applications he considered a case where a very approximate version of
this theory was applied to He+H2 for two energies and just for a few transitions.
This approach has been successfully applied for treatment of recombination
reaction of ozone which occurs in atmosphere [59-63]: O +O 2 ↔ O3. These studies were
focused on computing the absolute value of the recombination rate coefficient, its
pressure and temperature dependencies. The authors showed excellent agreement
between experimental data and their calculated results. It is worth to note that such
calculations within full quantum framework are computationally unfordable.
The present work is devoted to extension of MQCT onto the cases of rotationally
and ro-vibrationally inelastic transitions due to collisions, and its applications to several
systems important both methodologically and practically. This work is organized as
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follows: In Chapter 1 we demonstrate that MQCT proposed earlier in [59] is equivalent to
a general and rigorous Ehrenfest theorem approach to the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation. This is done for the case of a diatomic + atom scattering, when vibrational
motion is treated quantum mechanically and scattering coordinates along with rotational
motion is treated classically. This new formulation of MQCT is then applied to treat rovibrational transitions of CO + He. The comparison between the exact quantum data and
our results shows a good agreement. In Chapter 2 we formulate MQCT in the body-fixed
(BF) and space-fixed (SF) reference frames for ro-vibrational transitions in diatomic +
atom, where rotational motion is treated quantum mechanically. This serves as a theory
basis for the chapters that follow. In Chapter 3 we apply the BF formulation of MQCT
for treatment of Na + N2 and He + H2 rotationally inelastic scattering, and compare
against the full quantum results. For both cases a detailed agreement with the exact
quantum data is obtained. In Chapter 4 we formulate MQCT for treatment of symmetrictop and asymmetric-top rotors collided with an atom, and present the results of
calculations for H2O + He system. The study shows excellent agreement with the full
quantum data. Preliminarily results for HCOOCH 3 + He are also discussed. For rotational
excitation of methylfomate (HCOOCH3) in collisions with helium we obtained excellent
agreement in the energy range (up to 30 cm-1) where the quantum data is available. We
also significantly extended the collisional energy range and calculated rotational cross
sections up to collisional energy 300 cm-1. To the present day it is the largest molecule
which has been ever computed. In Chapter 5 the theoretical framework for molecular –
molecular collisional is formulated and applied to rotational inelastic scattering of H 2+N2
and H2+H2. In Chapter 6, we carry out inelastic scattering calculations for
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astrochemically important H2O + H2O system and present the first and only data for this
process. In Conclusion, we discuss the impact of MQCT in the field of inelastic scattering
calculations.
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CHAPTER 1. EHRENFEST THEOREM AND ITS APPLICATION
TO RO-VIBRATIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER IN CO+HE
INELASTIC SCATTERING
1.1 Theoretical Studies of Collisional Energy Transfer
Collisional energy transfer [1] encompasses a relatively broad spectrum of
molecular phenomena where the energized molecule (typically small polyatomic
molecule or a diatomic molecule) exchanges translational, rotational and vibrational
energy with a quencher (an atom, molecule or even a surface). The result of such
collision is usually a non-reactive inelastic scattering process, but dissociation of the
molecule and/or the quencher may also occur. In some applications the focus is on
quenching of the low-lying internal states of the molecule (e.g., few quanta of rovibrational excitation [2-8]) while in other processes, such as recombination reactions [913], the molecule is initially at energy above the dissociation threshold (scattering
resonance). Several processes that are reverse to quenching, such as collisional excitation
and the collision-induced dissociation, also fall into category of the collisional energy
transfer.
The relevant range of temperatures is broad. In recent years the interest in
collisional energy transfer at ultra-cold conditions has been high [14-16] and in those
cases the inelastic scattering calculations must be done using the full-fledged quantum
mechanics [17,18]. On the other hand, for the processes relevant to combustion [19,20],
photochemistry [21,22] or hyper-thermal phenomena [23,24], when high energies are
involved, the classical-trajectory picture is quite appropriate [25-29]. In between of those
limits the quantum mechanical calculations of collisional energy transfer become
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unaffordable computationally even for the smallest molecular systems (due to large
number of coupled channels and partial waves) while the classical trajectory calculations
are not entirely justified and contain serious drawbacks (such as vibrational zero-point
energy leakage [30,31]). Indeed, the vibrational frequencies are typically on order of oneto-few thousand wave numbers, so, the classical approximation for vibrational motion
becomes truly valid only at very high temperatures. In polyatomic molecules the
vibrational spacing may be smaller but still, for the temperature range 30 < T < 3000 K
(depending on system) there is no practical method of computing the collisional energy
transfer. And this is exactly the temperature interval where the majority of chemical
processes occur.
The general idea to use a mixture of quantum and classical mechanics for
description of collisional energy transfer is not new [32-34]. However it has never been
developed to the level of predictive computational tool. The literature on this topic is
surprisingly sparse. Some authors neglect rotational motion of the molecule [35-37],
which is physically incorrect because the rotational energy transfer is usually a major
pathway of the process. There are very few papers where rotational excitation of the
molecule by the quencher was actually treated [33,34], but even there the molecule was
assumed to have zero angular momentum prior to collision. Such approach is able to give
some insight into rotational excitation, but no information about rotational quenching. It
is also obvious that collision of a rotationless molecule with quencher would lead to
overestimated rotational excitation (even statistically) since all the available rotational
states are unpopulated before collision. It is desirable to specify adequate thermal initial
conditions for rotation.
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Clearly, there are ample opportunities for development of new theories of
collisional energy transfer. Recently, the mixed quantum/classical theory (MQCT) for
collisional energy transfer (CET) and ro-vibrational energy flow (RVEF) was proposed
[11-12] and applied to treat a very complicated problem – the recombination reaction that
forms ozone [13,38]. In this approach the time-dependent quantum mechanics (wave
packet method) is used to treat vibrational motion of the energized molecule, while its
rotational motion and scattering of the quencher are treated with classical trajectories.
The rotation-vibration interaction is included in an adiabatic manner, within the fluidrotor model. Energy is exchanged between translational, rotational and vibrational
degrees of freedom, while the total energy of the system is conserved. This method
allows one to capture major quantum effects associated with vibrational motion of the
molecule (i.e., zero-point energy, quantization of states, tunneling, scattering resonances)
while advantage is taken of the quasi-classical regime usually valid for rotational and
translational degrees of freedom. This mixed quantum/classical approach is expected to
be accurate in the intermediate temperature range 30 < T < 3000 K and computationally
affordable for small polyatomic molecules.
In present section we review this approach and demonstrate that it is, in fact,
equivalent to the Ehrenfest theorem treatment of the process. Detailed theory is presented
for the simplest energy-transfer process – collision of a diatomic molecule with a
quencher. The section is organized as follows. In Sec. 1.2 we outline major components
of MQCT for CET and RVEF. In Sec. 1.3 we review the Ehrenfest theorem treatment of
the diatom + atom collision and show analytically that it is equivalent to the fluid-rotor
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model. Some illustrative numerical results are presented in Sec. 1.4. Conclusions and
possible applications of this theory are given in Sec. 1.5.

1.2 Theoretical Framework
A set of internal coordinates of the molecule is denoted RQ , where subscript “Q”
is used to stress that these degrees of freedom are treated quantum mechanically. The
vibrational wave function (RQ ) is expressed in these coordinates and is represented by
a suitable grid of points. For example, in the case of a diatomic molecule RQ represents
only one degree of freedom -- the bond length R . In the case of a triatomic molecule

R Q  {R1 , R2 , } defines two bond lengths and bending angle, so, the grid is threedimensional. The time-dependent Schrödinger equation for vibrational motion
(neglecting rotation)
i


 (R Q , t )  Hˆ (t )  (R Q , t ) ,
t
Hˆ (t )  Tˆ  V ( R Q ; R C (t )) ,

(1)

(2)

is propagated using the wave packet method [39]. Note that Hamiltonian Hˆ ( t ) is time
dependent and this dependence comes from the potential energy term. If the quencher is
at infinity this term represents potential energy surface of the molecule V ( R Q ) . As the
collsion partner approaches and scatters off the molecule, the potential energy surface is
continuously modified due to the quencher interaction, which is formally written as

V (R Q ; R C (t )) dependence. Here,

R C denotes the external (scattering) degrees of

freedom, treated classically. If rotational motion is neglected, those are just the center-of-
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mass positions for molecule and collision partner -- six Cartesian coordinates in the
laboratory-fixed reference frame, R C  { q mol , q que }. So, the time-dependence of R C ( t ) is
governed by classical trajectory of motion, which introduces time-dependence into the
Hamiltonian Hˆ ( t ) . In this way, scattering of the quencher affects vibrational motion of
the molecule and classical part of the system affects its quantum part.
For the translational (scattering) degrees of freedom the classical equations of
motion are simply
q  p / m ,

(3)

~
p  V ,

(4)

~

where subscripts were omitted for transparency. The moiety V is the mean-field potential,
which represents average of the potential energy of the system over the vibrational wave
function of the molecule (quantum expectation value)

~
V (RC )  (RQ ) V (RQ , RC ) (RQ ) ,

(5)

where integration is over RQ . Thus, gradients of the mean-field potential with respect to
classical variables R C  { q mol , q que } drive the scattering process. Note also that

~
V

reflects the internal vibrational state of the molecule, through average over the vibrational
wave function (RQ ) . In this way the vibrational degrees of freedom affect the dynamics
of scattering, and the quantum part of the system affects motion of its classical part.
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1.2.1 The Fluid-Rotor Model
If the rotational motion of molecule is included and is treated classically, the set
of classical degrees of freedom should be expanded to include Euler angles [40] used to
define orientation of molecule in space: R C  { q mol , q que ,  ,  ,  } . The effect of rotational
motion on vibration is taken into account adiabatically [41-46], by introducing the
centrifugal potential term Vrot into the Hamiltonian operator
Hˆ (t )  TˆJ 0  V ( R Q ; R C (t ))  Vrot ( R Q ; R C (t )) .

(6)

This term represents rotational energy of the molecule and is a continuous smooth function
of its shape (i.e., of the internal coordinates RQ ). Also, Vrot is a function of time, since
rotational energy changes along the trajectory R C ( t ) . At every moment of time and for
every point RQ of the grid we compute this potential numerically as

Vrot (R Q )  12 (J, I 1 (R Q )J) ,

(7)

where I ( R Q ) is tensor of inertia on the grid and J(t ) is instantaneous vector of angular
momentum of the molecule, both expressed in the laboratory reference frame. Note that
this adiabatic rotation approximation is expected to work better than any other method of
angular momentum decoupling, simply because tensor of inertia of the molecule is not
fixed at a single chosen molecular configuration (e.g., equilibrium position), but changes
smoothly as molecular shape is distorted by vibration. This feature is important for
treatment of the large-amplitude vibrational motion (e.g., highly-excited vibrations or even
dissociation).
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Equation (7) is also used to define the average tensor of inertia of the classical rotor,
~
I , that corresponds to vibrational wave function (RQ ) . For this, we require that quantum

expectation value of rotational energy,

~Q
Erot
 (RQ ) Vrot (R Q ) (RQ ) ,

(8)

coincides with energy of the average classical rotor,
C
Erot
 12 (J, I 1J) ,

(9)

~Q
C
 Erot
at every moment of time. From Erot
one obtains [11]

~
I  (R Q ) I 1 (R Q ) (R Q )

1

,

(10)

which guarantees conservation of total ro-vibrational energy and describes how evolution
of vibrational wave function (treated with quantum mechanics) affects the tensor of inertia
of the classical rotor.
Thus, vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom are treated explicitly and selfconsistently. The rigid-rotor assumption of any sort is avoided and we deal with fluid rotor,
whose tensor inertia ~I ( t ) is affected by vibration and is time-dependent. Equations for
rotation of such fluid rotor are obtained as follows. Start with

~
J  Iω and, assuming that

each of these quantities is time dependent, differentiate this expression (by parts) with
~
~
 . Introduce average torque as
respect to time: dJ dt  I ω  I ω
~τ  dJ dt .

Express angular velocities ω (t ) and accelerations ω (t ) through Euler angles:

(11)
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ω  G    ,
  
 

(12)

where, for convenience, we defined

 0 cos

G   0 sin 
1
0


sin  sin  

 sin  cos  .

cos 


(13)

Further manipulations [11] lead to the following final system of second-order differential
equations for rotation of the fluid rotor

 
  
  
  
 


 

~
~




1

1
~
    .
    G  I  τ  I G     G

  
  
  


 
 
 
 

(14)

~

Time-derivative of the mean tensor, I in Eq. (14), can be computed by differentiating over
~
time the definition of I , Eq. (10)

~ ~ ~
I  I AI ,

(15)

where

d
 dI 
A   I 1   I 1   2 Re  I 1
 .
dt
 dt 

(16)

Note that in the rigid-rotor case, when vibrational wave function of the molecule does not
evolve, d  dt  0 and the second term in Eq. (17) vanishes.

τ in Eq. (14) is computed as average over the vibrational wave
The mean torque ~
function:
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~τ    ( R )
Q

r

i

 V  (R Q ) ,

(17)

i

where ri  V represents torque of the quencher on each atom in the molecule,

ri  {xi , yi , zi } is radius vector of ith atom relative to molecular center or mass, the gradient
V is computed with respect to Cartesian position of each atom. Summation in Eq. (17)
is over all atoms in the molecule (e.g., three for a triatomic molecule).
In the way formulated above this theory can be applied to small polyatomic
molecules. The fluid rotor treatment of rotation is computationally inexpensive. The most
demanding part is propagation of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for vibration,
Eq. (1) with Hamiltonian (6). As size of the molecule increases ( 3N  6 vibrational degrees
of freedom for N-atomic molecule), integrating the quantum expectation values in Eqs. (5),
(10), (15) and (17) also becomes costly. The case of triatomic molecule was discussed in
detail in Ref. [11]. Diatomic molecule is a special case, discussed in Sec. 1.2.2 below.

1.2.2 Application to Diatomic Molecule

Relative to molecular center of mass, the coordinates of two atoms (i = 1, 2) are
given by:

xi  R

mi
cos sin  ,
m1  m2

(18a)

yi  R

mi
sin  sin  ,
m1  m2

(18b)

zi  R

mi
cos .
m1  m2

(18c)
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Substitution of Eqs. (18) into standard expression for the tensor of inertia,
  mi ( yi2  zi2 )

I     mi xi yi
  mzx
 iii


  mi xi yi

  mi z i xi 

 mi ( x  z )   mi zi yi  ,
  mi z i yi
 mi ( xi2  yi2 ) 
2
i

2
i

(19)

leads to:
II M,

(20)

where matrix M is defined as
 sin 2  sin 2   cos 2 

M    sin 2  sin  cos 
  sin  cos  cos 


 sin 2  sin  cos 
sin  cos   cos 
2

2

2

 sin  cos  sin 

 sin  cos  cos  

 sin  cos  sin   ,

sin 2 


(21)
and a scalar I   R 2 gives the moment of inertia of the diatomic, expressed through its
reduced mass

  m1m2 (m1  m2 ) . The matrix M is singular. Thus, the tensor of inertia

I can’t be inverted, and all equations above that contain I 1 should be rewritten in the way
suitable for the case of diatomic molecule. Those are Eqs. (7), (9), (10) and (14).
For rotational potential and rotational energy of the diatomic fluid rotor, instead of
Eqs. (7) and (9), we can write
Vrot (R Q ) 

C
E rot


J2
~.
2I

J2
J2

,
2 R 2 2 I ( R)

(7′)

(9′)
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Substituting Eq. (7′) into Eq. (8) and equating the result to Eq. (9′), leads to the following
expression for the mean moment of inertia of the diatomic fluid rotor:

~
I  (R)

1
1
(R) .
2
R

(10′)

Here the vibrational wave function  (R ) is one-dimensional. This scalar expression

~

~

replaces the vector expression of Eq. (10). From Eq. (20) it also follows that I  I M .

Positioning the diatomic molecule in space requires only two Euler angles,  and

 , that correspond to spherical polar coordinates. The value of 
and can be set to

is constant, arbitrary

   2, for convenience. Thus, equations (12-13) transform into
  
 
ω  G0
  
 

(12′)

and

 0 cos

G   0 sin 
1
0


sin  

 cos 
0 

.

(13′)

Equation (14) can be formally rewritten as

  
  
~   ~ ~
~  
I G  0   τ  [ I G  I G] 0  .
  
  
 
 

(14′)
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Note that although many elements of these 3 3 matrixes are zero, it is impossible to

τ , occurring during
express Eq. (14′) through 2 2 matrixes, simply because the torque ~
the molecule-partner collision, is represented by a 3 3 matrix and, in general, none of its
elements are zero. This property is also related to evolution of the angular momentum
vector, due to torque supplied by the quencher, according to Eq. (11). Of course, in the
absence of external torque, rotation of a diatomic is essentially two-dimensional and could
be described by 2 2 matrixes in the appropriate reference frame.

1.3. The Ehrenfest Theorem
The theorem of Ehrenfest provides a link between the expectation values of
quantum operators q̂ and p̂ , and their classical counterparts -- generalized positions
and momenta, q and p . This theorem is employed in order to obtain classical equations of
motion for the system which contains quantum and classical degrees of freedom. The main
idea is to start with “mixed” Hamiltonian of the system, which already includes classical
variables and quantum operators, and derive classical Hamiltonian by averaging quantum
part over the wave function. From such classical Hamiltonian, one can derive equations of
motion for classical variables. The Ehrenfest approach involves assumption that each
classical trajectory is independent from other individual trajectories [47]. Generally, the
Ehrenfest approach is valid if state-to-state transitions in the quantum part of the system do
not modify drastically the dynamics of its classical part [48]. This is the case if transition
probabilities are relatively small, or if wave functions of different quantum states lead to
similar expectation values.
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1.3.1 Application to Diatomic + Atom
Using notations of the previous Section, the total Hamiltonian operator for the
system of diatomic molecule + atom can be written as
2
pˆ que
pˆ 2mol
2  2  ˆ
ˆ
H 
R
 Trot 

 V (R, ,  , q mol , qque ) .
2 R 2 R R
2mmol 2mque

(22)
Replacing the radial wave function  (R ) by new wave function  ( R )   ( R ) / R permits
to simplify the kinetic energy operator and calculate the volume element as

| (R) |2 dR  | (R) |2 R2dR. Expressing the rotational kinetic energy operator in spherical
polar coordinates in the Laplace-Beltrami form [49], using

p̂  i   and

p̂  i   , leads to the following expression for the Hamiltonian operator:
2
pˆ que
2  2 pˆ  sin pˆ 
pˆ2
pˆ 2mol
ˆ
H 




 V (R, ,  , qmol, qque) .
2 R2 2 R2 sin 2 R2 sin2  2mmol 2mque

(23)
Next step is to separate all degrees of freedom in the system onto quantum (vibration) and
classical (rotation and translation). Thus, RQ  {R } and RC  {qmol , qque , ,  } . For classical
degrees of freedom we replace quantum operators p̂ , p̂ , p̂ mol and p̂que by their classical
analogues, and split Hamiltonian onto two parts. The quantum Hamiltonian is:
p
p2
2 2
Hˆ Q  


 V ( R Q ; R C (t )) .
2  R 2 2  R 2 2  R 2 sin 2 
2

(24)
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The classical Hamiltonian is obtained as expectation value:

H C   ( R) Hˆ  ( R)
2
p que
p 2mol


  ( R) Hˆ Q  ( R)
2mmol 2mque



 p2
p2
p 2mol
p2
 que    
2mmol 2mque  2  2  sin 2 

(25)


  ( R) 1 2  ( R )  T~Q  V~( R C ).

R


~
Note that this expression can be conveniently rewritten by introducing I defined in Eq.

(10′). Indeed

HC 

2
pque
p2
p2mol
p2
~ ~

 ~  ~  2  TQ  V (RC ) .
2mmol 2mque 2I 2I sin 

(26)

Here V (RC ) is the mean field potential, just as one in Eq. (5). Expectation value of
quantum kinetic energy in Eq. (26),
2
2
TQ  
( R )
( R) ,
2
R 2

(27)

is not a function of any classical coordinates. It is only a function of time.
From classical Hamiltonian of Eq. (26) the equations of motions can be obtained in

  HC p and p  HC q . For translational degrees of freedom qmol
a standard way: q
and qque one obtains equations exactly equivalent to Eqs. (3-5). For rotational degrees of
freedom  and



this gives

p
,
I sin 2 

  ~

(28a)
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p

  ~ ,

(28b)

I

p   

V
,


(28c)

p   

V p2 cos 

.
 2 I sin3 

(28d)

Similar equations for rigid rotor are well known [49], but here the emphasis is on
~
definition of the average moment of inertia I given by Eq. (10′).
~
One could erroneously think that I should be computed using the average value

of vibrational coordinate R   ( R ) R ( R ) , but the theory presented above shows
2
that I  R . Another possibility that may seem quite appropriate (but is also incorrect)

~
is to compute I as the average value of I (R) . However, one should realize that

~
~
I   ( R ) I ( R )  ( R ) . Instead, I must be computed as inverse of average of the
~

inverse: I   ( R ) I 1 ( R )  ( R )

1

. This expression is not trivial and, to our best

knowledge, is not well known, even for a diatomic molecule. It originates from averaging
the rotational energy, rather than vibrational coordinate or the moment of inertia.
~
What are the consequences of using an incorrect expression to compute I ? For a

compact wave packet  (R ) , like the ground vibrational state wave function, the
differences between  ( R ) R  ( R ) ,  ( R) R 2  ( R ) and  ( R ) R 2  ( R )
2

1

can

be small. However, for the large-amplitude vibrational motion characterized by a broad
wave function the effect can be sizable. Examples include such processes as collisioninduced dissociation, dynamics of the van-der-Waals states, or large-amplitude bending
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motion of a floppy molecule. Also, from the fundamental theory perspective, the total
energy of the mixed quantum/classical system is conserved only if the correct expression
~
I   ( R ) I 1 ( R )  ( R )

1

is used for the classical rotor (see Sec. 1.4).

1.3.2 Equivalence of the Two Methods
~

It is interesting that the expression I   ( R ) I 1 ( R )  ( R )

1

appears in both the

fluid-rotor equations and in the Ehrenfest theorem treatment. In the first case it emerges

~Q
from the requirement that expectation value of quantum rotational energy Erot
equals to
C
classical energy of the fluid rotor Erot , at every moment of time, which guaranteed

conservation of total energy. In the second case it comes from averaging the quantum
Hamiltonian, with the purpose of obtaining its classical counterpart. These sources seem
to be related.
There are, however, two pronounced differences between the two methods. First,

~

the rigid rotor equations (14) include I and require the knowledge of

d dt in Eq. (16),

while there is no time-derivative of wave function involved in Eqs. (28). Second,
expression (17) for the mean torque includes summation over all atoms in a molecule,
while there in nothing like that in Eqs. (28). So, the question can be raised: Are those two
~
methods entirely equivalent, or the expression for I is the only thing they have in

common?
On one side, the Hamiltonian equations (28) can be combined into the secondorder equations, by differentiating over time both sides of Eqs. (28a) and (28b), and
substituting Eqs. (28c) and (28d) as appropriate:
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~
V
~
~
~
,
( I   I  ) sin 2    2 I   cos  sin  


(29)

~
V
~
~
~ 2




I   I   2 I  cos  sin  
.


(30)

On the other side, we can work with the fluid rotor equations and substite (13′) and (2021) into (14′). This leads to the matrix equation given in Appendix 1A. Let’s look at its zcomponent first, Eq. (1A3):
~
~
~
I  sin 2   ~z  I  sin 2   2 I  sin  cos  .

(31)

Interestingly, this equation becomes equivalent to Eq. (29), if we can show that:
~
V
~
.
z  


(32)

This is done in Eqs. (1B1) and (1B2) of Appendix B, which proves that z-component of
Eq. (14′) is equivalent to Eqs. (28a,c).
In a similar manner, we can combine x- and y-components of Eq. (14′), given as
expressions (1A1) and (1A2) in Appendix, into the expression similar to Eq. (30).
Namely, multiplying (1A1) by sin and subtracting (1A2) multiplied by cos  , we
obtain:

~
~
I ( sin    sin  cos  cos  ) sin   I ( cos    sin  cos  sin  ) cos  
~
~
[~x  I ( sin    sin  cos  cos  )  I  2 sin  cos  sin  ] sin 
~
~
 [~y  I ( cos    sin  cos  sin  )  I  2 sin  cos  cos  ] cos 

(33)

In this expression several terms cancel and it becomes, indeed, equivalent to Eq. (30), if
we can prove that:
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~
V
~
~
 x sin    y cos   
.


(34)

This finalizes our proof that Eqs. (28) are equivalent to Eq. (14′). Here we showed that
~
not only the definition of I is the same in both methods, but also that the heuristic “fluid-

rotor” approach (introduced ad hoc in Ref. [11] and used to treat the collisional energy
transfer in recombination reaction [13,38]) is, in fact, entirely equivalent to the Ehrenfest
theorem treatment of this process.

1.4 Numerical Tests
In order to gain further insight
into the mixed quantum/classical
approach to collisional energy transfer
we carried out numerical simulations of
CO ( v  1) quenching by He impact,
using Eqs. (28) and (10′). Potential
energy surface from Ref. [7] was
employed. Calculations of converged

Figure 1. Time evolution of the average moment of
inertia of CO molecule along the example trajectory
discussed in the text. The post-collisional dynamics
is clearly seen.

cross sections for this process in a broad range of temperatures, 30 < T < 3000 K, will be
reported elsewhere [50]. Here we focus on fundamentally important issues of rovibrational energy transfer, total energy conservation and time evolution of I~ ( t ) . We
used the Runge-Kutta method of 4th order [51] for classical degrees of freedom and the
Lanczos propagator [39] for quantum degrees of freedom.
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We will analyze one representative trajectory that starts with CO ( v  1) in a
highly excited rotational state J  45 . The He atom collides the molecule with relatively
small impact parameter b  2.58 a0 and the center-of-mass translational energy

Ecol  4000 cm1 . The collision geometry is rather arbitrary, neither planar nor
perpendicular.
Figure 1 shows evolution of I~ ( t ) . Before collision the vibrational wave packet
~
corresponds to an eigenstate v  1 and we see that the value of I remains constant.

During the collision it starts changing, and oscillates quite dramatically at the postcollisional state. Clearly, oscillations of I~ ( t ) correspond to the motion of vibrational
wave packet which, in this case,
includes appreciable populations of
eigenstates up to v  3. This is
illustrated by Fig. 2, where we
plotted populations of vibrational
states along the trajectory,
determined by projecting the
vibrational wave packet onto the
instantaneous vibrational basis, i.e.,

Figure 2. Evolution of vibrational state populations in
CO during its collision with He atom, as they follow
the example trajectory discussed in the text.
Vibrational state-to-state transitions occur during the
relatively short time of collision.

the vibrational eigenstates computed at each moment of time using the instantaneous
value of J (t ) 

p2  p2 sin 2  . Vibrational state-to-state transitions are clearly seen

for v  0 , 1, 2 and 3. Note that for this trajectory the angular momentum transfer is quite
significant, J  19 , so that the initial and the final vibrational spectra are very
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different. However, despite of dramatic vibrational motion and oscillations of I~ ( t )
during the post-collisional dynamics, the value of J remains constant (within accuracy of
the numerical method, very high here, J  10 6 ). This demonstrates conservation of the
angular momentum.
Figure 3 shows expectation value of quantum vibrational energy
E vib   ( R ) Tˆ  V ( R )  ( R ) computed along the trajectory and Fig. 4 shows

~
~
evolution of classical rotational energy Erot  J 2 2 I . Clearly, the post-collisional stage
of the process exhibits very pronounced and ongoing ro-vibrational energy exchange,
with amplitude close to 10 cm 1 . Indeed, comparing Figs. (3) and (4) one can see that

~
~
oscillations of Evib and Erot are out of phase (shifted by  ). The total energy is
conserved with very high precision, E  10 2 cm 1 , defined only by accuracy of the
numerical integration method.
Overall, in this collision the
molecule lost about
 E tot  2580 cm  1 .

On average,

~
Erot  2560 cm1 and
~
Evib  20 cm1 .
Careful analysis of the long
time behavior during the post-

Figure 3. Evolution of average vibrational energy of CO
(quantum expectation value) during its collision with He
atom, as they follow the example trajectory discussed in
the text. The post-collisional dynamics is seen.

collisional stage shows two
characteristic frequencies of oscillations in I(t) , Evib and E rot . One (higher) frequency is
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very obvious from Figs. (1), (3) and (4), corresponding to vibrational motion of the
molecule. The second (lower) frequency corresponds to vibrational inharmonicity. It

~
manifests as slight modulation of the vibrational oscillation amplitude in I~ ( t ) , Evib and
~
Erot . Although not very clear, still this effect can be seen in Fig. 1, which captures one
quarter-period of this low frequency dynamics.
Figure 5 shows evolution of
three components of the mean torque

~
τ during the moment of collision. All
of them contribute to rotational deexcitation of the molecule and vanish
when the collision is over. This is
expected, since the geometry of
collision is pseudo-arbitrary and the
process is treated in the three-

Figure 4. Evolution of classical rotational energy of
CO during its collision with He atom, as colliding
partners follow the example trajectory discussed in the
text. The post-collisional dynamics is seen.

dimensional space, even though the
instantaneous rotation of the diatomic molecule at each moment of time is essentially
two-dimensional.
Coming back to the question of energy conservation, we repeated calculations for
the same trajectory two more times: one using   ( R ) R  ( R )

2

and second using

~
 ( R) R 2 ( R) for I , instead of the correct I~    ( R ) R 2  ( R )

1

of Eq. (10′).

In each test-case we computed the change of total energy in the system, E . Results are
presented in Fig. 6 and we see that the total energy is conserved only in the original
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correct case (green line). In two test-cases some energy was lost:  E  6 .0 cm 1 and
8.7 cm 1 , respectively. Figure 6 shows that energy is lost during the short time interval of

the molecule-quencher collision, when response of the molecule to torque of the
quencher is essential. We also checked probabilities of state-to-state transitions in the two
test-cases and found that they changed by ~5% and ~10%, respectively. This
demonstrates that in dynamics calculations one should use only the correct expression for
~
I , that of Eq. (10′).

We just reviewed theory of two
mixed quantum/classical approaches to
collisional energy transfer and rovibrational energy flow: the heuristic
fluid-rotor method (introduced earlier
to treat recombination reactions [11])
and the more rigorous method based on
the Ehrenfest theorem [47]. For the

Figure 5. Evolution of three Cartesian components
of torque ~τ , as CO collides with He atom, following
the example trajectory discussed in the text.

case of diatomic molecule + quencher
we showed analytically that these two methods are entirely equivalent. Notably, they both
~

make use of the average moment of inertia expressed as I   ( R ) I 1 ( R )  ( R )

1

.

Although diatomic molecule is the simplest case, this work serves as a proof-of-principle
and gives us transparent tools for similar treatments of triatomic and small polyatomic
molecules.
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Despite the equivalence discussed above, each of the two formulations has its
own advantages, and is interesting on its own. For example, the Hamiltonian equations
(28) for the diatomic molecule are easier to propagate numerically compared to the fluidrotor equations (14′). But the fluid-rotor approach gives some additional insight, not
immediately present in the Hamiltonian equations of motion (28). One example is the
equivalence of the expectation value of quantum rotational potential, Eq. (8), and the
classical rotational energy, Eq. (9), which is built into the fluid-rotor approach and leads
to the central equation (10). Second example is the role played by the angular momentum
and the torque in Eq. (11). These intuitive features provide better understanding of the
mixed quantum/classical methodology.
Another important aspect is the
generality of the fluid-rotor approach.
Namely, equations (10), (14) and (17)
are expressed in Cartesian coordinates
and can be directly applied to basically
any molecule (triatomic, small
polyatomic), irrespectively to the

Figure 6. Total energy conservation in the mixed
quantum/classical calculations. Correct method
(green) uses Eq. (10′) for the mean tensor of
inertia. Alternative methods discussed in the text
(blue and red) give wrong results, E  0 .

choice of the internal vibrational
coordinates.
Numerical results presented here illustrate energy and momentum conservation in
the mixed quantum/classical approach and open opportunities for computationally
affordable treatment of collisional energy transfer. Calculations of converged cross
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sections for CO ( v  1 ) quenching by He impact in a broad range of temperatures, 30 < T
< 3000 K, are presented below in the next section. [50].

1.5. Ro-Vibrational Quenching of CO (v = 1) by He Impact
Collisional energy transfer in carbon monoxide plays a significant role in
atmospheric chemistry [52, 52], astrophysics [54-55] and condensed matter physics at
ultra-cold temperatures [57, 58]. It has been studied in the past both theoretically [59-70]
and experimentally [54, 69] in a broad range of temperatures. For example, rotationalvibrational transitions of CO is a valuable diagnostic probe of diverse astrophysical
environments, such as interstellar and circumstellar media [71-75], where the
temperatures of interest are very high, up to T ~ 2500 K . Ro-vibrational transitions in
the intermediate temperature range, 300 K  T  1000 K , are important to the postcombustion kinetics of CO [74-76]. Finally, these processes play critical role in
developing the methods for cooling (and trapping) molecules to (at) sub-Kelvin
temperatures, because efficiency of experimental techniques depends on the ratio
between elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections. Thus, experimental studies of
inelastic transitions in CO + He is an important benchmark, which has many potential
applications including the high resolution molecular spectroscopy and controlled
chemical reactions [77, 78]. Also, the study of vibrational relaxation of CO by collisions
with He atoms provides a convenient general model which could be used for analysis of
relaxation processes involving other diatomic molecules and other low-mass collision
partners [64].
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In the past, significant efforts have been devoted to testing and refining the
potential energy surface (PES) for interaction between CO and He. Despite the fact that
this system is relatively simple from the chemical point of view, a satisfactory agreement
between calculated and experimental rate coefficients could not be achieved for a long
period of time [60-73, 79]. The improvement of detection techniques [80, 81] and
development of the PES [82-84] went through several refinement cycles. Finally, an
acceptable agreement between theory and experiment has been reached in different parts
of the desired broad range of temperatures. Two latest very similar PESs for this system
have been reported [85, 86] and used for calculations of inelastic scattering. The PES
from Ref. [85] was used in this work in order to enable direct comparison of our results
with those of Refs [66] and [68].
Due to this past interest, the CO (v  1)  He seems to represent an ideal
benchmark system for developing and testing new theoretical methods for description of
ro-vibrational quenching. The exact inelastic quantum scattering approach (coupledchannel) is expected to be accurate, but appears to be computationally affordable for
T  500 K only [60, 66,67,69]. At higher temperatures the approximate quantum

calculations (coupled states) are usually accurate in predicting the transition probabilities
and cross sections, but inclusion of the highly excited rotational states is still very
expensive [67-68, 87]. In the contrast, the classical trajectory calculations, although
highly affordable, are not able to provide good agreement with experimental data [88].
The main drawback of classical approach is leakage of zero-point energy, which becomes
severe in the molecules with large vibrational quanta.
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One reasonable way to tackle the inelastic ro-vibrational quenching is a mixed
quantum/classical theory (MQCT) where the vibrational motion of the molecule is treated
quantum mechanically while translational and rotational degrees of freedom are treated
classically [89]. This approach eliminates the problem of zero-point energy leakage, and
also allows capturing other quantum mechanical phenomena, such as scattering
resonances (including calculations of their lifetimes [92,93]), quantization of vibrational
states, their normal vs. local mode character and, finally, quantum symmetry [94].
The MQCT method [90-93] is expected to work well when the rotational quantum
is small compared to thermal energy. This condition may not be fulfilled entirely for the
lightest rotors only, such as methane or water (both contain H atoms), but it is satisfied
well for majority of molecules, including heavy diatomics such as CO, O 2, N2, etc. The
second requirement is a semi-classical regime of scattering. In this respect the
CO (v  1)  He system studied here is not an easy one. The helium atom is light and one

expects to see deviations from classical scattering at lower temperatures.
So, the purpose of this work was to carry out calculations of ro-vibrational
quenching using the MQCT method and compare results with experiment in a broad
range of temperatures, in order to see whether the classical approximation breaks down or
not and, if it does, at what temperature does this happen and how inaccurate the MQCT
results become, or they still remain acceptable? The findings from these calculations
came out very encouraging.
Several sets of results in the range 5 K  T  2500 K are presented, analyzed and
compared in this chapter. Some of our results are from “direct” calculations of
quenching, where the initial vibrational state of CO is v  1 , and cross sections for
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transitions to the final ground state v  0 are computed directly and used to derive the
quenching rates. Another set of data is from the “reverse” approach, where cross sections
for excitations from v  0 to v  1 are computed first, and then converted into the
quenching rates using the principle of microscopic reversibility [70, 95]. One more set of
data is from the average-velocity (symmetrized) approach of Billing [96], where the
principle of macroscopic reversibility is built in by construction, and the results of direct
and reverse calculations are very similar to each other.
This part of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 1.6 we outline major
components of the MQCT for the simplest energy-transfer process – collision of a
diatomic molecule with an atomic quencher. Numerical results for CO (v  1)  He are
presented and discussed in Sec. 1.7. The last Sec. 1.8 is devoted to the symmetrized
approach. Conclusions and possible applications of this theory are given in Sec. 1.9.

1.6 Equations for the Mixed Quantum/Classical Treatment
Detailed derivations of equations for the mixed quantum/classical treatment of
inelastic diatomic quencher + molecule scattering have been reviewed recently [97]. Here
we briefly recap only the major points of this theory.

1.6.1 Mixed Quantum/Classical Dynamics
Vibrational motion of the molecule is treated quantum mechanically by
introducing the vibrational wave function  ( R, t ) and propagating numerically the timedependent Schrodinger equation,
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i


 ( R, t )  Hˆ (t )  ( R , t ) ,
t

(35)

on a grid of points using the wave packet technique [47]. The Hamiltonian operator
2 2
Hˆ (t )  
 Vrot ( R; t )  Vpot ( R; t )
2  R 2

(36)

is time-dependent (implicitly) because the centrifugal term
Vrot ( R ; t ) 

p2
2 R 2



p2
2  R 2 sin 2 

(37)

and the potential energy surface Vpot ( R; t )  Vpot ( R,  ,  , q) both depend on the classical
variables:  (t ) ,  (t ) and q(t ) . Azimuthal angle  and polar angle  describe
orientation of the molecule in space. Its rotational motion is treated classically by
introducing their conjugate momenta p (t ) and p (t ) , and propagating the Hamiltonian
equations
p

    2 ,
I sin 
p

(38a)

   ,
I

(38b)

~
V
p   
,


(38c)

~
V p2 cos 
p   
 ~
,
 2 I sin 3 

(38d)
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~

The instantaneous mean moment of inertia I (t ) of such “fluid” rotor is determined by
vibrational wave function [90,97]

~
I (t )  ( R, t )

1
( R, t )
 R2

1

.

(39)

The mean-field potential

~
V ( ,  , q, t )  ( R, t ) Vpot ( R, ,  , q) ( R, t ) ,

(40)

drives the classical trajectory of motion for rotation and the process of quencher +
molecule scattering, described by Cartesian coordinates q(t ) and their conjugate
momenta p(t ) :
q  p / m ,

(41a)

~
p  V .

(41b)

In this way the vibrational motion, treated with quantum mechanics, affects the classical

~
~
degrees of freedom (rotation and scattering) through the mean values of I and V in Eqs.
(38) and (41). In turn, the classical trajectory for rotation and scattering affects evolution
of quantum vibrational wave function, through time-dependence of Vrot and Vpot in the
Hamiltonian operator of Eq. (36). Energy is exchanged between vibrational, rotational
and scattering degrees of freedom, while the total energy is conserved. Spectral analysis
of the final vibrational wave packet gives information about probabilities of state-to-state




jj
jj
transitions Pvv (E) , which is easy to convert into cross sections vv (E) , as shown below.
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1.6.2 Quenching Rate Coefficient from Direct Calculations
In this section, we will discuss ro-vibrational transitions and will label final states
by primed indexes. For example, cross section for a transition from the initial rovibrational state ( v , j ) into the final state ( v , j ) at collision energy E is denoted by

vjvj (E) . Quantum mechanical expression for the rate coefficient of vibrational quenching
from v  1 into v   0 is [66-68,70]:

 10dir (T ) 

8kT

1
 ( kT ) 2

  j j
 E 
   10 ( E ) E exp  
 dE
 kT 
0
.
  1j 
j (2 j  1) exp  kT 



  1j
j j (2 j  1) exp  kT


(42)

Note that in this expression cross sections for the vibrational transition of interest (from

v  1 to v   0 ) are summed over the final rotational states ( j) and are averaged over
the initial rotational states ( j ) , assuming thermal distribution and taking into account the
rotational degeneracy. Ro-vibrational energies of the initial states are denoted by

1j .

Subscript “dir” means that these are “direct” calculations of quenching, as opposed to
“reverse” calculations discussed in the next section.
Now recall that in our approach the rotational motion is treated classically.
Distributions of the initial and final rotational states are continuous and smooth (not
quantized). In this situation Eq. (8) should be rewritten in the following way:



dir
10

(T ) 

where we introduced



1
 E 
~ ( E ) E exp  
 dE ,
2  10
 ( kT ) 0
 kT 

8kT

(43)
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  1j  j j 
 
  10 ( E )
(
2
j

1
)
exp
j  j
kT 

~
 10 ( E ) 
.
  1j 
j (2 j  1) exp  kT 



(44)

This emphasizes that only the vibrational motion is quantized, while the rotational motion
is treated classically. Strictly speaking, our mixed quantum/classical calculations can’t


jj
produce well-defined values of the individual 10 . They can only give the average value

of ~10 .
From practical perspective, this also means that sampling of the initial rotational
states can be optimized (at a given T ) for calculations of ~10 ( E) as a whole. There is no
j j

need to converge the value of each individual 10 (E) ; only the accuracy of average

~10 (E) matters. In this respect, some values of j are more important than others and it is
convenient to introduce weights of the initial ro-vibrational states as
 j 
(2 j  1) exp  v 
 kT  .
wvj (T ) 
  vj 
 

(
2
j

1
)
exp
j
 kT 

(45)

Using this definition we can convert Eq. (10) into

~10 (E)   w1j 10j j (E) .
j

(46)

j

This transparent expression emphasizes summation over the final j and averaging
(weighted sum) over the initial j .
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1.6.3 Quenching Rate Coefficient from Microscopic Reversibility
Microscopic reversibility plays fundamental role in the reaction dynamics [95]. In
practice it is sometimes advantageous to carry out calculations in the “reverse” direction
(e.g., excitation instead of quenching) and then convert these raw data into the final data
for “direct” process, using the principle of microscopic reversibility [72,95,100]. This
approach works well for the full-quantum dynamics [99]. In the mixed quantum/classical
dynamics the microscopic reversibility is not automatically built in [96], and we felt it is
important to do calculations in the reverse direction as well, namely, for collisional
excitation from v   0 into v  1 .
Calculations carried out for vibrational excitation at collision energy E  give us


jj
cross sections  01 ( E) . In notations of this section we switch the order of indexes,

because the process is reversed, but we still keep association of unprimed and primed
indexes with excited and ground vibrational states, respectively. The principle of
microscopic reversibility states that [90]:

(2 j 1)10j j (E) E  (2 j 1) 01jj (E) E .

(47)

This assumes that the total energy (collisional + internal) of the direct processes is equal
to that of the reverse process:

E  1j  E   0j .
Rotational energy is included into the ro-vibrational eigenvalues

(48)

1j and  0j , but it gives

0
0
1
minor contribution compared to the quantum of vibration:   1   0  2143 cm
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(using the PES of CO from Ref. [66]). Thus, for CO, calculations of direct and reverse
processes should be carried out at very different collision energies. For example, if for the
direct process E  kT  200 cm 1 at room temperature, then for the reverse process

E  E    2342 cm1  12kT .
Substitution of Eqs. (47-48) into Eq. (42) allows obtaining the following formula
(see Appendix):

 10rev (T ) 



1
 E 
~ 01 ( E    ) ( E    ) exp  
 dE ,
2 
 ( kT ) 0
 kT 

8 kT

where rate coefficient of the direct process

(49)

 10 is expressed through average cross

section for the reverse process ~01 ( E   ) . We see that, indeed, the scattering
calculations of the reverse process should be carried out at energy raised by  ,
compared to calculations of the direct process.
Note that Eq. (49) is approximate. In order to make this formula look similar to
Eq. (43) we used two approximations described in Appendix, but they hold well for the
CO + He quenching. Furthermore, those approximations are related to how the rotational
energy is treated. In the absence of rotation the Eq. (49) is exact. The general expression
is also discussed in Appendix.

1.6.4 Numerical Approach
The initial conditions for CO + He collisions were generated in the following
way. At t  0 the center of mass of CO is at the origin of the laboratory reference frame,
while He is at a distance of ~ 35 Bohr. The incident direction of He atom is sampled
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randomly and uniformly as explained in Ref. [97]. The impact parameter b is sampled
randomly and uniformly (independently from sampling the incident direction) in the
range 0  b  bmax , where bmax  8 Bohr. Initial momenta p (t  0)  2  E of the
incident He atoms are determined by the center-of-mass collision energy E, constant for
a batch of trajectories.
The initial rotational states of CO are chosen randomly, but taking into account
their weights in Eq. (11). For example, for the direct calculations (quenching) at a given
j

temperature T , first, the weights w1 (T ) are computed and truncated at some large value
of j , giving n j numbers. Then, the range 0 , 1 is split onto n j intervals with lengths
proportional to w1 (T ) . Finally, a random number is generated in the range 0 , 1 and the
j

initial rotational state j is chosen based on which of n j sectors this number falls in.
When the initial rotation state j is chosen, the vibrational eigenstate v  1 is
computed for the Hamiltonian (2) with Vrot ( R; t )  j 2 (2 R2 ) and is used to set up the
initial wave packet  ( R , t  0) . The non-uniform grid of 64 points is optimized as
explained in Ref. [39]. The initial values of classical variables for rotation are   0 ,

   / 2 , p  0 and p  j . Classical equations of motion are propagated using 4 thorder Runge-Kutta method with adaptive step-size control [101]. Vibrational wave packet
is propagated using Lanczos method [102]. Kinetic energy operator is applied using FFT
[101].
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At the final moment of time the spectrum of vibrational eigenstates of the final
rotational state j 

p2  p2 sin 2  is computed, and, the vibrational wave packet

( R, t ) is projected onto v   0 to obtain the corresponding transition probability

P10j j  ( E ) . If needed, these could be converted into individual cross sections 10j j (E) by
binning the values of final j (the values of initial j are already integer by set up).
Instead, we focused on computing the rotationally averaged cross sections for vibrational
quenching ~10 ( E) using:
N

10 ( E )  2 bmax  b P10j j ( E ) / N .

(50)

n 1

In this expression the sum over
N trajectories in a batch replaces
two sums in Eq. (46) -- the
simple sum over final j and the
weighted sum over initial j .
For calculations in the

Figure 7. Convergence of average excitation cross

reverse direction (excitation) the

section  01 (solid line) and its statistical error  01

procedure is similar, but the

(dotted line) as a function of the number of trajectories N
in a sample.

j
weights w0 (T ) are used and

the initial wave function is that of v   0 eigenstate. The incident momentum

p (t  0)  2 E  is determined by E  E   , and the final projection is onto v  1
eigenstate. The result of such calculation is ~01( E   ) .
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Figure 7 gives example of convergence study for  01 ( E) at E  800 cm -1 and

T  200 K . The value of statistical error ~
is also shown. We see that after N ~ 6000
trajectories the error drops to the level of ~2%,
which we consider a converged result. It is
worth noting, and is rather surprising, that
after only as few as 20 trajectories one gets a
reasonable estimate of averaged cross section

~ . Of course, after 20 trajectories the

T (K) jmax
N
δσ/σ×100%
*
5
2
120
31
20*
5
120
33
*
50
9
240
25
100
18
3800
2
500
35
4700
2
1000 52
5900
2
1500 64
7800
2
2000 70
8600
2
2300 75
9500
2
Table 1: Requirements and convergence
in terms of the rotational excitation and
the number of trajectories in the MQCT
calculations at different temperatures.

statistical error is still high, ~  60% . Anyway, this is a very useful property: it
appears that one can generate a good estimate of rotationally averaged ~ at very little
computational cost. This must be due to efficiency of the multi-dimensional Monte-Carlo
integration in Eq. (50), which utilizes the importance sampling according to the weights

wvj given by Eq (45). In Table 1 we listed how many values of j were included in Eq.
(44) and how many trajectories were propagated in Eq. (50), in order to obtain converged
results at different temperatures.

1.7 Results and Discussion
Figure 2a shows examples of computed cross sections for quenching, ~10 ( E ) , in a
broad range of relevant energies for five chosen values of temperature: from T  100 K
to T  900 K with 200 K steps. Figure 2b shows the same for excitation, ~ 01 ( E    ) .
Note that Figs. 8a and 8b have different horizontal axes: E and E   , respectively. The
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overall trends of ~10 ( E ) and ~ 01 ( E    ) are similar (except at low energies, see below).
Their monotonic behavior is easy to fit by the well-known analytic expression for energy
dependence of state-to-state
transition cross section [103]:
 ( E )  aE exp(  b /

E)

.(17)
The fitting coefficients a and b
carry physical meaning: a
corresponds to the average
magnitude (well depth) while b
corresponds to the average
distance (well size) of the
molecule + quencher interaction
potential. We found that this
dependence describes well both
excitation and quenching
processes -- ~10 ( E ) and

Figure 8. Computed cross sections (symbols)
and their analytic fits (lines) for: a) quenching
 10 ( E ) ; and b) excitation  01 ( E   ) . Each
frame shows data obtained at five values of
temperature: from T=100 K to T = 900 K with
200 K steps. Vertical dotted line in frame (b)
corresponds to E  0 , or E     .

~ 01 ( E    ) , with E in Eq. (51)

replaced by E   for the latter case, and slightly different fitting coefficients. The
coefficients are collected in Table 2. The dependencies of
are smooth and monotonic.

a(T) and b(T) on temperature
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The quenching cross section ~ 10 ( E ) tends to vanish as E  0 . Four points
computed in the range E  500 cm 1 exhibit cross sections on order of ~ 10  10  11 Å 2 ,
and this is probably an overestimation. These numbers may not be particularly accurate
because they are so small. The fit using Eq. (51), with these points excluded, suggests
even smaller values for quenching cross section at E  500 cm 1 .
In contrast, the
excitation cross

a×103 ( Å2/cm-1)
T
(K)
100

b×10-2 (cm-1/2)

excitation

quenching

excitation

quenching

1.66

1.61

7.51

7.47

200

1.65

1.60

7.43

7.39

300

1.65

1.60

7.35

7.32

400

1.64

1.60

7.28

7.24

E  0 and exhibits

500

1.62

1.59

7.22

7.15

600

1.62

1.58

7.12

7.06

values on order of

700

1.61

1.55

7.05

6.98

800

1.58

1.51

7.00

6.91

section ~ 01 ( E    ) is
finite (non-zero) at

~

01

 10

6

Å

2

. Note

that the values of

900
1.52
1.47
6.93
6.83
Table 2: Temperature dependence of fitting coefficients in the analytic
expression for excitation and quenching cross sections

excitation cross sections ~ 01 ( E    ) are finite even at E  0 (in Fig. 8b this part of
energy range is to the left of the vertical dashed line E   ). This is so because, as
explained in the previous section, the reverse calculations are done at collision energy

E  E   . At E  0 we still have some residual collision energy
E     2143 cm 1 , just sufficient to reach the channel threshold. Below this energy

the quantum mechanical cross section for excitation would be zero, but the MQCT
approach yields a (small but) non-zero cross section at E  0 . This is an artifact,
apparently, due to the mean-field treatment of collision. According to Eq. (49) the energy
rev
range E  0 is not included in the integral of the rate coefficient 10 .
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To further clarify this point we plotted in Figs. 9a and 9b the values of integrand
in Eq. (43) for direct calculations f dir ( E )  ~10 ( E ) E exp{ E / kT } and in Eq. (49) for
reverse calculations f rev ( E)  ~01 ( E) E exp{( E   ) / kT } , respectively. One sees
that in Fig. 3a the integrand vanishes at

E  0 as it should, while in Fig. 3b the
integrand is finite at E  0 . At higher
temperatures this does not affect the
value of

 10 significantly, since the

integrand shows maximum at E  0 ,
and its behavior near E  0 is less
important. However, at T  400 K the
maximum of the integrand is at E  0
(to the left of the vertical dashed line

E   ) so that the energy region near
E  0 plays the dominant role. Thus,
the artificially large values of
~ 01 ( E    ) at low energies

E lead to

artificially large values of integrand in

Figure 9. Energy dependence of the
integrand in the expression for quenching
rate coefficient: a) f dir ( E ) in Eq. (9) for
direct calculations; and b) f rev ( E    )
in Eq. (15) for reverse calculations. Each
frame shows data obtained at nine values
of temperature: from T  100 K to
T  900 K with 100 K steps. Vertical
dotted line in frame (b) corresponds to
E  0 , or E     .

Eq. (49) which, at the end, may result
in overestimated values of

10 (T ) at low temperatures.
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The results for

10 (T ) from direct and from reverse calculations, and the

available experimental data [55, 71, 104], are shown all together in Fig. 10 (solid lines for
calculations, symbols for experiments). The

10 (T ) dependence from direct calculations

shows correct trend in the entire range of temperatures, but the absolute values are
underestimated compared to experiment, particularly at low temperatures (three orders of
magnitude difference at T  100 K ). Interestingly, the

10 (T ) dependence from reverse

calculations follows experiment very closely at all temperatures higher than T  400 K .
However, at T  400 K the reverse calculations deviate from the experiment up, giving
overestimated values of

10 (T ) , which could be expected from the discussion above.

Given the success of
reverse approach at T  400 K ,
it would be desirable to find a
practical fix for the problem at
low temperatures. An ad hoc
solution is simply to force
~ 01 ( E    ) to go to zero at

E  0 , analytically. We tried this,
and multiplied the computed cross

Figure 10. Rate coefficients for quenching of
CO ( v  1) by He impact from direct calculations
(solid green line) and from reverse calculations (solid
blue line), in comparison to experimental results
(symbols) taken from Refs. [4, 18, 51]. Dashed red line
shows results of empirical correction to the reverse
approach at low collision energies. See text for details.

section ~ 01 ( E    ) by a smooth masking function (related to arctangent) that starts from
zero at E  0 and goes to one at E  700 cm  1 . The same function was used for all
temperatures. The result is in excellent agreement with experiment in the entire range of
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temperatures (see Fig. 10, dashed line). Although this approach is entirely empirical, its
simplicity and success makes it quite useful.
It is worth noting that at high
temperatures we see a much better
agreement between direct and reverse
calculations. For example, at

T  2300 K two values of  10 are
less than one order of magnitude
different (75% different, to be more
precise) and the trend is such that at
even higher temperatures the
difference is expected to decrease even
further. Recall that direct and reverse
calculations are done with two

Figure 11. The dependence of: a)

different collision energies, E and

10dir , and b) the ratio

E   , respectively. When

E

is small

the effect of extra-energy (equal to the

10rev and

R  (10rev  10dir ) /(10rev  10dir ) , on the value
of vibrational quantum   in a series of
computational experiments with theoretically
modified CO potential.

vibrational quantum  ) is very
significant, but when energy E is high by itself the effect of  is much less important.
So, one can deduce that the difference between direct and reverse calculations is
manifestation of quantization of vibrational states in the MQCT method. In the case of
CO the vibrational quantum is particularly large,   2143 cm 1 , and it is not
surprising that high temperature is needed in order to see the direct and reverse results
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merging to the same value of

 10 . Indeed, the quenching of fundamental transition in

CO (v  1) is one of the worst cases scenario. Near the dissociation limit, where the

density of states is much higher, the mixed quantum classical method would work much
better.
Moreover, the problem of non-vanishing ~ 01 ( E    ) at E  0 (discussed above)
is also related to the large value of quantum  in CO. If  would be smaller, the
value of

10 (T ) from reverse calculations would agree with experiment even at lower

temperatures. In order to test this hypothesis we carried out a set of additional
calculations for one chosen value of T  300 K , but for several different CO molecules.
Impossible in experiment, but straightforward in theory is to flatten the PES of CO,
producing new molecule with smaller vibrational quantum! In such computational
experiments we studied the values of vibrational quantum down to   100 cm 1 . Figure
11a gives the values of  10rev and  10dir vs.  , while Figure 11b gives the ratio
R  ( 10rev   10dir ) /(  10rev   10dir )

. The last points in Fig. 5 (a,b) corresponds to true CO,

where at T  300 K the value of

 10 obtained from the reverse calculations is several

orders of magnitude larger than that obtained from the direct calculations. In this case the
ratio R is very close to one. As we reduced  we first saw a plateau for the ratio R ,
expanding down to  ~ 1000 cm 1 , but then, in the range of   400 cm 1 , we
observed a fast (close to linear) decrease of the ratio R down to zero (see Fig. 11b). At
  100 cm 1 the values of

different.

 10 from direct and reverse calculations were only 20%
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We believe this numerical experiment proves that direct and reverse calculations
are expected to be equivalent (and, in fact, both accurate) in the semi-classical regime,
when the vibrational quantum  is on the order of thermal energy, or smaller.
However, our results for CO with large vibrational quantum show that at low
temperatures they produce different results, which means that microscopic reversibility is
not built automatically in the MQCT method.

1.8 The Average Velocity (Symmetrized) Approach
During the process of finalizing this chapter we found a book of Billing [96],
which we did not know about. It appears that Gert Due Billing found an ingenious
solution that allows merging the results of direct and reverse calculations, even in the
case of low temperature and large vibrational quantum  . We are not going to repeat
his arguments here, but will present our own viewpoint on his method.
We believe that the problem of unsatisfied reversibility is due to the Ehrenfest
(mean-field) treatment of the scattering process in the MQCT method. Indeed, in the fullquantum approach the incoming wave in the entrance channel and the outgoing wave in
the exit channel of the process correspond to two different energies (very different in the
case of large vibrational quantum  ). The approximate method of trajectory surface
hopping [105] takes this information into account, by adjusting momentum in the exit
channel to reflect the change of internal energy (by  ). But the Ehrenfest approach is,
in a sense, an antithesis of the trajectory surface hopping. If the transition probability is
very small (which is the case here at low T) the trajectory in the inelastic exit channel is
almost equivalent to the elastic trajectory, because the mean field potentials, given by Eq.
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(6), are very similar and momenta are very close to p  2 E . In order to fix the
Ehrenfest approach we must use, somehow, the information from reverse trajectories that
have momentum p   2 E  , which corresponds to energy of the exit channel

E  E   . Our results for CO presented above show that experiment is between the
direct and reverse results, which is encouraging.

1.8.1 Transition Cross-Section
One technical thing we have to do first is to replace the classical-like expression
for cross section, Eq. (16), with a quantum-like formula

 10jj 


k2

J max


J 0

1 ( 2 J  1)
N J ( 2 j  1)

lJ  j

P

l J  j

jj 
10

.

(52)

Here J is total angular momentum of the molecule + quencher system, l is orbital
momentum of the quencher. As in Eq. (50) the probability is summed over the final
rotational states but Eq. (52) is for one given value of j ; it should be thermally averaged
over the initial j , similar to Eq. (44). This expression originates from the standard fullquantum expression [106].
Practical implementation of this formula uses sampling procedure different from
the one described in Sec. 1.6.4. Here, for each given j one should sample J randomly
and uniformly between 0 and J max (determined by bmax) and then sample l randomly and
uniformly between | J  j | and J  j . However, we checked and found that both
sampling methods produce practically equivalent distributions. We also checked and
found that expressions of Eq. (50) and Eq. (52) give very similar results for cross
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sections. Indeed, one can show that in the limit of small j and high collision energy,
when J  l (here we take j  0 for simplicity) and l  bk , which follows from

l (l 1)  (bk)2 , expression of Eq. (52) gives:
 



k

2


l

( 2l  1)
 l
P  2 max
Nl
k N

2 bmax
2bk P 

N
N

 l max
k2

 ( 2l  1) P
l

(53)

bP ,

equivalent to Eq. (50). Our numerical results showed that Eq. (50) slightly underestimates
cross section compared to Eq. (52), but (even in the worst case of low collision energy,
E    / 4 ~ 536 cm  1 ) by no more than 20%.

1.8.2 Microscopic Reversibility
An important property of Eq. (52), in the context of reversibility, is the explicit
dependence of cross section on collision energy ( k  2 E /  in the case of direct and
2

2

k 2  2 E /  2 in the case of reverse calculations) and on rotational degeneracy ( 2 j  1
and 2 j   1 , respectively). Substitution of Eq. (52) into the principle of microscopic
reversibility, Eq. (47), leads to numerous cancellations and gives:
P10j j  ( E )  P01j j ( E  ) .

(54)

This expression tells us that microscopic reversibility is satisfied only if the transition
probabilities for direct and reverse processes are equal. (Note that this is third version of
the principle, now in terms of individual trajectories, in addition to that in terms of cross
sections in Eq. (47), and rate coefficients in Eq. (1C8)).
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Now recall that probability of vibrationally inelastic (and in general any nonadiabatic) transition depends on collision velocity. We can’t possibly satisfy Eq. (54) at
low energy E if p  2 E but p  2 ( E   ) (i.e., much larger). One
straightforward solution to the problem would be to launch direct and reverse trajectories
with equal velocities. The average between direct and reverse velocities seems to be a
reasonable chose, which leads to: ( E 

E   ) / 2 

U

, where we introduced the

actual collision energy U that permits to satisfy microscopic reversibility. This equation
can be easily solved for E (taking square of left and right parts, twice) which gives
E U 

  2
.

2 16U

In a similar way, starting with ( E     
E  U 

E ) / 2 

(55)

U

, one obtains

  2
.

2 16U

(56)

Note that these expressions satisfy E  E   and E  U  E .
Thus, in the symmetrized approach we will satisfy microscopic reversibility
through P10j j  (U )  P01j j (U ) , but then we will express E and E  through U according to
Eqs. (55,56), and will integrate the resultant probabilities in Eq. (43) for direct and in Eq.
(1C10) for reversed processes, using cross section in the form of Eq. (52). An important
thing to note is that k 2 in the denominator of Eq. (52) should correspond to the
integration variable, namely, k  2 E /  in the case of direct and k   2 E /  in
2

2

the case of reverse calculations.
Furthermore, one can express U through E

2

2
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U

E  E( E   ) 

,
2
4

(57)

or U through E 

U

E   E ( E    ) 

.
2
4
(58)

These expressions show that at the
lower integration limit in Eq. (43),
when E  0 , we have U   / 4 .
Similar, at the lower integration limit
in Eq. (1C10), when E   , we
have U   / 4 . So, the actual

Figure 12. Energy dependence of the integrands
f dir ( E ) of Eq. (25) and f rev ( E ) of Eq. (27) for the
symmetrized average-velocity approach. The data
obtained at nine values of temperature are presented:
from T  100 K to T  900 K with 100 K steps.
Note that results from both direct (solid line) and
reverse (dashed line) calculations are shown in one
frame.

collision energy U of our trajectories is never less than one quarter of the vibrational
quantum. In the case of CO quenching this is about E  536 cm 1 .

1.8.3 Numerical Results
It has to be stressed that in order to implement the symmetrized average-velocity
approach we did not have to redo the scattering calculations. All we had to do was to
reintegrate the cross sections we already had from the direct and reverse calculations
discussed in Sec. III, but treating E and E  in their old meaning as U in its new meaning.
Namely, for the direct process we integrated over E from 0 to   , according to Eq.
(43), the following integrand:
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f dir ( E )  ~10 (U ) E exp{ E / kT } ,

(59)

where the U  U (E ) dependence is that of Eq. (57) and where for the reverse process
we integrated over E  from



to   , according to Eq. (1C10), the following

integrand:

f rev ( E )  ~01 (U ) E  exp{( E    ) / kT } ,

(26)

where the U  U (E ) dependence is that of Eq. (24). Alternatively, for the reverse
process one can re-express f

rev

( E ) through

E

f rev ( E )  ~01 (U ) E exp{ E / kT } ,
and integrate it from

0

(27)

to   , according to Eq. (A11).

In Fig. 12 we plotted f dir ( E ) and f rev ( E ) together, using solid and dashed lines,
respectively, for nine chosen values of temperature from T  100 K to T  900 K with

100 K steps. This picture
demonstrates very clearly that

f dir ( E )  f rev ( E ) , particularly at low
energies. It is almost unbelievable
that Fig. 6 contains all exactly the
same data as Figs. 3a and 3b, only
their arrangement is different (now in
terms of U  U (E ) ).

Figure 13. Rate coefficients for quenching of
CO ( v  1) by He impact obtained according to
the symmetrized average-velocity approach from
direct (green line) and reverse (blue line),
calculations. Experimental results from Refs. [4, 18,
53] are shown by empty symbols. Full quantum
results from Ref. [35] are shown by filled red
diamonds.
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The results for

10 (T ) from the symmetrized calculations, both direct and reverse

(lines), are shown in Fig. 13 and compared to available experimental data (empty
symbols). The results from direct and reverse calculations are very close to each other,
particularly at low temperatures, when transition probabilities are small and the
perturbative picture discussed in Sec. IV-B is applicable. The experimental dependence
of

10 (T ) is reproduced really well by these calculations, through the six orders of

magnitude range of values and in a broad range of temperatures, without any empirical
adjustments. The MQCT results also compare well with full quantum results of K.
Peterson and G. McBane from Ref. [35] shown in Fig. 13 by filled red diamonds
(obtained using a different PES).
Finally, we looked at the very low temperature range, where the full quantum
calculations of N. Balakrishnan [66] showed the switch of the monotonic

10 (T ) behavior

near the T  20 K from decreasing to growing. Interestingly, our MQCT calculations
show similar behavior. Figure 8 demonstrates that at very low temperature the rate
coefficient

10 (T ) starts growing, in

contrast to the monotonic decrease,
expected from T-dependence in Fig. 7.
In fact, one can show this analytically:
As E  0 we have U    / 4 and,
at zero-order, we can replace the
dependence of ~ 10 (U )  E by a constant
number proportional to P10 (   / 4 )

Figure14. Rate coefficients for quenching
of CO(v  1) by He impact in the low
temperature range obtained here (blue line)
in comparison with full quantum
calculations of Ref. [15] (black line) and
experimatal values from Ref. [53]
(symbols).
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which corresponds to rotation-less transition at T  0 . Then, from Eq. (43) we can obtain
the lower boundary estimate:

10dir (T ) 


 2
2  4
 E 
P
(


/
4
)
exp

dE

P10 ( / 4) .
10
0  kT 
 2  (kT ) 2
 3kT

8kT

So, we see that in the T  0 limit one should expect to observe

(28)

10 (T )   , and our

calculations near T  5 K really show this. Note that this is a classical behavior, different
from the quantum mechanical Wigner law that becomes valid at sub-Kelvin temperatures
[107].
As for the absolute value of rate coefficient, the largest discrepancy between the
MQCT rate and the full-quantum rate of N. Balakrishnan is observed near T  20 K .
There, our result is about a factor of ×4 higher, which can probably be judged as semiquantitative agreement. Note that at T  100 K we did not try to reach convergence and
run only few hundred trajectories to obtain an estimate of cross section (20-30%
statistical error). Also, like N. Balakrishnan, we included only the values of j up to j  3 ,
in order to make comparison
straightforward.
Finally, we computed the values
of converged quenching cross sections
for a broad range of collision energies.
Note that such cross sections are not
really needed anywhere in the mixed
quantum/classical treatment of kinetics.

Figure 15. Cross sections for quenching of
CO(v  1) by He impact obtained by MQCT
method (green line) in comparison with full
quantum CC results from Ref. [15] and CS results
from Ref. [17] (blue and red symbols,
respectively).
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We did these calculations only in order to conduct a detailed comparison of the MQCT
results against results of the full quantum methods. Figure 15 shows our data (green line)
in comparison with CC calculations of N. Balakrishnan [66] (blue symbols), and CS
calculations of R. Krems [68] (red symbols) on the same PES. The overall trend of
energy dependence is reproduced really well. At collision energies above 100 cm -1 the
MQCT results lie between CC and CS results. At lower energies the MQCT cross
sections are somewhat underestimated (e.g., by a factor of ×4 compared to CC results of
N. Balakrishnan at E  10 cm 1 ) and are closer to CS results of R. Krems. Note, however,
that in this energy range there is a discrepancy by about a factor ×2 even between results
of two quantum methods. Overall, the agreement of MQCT with full quantum methods
can be judged as good.

1.9 Conclusions for Chapter 1
The mixed quantum/classical approach was applied to the problem of rovibrational energy transfer in the inelastic collisions of CO ( v  1) with He atom, in order
to predict the quenching rate coefficient in a broad range of temperatures
5 K  T  2500 K . Scattering calculations were done in two different ways: (i) direct

calculations of quenching cross sections or, alternatively (ii) calculations of excitation
cross sections plus microscopic reversibility. At temperatures T  500 K the second
approach gives quenching rate coefficients in excellent agreement with experiment.
At T  500 K the second approach overestimates rate coefficients, but this
problem can be easily fixed by forcing the excitation cross section to vanish in the
physically irrelevant energy range (below the reaction threshold) and grow smoothly just
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above the threshold. In contrast, the first approach (direct quenching) underestimates the
reaction rate coefficient for CO (v  1)  He , but we showed that this problem must be
less severe in the molecules and/or processes with smaller vibrational quanta involved
(e.g., near the dissociation limit).
Furthermore, the problem at low energies can be easily avoided by using (iii) a
symmetrized average-velocity approach of Billing. It gives good agreement with
experiment at T  500 K using either cross sections for direct quenching, or those for
excitation + reversibility. Note that no extra scattering calculations are needed for this
third approach: the data used in either (i) or (ii), or both simultaneously, can be utilized.
Even at very low temperatures 5  T  50 K the agreement of predicted quenching rates
with experimental data and with full quantum calculations was within half order of
magnitude.
In one statement we can formulate our overall recommendation as follows: The
MQCT calculations of the relaxation rate coefficients should be carried out in the reverse
direction (excitation) using the principle of microscopic reversibility; at low collision
energies the symmetrized (average velocity) approach of Billing is essential, but at high
collision energies it is not really needed.
It should be emphasized that the CO (v  1)  He system studied here represents a
stringent test of the MQCT method. First, the vibrational quantum in CO is rather large
and, second, the He quencher is very light. For heavier quenchers and closer to
dissociation limit of the molecule, the MQCT method is expected to work even better.
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Appendix 1A: Components of Torque Through Derivatives of Angles
Substitution of Eq. (13′) and Eqs. (20-21) into Eq. (14′) gives:
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Three components of this matrix equation can be analyzed separately. For x-component
we obtain:

~
~
I sin    sin  cos cos   ~x  I  sin    sin  cos cos 
~
~
~
~
 I  cos2  cos  I  cos 2 cos  I  sin2  cos  I  2 sin  cos sin 
~
~
 ~  I  sin    sin  cos cos   I  2 sin  cos sin 

(1A1)

x

For y-component we obtain:
~
~
I   cos    sin  cos  sin    ~y  I   cos    sin  cos  sin  
~
~
~
~
 I  cos 2  sin   I  cos 2 sin   I  sin 2  sin   I  2 sin  cos  cos 
~
~
 ~y  I   cos    sin  cos  sin    I  2 sin  cos  cos 

(1A2)
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For z-component we obtain:

~
~
~
~
~
I  sin 2   ~z  ( I  sin 2   I  sin  cos  2I  sin  cos  I  sin  cos ) 
~
~
 ~z  I  sin 2   2I  sin  cos .
(1A3)

Appendix 1B: Equivalence of Components of Torque and the Potential
Derivatives
~
Although in Sec. 1.3.1 we expressed V as a function of R C  {q mol , q que , ,  } ,

here we will have to switch variables to Cartesian coordinates with respect to molecular
center of mass, r1  {x1 , y1 , z1} and r2  {x2 , y 2 , z 2 } , defined by Eqs. (18) and consistent with
Eq. (17). Using the chain rule of differentiation we can write:
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
V V x1 V x2 V y1 V y2 V z1 V z 2






 x1  x2  y1  y2  z1  z 2 
~
~
~
~
V
V
V
V

y1 
y2 
x1 
x2 .
x1
x2
y1
y2

(1B1)

Here we used the following properties: xi    yi , yi   xi and z i   0 ,
which follow from the definitions of Eqs. (18). Introducing forces expressed in Cartesian
coordinates, rearranging the terms, and using the definition of torque τ  r  F , we obtain:
~
V ~
~
~
~
 Fx1 y1  Fy1 x1  Fx2 y 2  Fy2 x2

 ~z 1  ~z 2   ~z i  ~z .
i

Here summation is over two atoms in the diatomic, just as in Eq. (17).
Similarly, using Eqs. (18) we can write:

(1B2)
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~
~
~
~
~
~
~
V V x1 V x2 V y1 V y 2 V z1 V z 2







x1  x2  y1  y 2  z1  z 2 
~
~
~
~
V
V
V
V

z1 cos  
z 2 cos  
z1 sin  
z 2 sin  
x1
x2
y1
y 2
~
~
V
V
x1 cos   y1 sin    x2 cos   y2 sin  .

z1
z 2

(1B3)

Introducing forces expressed in Cartesian coordinates, rearranging the terms and using
the definition of torque, we obtain:
~
V
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
 ( Fz1 x1  Fx1 z1  Fz 2 x2  Fx2 z2 ) cos   ( Fz1 y1  Fy1 z1  Fz 2 y2  Fy 2 z2 ) sin 

 ~ cos   ~ sin 


i

y



i

i

xi

(1B4)

 ~y cos   ~x sin  .

Appendix 1C: Quenching Rate Coefficient Expressed Through Cross
Section for Excitation
First consider the numerator of Eq. (42):
  1j   j j
 E 
 
   10 ( E ) E exp  
(
2
j

1
)
exp
 dE ,
j j
 kT 
 kT  0

(1C1)

and move the integral sign outside of the double-sum. Then rearrange the order of factors
as follows:


 
0

j

j

 E   1j
( 2 j  1) 10j j ( E ) E exp  
kT



 dE .


(1C2)

This version allows using Eq. (47) and Eq. (48) straight in order to replace the preexponential factor and the numerator of the exponent, respectively. These substitutions
give:
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j

j

 E    0j  
dE  .
( 2 j   1)  01j j ( E ) E  exp  
kT 


(1C3)

Note also that we have changed the variable of integration and the limits of integration.
Indeed, based on Eq. (48), for integration over the collision energy of each individual
j
j
state-to-state transition we have dE  dE and we also see that E  1   0   when


E  0 . The latter approximation is based on the fact that rotational quantum of energy is

much smaller than vibrational quantum. One can easily avoid this approximation, but
then each term of the double-sum in Eq. (1C3) will have its own specific lower limit of


j
j
integration. This is inconvenient, and for simplicity we use   1   0 .

Now consider denominator of Eq. (42). It represents the rotational partition
function of the excited vibrational state v  1 :
 j 
Q1   ( 2 j  1) exp   1  .
j
 kT 

(1C4)

Introducing similar partition function for the ground vibrational state, Q0 , and formally
replacing

Q1 in the denominator of Eq. (42) by Q0  (Q1 / Q0 ) , we obtain the following

expression:

 10rev (T ) 

Q0
Q1

8 kT

1
 ( kT ) 2



~ ( E ) E  exp   E   d E  .
01
 kT 





(1C5)

Here, by analogy with Eq. (44) we introduced the rotationally averaged cross section for
the reverse vibrational transition (excitation):
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  0j   j j

 
  01 ( E )
(
2
j

1
)
exp

kT 
j
j

~
 01 ( E) 
.
  0j  
j  (2 j  1) exp  kT 



(1C6)

Also, by analogy with Eq. (43), we can define rate coefficient for the reverse transition
(excitation) as

 01 (T ) 

8 kT

1
 ( kT ) 2



~ ( E ) E  exp   E   d E  .
01
 kT 





(1C7)

Note, however, that integration in Eq. (1C7) starts at E   , different from Eq. (9),
where integration starts at E  0 . This makes physical sense because if we start from

v  0 the channel v  1 is open only when the collision energy E exceeds the
excitation energy ( E     ) , while if we start from v  1 the channel v  0 is open at
any collision energy ( E  0) . Formally, one could expand the limits of integration in Eq.
(1C7) down to E  0 , but only if the excitation cross section ~01(E) exhibits the correct
property: ~01  0 when E   . In any case, using Eq. (1C7) in Eq. (1C5) we obtain:

10 Q1  01 Q0 ,

(1C8)

which is a thermally averaged (canonical) analogue of the micro-canonical expression of
Eq. (47).
Now take a look at the ratio Q0 / Q1 in Eq. (1C5). Each of Q0 and

Q1 can be

written as a product of rotational partition function and vibrational factor. For the low
lying vibrational states the rotational partition functions are approximately equal and they
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approximately cancel in the Q0 / Q1 ratio. Only the ratio of vibrational factors survives
and gives
  0j  

 

(
2
j

1
)
exp
j 
kT 
Q0
  


 exp
.
j
Q1
 1 
 kT 
j (2 j  1) exp  kT 



(1C9)

This term can be brought inside the integral in Eq. (1C5), which gives

 10rev (T ) 

8 kT

1
 ( kT ) 2



~ ( E ) E  exp   E      d E  .
01
kT 






(1C10)

Expression (1C10) suggests to change the integration variable back to E  E   ,
which finally leads to:



rev
10

(T ) 



1
 E  .
~01 ( E    ) ( E    ) exp  
 dE
2 
 ( kT ) 0
 kT 

8 kT

(1C11)

So, this expression is approximate. In order to make it look similar to Eq. (43) we, first,


j
j
introduced a single lower integration limit   1   0 in Eq. (1C3) and, second,

neglected the ratio of rotational partition functions in Eq. (1C9). The exact (much bulkier)
version of Eq. (1C11) can be easily recovered, if needed.
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CHAPTER 2. MIXED QUANTUM/CLASSICAL THEORY OF
ROTATIONALLY AND VIBRATIONALLY INELASTIC
SCATTERING IN SPACE-FIXED AND BODY-FIXED
REFERENCE FRAMES
2.1 Ro–Vibrationally Inelastic Scattering: Importance for Astrochemistry
Theoretical predictions of inelastic scattering cross sections for ro-vibrationally
excited molecules become increasingly important for quantitative interpretation of
molecular spectra observed in a wide variety of astrophysical objects, such as pre-stellar
cores and proto-stellar environments, interstellar media and surcumstellar envelopes [111]. The range of relevant temperatures is very broad, from 5 K up to 2500 K, and the
role of scattering partner (quencher) is played by the interstellar background gasses,
mostly He and H2, but also by H2O in cometary comas. Usually, calculations of inelastic
cross sections [12] are carried out using quantum scattering codes such as MOLSCAT
[13]. These calculations are not trivial [14-20], but recently a significant progress has
been achieved in the rotational quenching of H2O by H2 [21-25]. Another outstanding
example of such calculations is rotational quenching of methyl formate, HCOOCH 3
(astrophysically relevant small organic molecule, SOM) by He with collision energy E <
30 cm-1 [26].
One should admit, however, that quantum mechanics, indispensable (and
affordable) at low temperatures and for the low-mass collision partners, becomes
prohibitively demanding at higher temperatures and/or for larger molecules and
quenchers. Computational time increases with kinetic energy of collision (more partial
waves should be included) and with the number of internal quantum levels (e.g., j ≥ 50
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becomes prohibitive). Today it is possible to do 6D diatom-diatom inelastic scattering
calculations using exact quantum mechanics, in a broad range of collision energies and
without resorting to any decoupling approximation. Beyond that the calculations become
prohibitive. For example, quantum inelastic scattering calculations of H 2O + H2O and
their deuterated forms are not yet computationally affordable, same as quenching
calculations for several important SOMs (e.g., methanol, acetaldehyde, dimethyl ether) in
the temperature range of interest.
It is also a question whether the exact full-quantum framework is really needed in
those cases. Can we switch from full-quantum mechanics to a simpler and more
affordable theory in the temperature range where this theory becomes accurate? And
what theory is suitable for this purpose? If the answer to the first question is positive and
the answer to the second question is found, many of the astrophysically relevant inelastic
scattering calculations could become possible.
It is probably true to say that at T > 10 K the translational motion (scattering) can
be described classically for most collision partners except the lightest, such as H + H 2. An
attractive method for dynamics emerges if the classical trajectory treatment of scattering
is interfaced with quantum treatment of internal (rotational and/or vibrational) states in a
self-consistent way, which allows energy exchange between collisional and internal
degrees of freedom, but keeps total energy conserved. The idea of such mixed
quantum/classical approach isn’t entirely new, but it has never been fully developed to
the level of a predictive computational tool.
Foundations of the quantum/classical theory were laid by Gert Billing in 80’s and
90’s and published in several journal articles [27-29], one large paper [30] and one book
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[31]. He also did calculations for a number of systems to support his theory. In recent
years we tried to revive this quantum/classical approach, and took a closer look at the
ranges of its validity. Sometimes it is argued that two Delos criteria must be satisfied
[32]: 1) the de Broglie wavelength should be very small,  / a0 

1/ 2

 1 , and 2) the

translation energy of reduced mass should be much larger than energy of transition
Et    if . With respect to the second criterion, a distinction should be made between

vibrationally- and rotationally-inelastic transitions. The vibrational quanta are particularly
large and, formally, it looks like this property limits significantly the range of
applicability of the mixed quantum/classical approach, to high-energy collisions only.
Recently, we carried out the mixed quantum/classical calculations of vibrational
quenching of CO(v=1) by He impact in a broad range of collision energies using the
method where only vibrations of CO are treated quantum mechanically, while rotation of
CO and scattering of He are both treated classically [33-34]. Excellent agreement with
full quantum calculations has been obtained at collision energies down to 100 cm -1,
despite the fact that vibrational quantum of CO is rather large, 2140 cm -1. Similar mixed
quantum/classical method was also very useful for description of collisional energy
transfer in the recombination reaction that forms ozone, O 3 [35-38]. Finally, our recent
calculations of rotationally-inelastic transitions in N 2 + Na [39] show that for excitation
cross sections the mixed quantum/classical approach becomes accurate at energies
roughly equal to ¼ of rotational quantum above the channel threshold, while the
quenching cross sections are described accurately down to very low energies (few
wavenumbers, consistent with first Delos criterion, rather than second). This is very
encouraging and probably, means that the mixed quantum/classical approach for ro-
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vibrational transitions remains accurate at energies much smaller than those indicated by
the second Delos criterion.
In this part of the work we focus on the mixed quantum/classical treatment of
purely rotational quenching, where the vibrational motion is not important, rotational
motion is treated quantum mechanically, and only the scattering is treated classically. It
appears that such theory is very easy to formulate in the space-fixed (SF) reference
frame, but the corresponding state-to-state transition matrix may be hard-to-handle
numerically. Much simpler transition matrix is obtained in the body-fixed (BF) reference
frame, but the underlying derivations are notably difficult and the resultant equations of
motion are rather complicated. Gert Billing published some of the final equations [31] but
not all of them, and did not provide enough details about their derivation. So, one purpose
of this chapter it to present a complete and detailed mixed quantum/classical theory
(MQCT) of rotationally inelastic scattering in the BF reference frame. The second goal is
to present an equivalent theory in the SF reference frame, which Billing didn’t do, and
compare numerical results of two theories for a model system in order to ensure that final
equations of both theories are correct. Finally, it appears that Billing carried out his
MQCT calculations only within framework of the coupled-states (CS) approximation,
where transitions between different m-states, within the same rotational energy level j, are
neglected [31]. In this chapter we go well beyond this assumption by formulating and
numerically testing the fully-coupled version of MQCT.

2.2 Theoretical Framework
Here we present MQCT method for treatment of inelastic diatomic molecule + atom
scattering:
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AB* + M → AB + M,
where the rotational and vibrational (internal) motion of the molecule are treated quantum
mechanically, while the translational motion of both particles (scattering) is treated
classically. So, the molecule is AB and the quencher atom is M.

2.2.1 The Ehrenfest Approach in General Case
Consider a system characterized by a set of variables treated classically (some of
coordinates and their conjugate momenta) and another set of variables described by
quantum mechanics (the remaining coordinates). In this situation wave function of the
system depends explicitly on classical variables. This dependence can be written as
 (q ; Q ,P ) , where q denotes all quantum variables, while (Q, P) denotes a set of

classical generalized coordinates and their conjugate momenta. Our goal is to derive
equations for evolution of such quantum/classical system.
Quantum part of the Hamiltonian operator Hˆ q (q; Q , P ) and its classical part

Hc (Q, P) are used to set up the full Hamiltonian for evolution of the classical sub-system,
according to the Ehrenfest theorem [40]

H (Q,P)  Hc (Q,P)  (q; Q,P) Hˆ q (q; Q,P) (q; Q,P) .

(1)

The Hamilton’s equations of motion are then obtained as
  H (Q , P ) ;
Q
P

 H (Q , P )
P  
.
Q

Substitution of (2) into (1) and differentiation using the chain-rule give

(2)
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ˆ
   H c (Q , P )   (q ; Q , P )  H q (q ; Q , P )  (q ; Q , P )
Q
P
P
 ( q; Q , P )
 2 Re  (q; Q , P ) Hˆ q (q; Q , P )
,
P

(3a)

Hˆ q (q; Q , P )
 H c (Q , P )
P  
  (q ; Q , P )
 (q ; Q , P )
Q
Q
  ( q; Q , P )
 2 Re  (q; Q , P ) Hˆ q (q; Q , P )
.
Q

(3b)

For evolution of quantum part of the system we should solve the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation (TDSE)
 (q; Q, P )
Hˆ q (q; Q, P ) (q; Q, P )  i
t

(4)

The system of equations (3-4) completely describes behavior and time evolution of any
quantum-classical system.
It is important to note several points. The wave function evolves (depends on
time) but we also have to differentiate it with respect to classical variables, since it
depends on them too. These classical coordinates also evolve. It is just a formal
mathematical rule which has very important physical consequence: without the last term
in Eqs. (3a-b) we will not satisfy the energy conservation law. In what follows we will
see that in the SF reference frame only the second term in Eqs. (3a-b) is important, while
in the BF reference frame only the third term matters.

2.2.2 MQCT in the SF Reference Frame
Figure 1 is used to define coordinates of the system. The quantum Hamiltonian is
Hˆ q  Hˆ vib 

ˆj2
2 AB r 2

 V ( R , ,  , r ,  ,  ) ,

(5)
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where  AB is the reduced mass of the molecule, Q  QM  QAB  (R, , ) describes the
relative position of quencher and center of mass of the diatomic molecule, angles ( ,)
describe molecular orientation, and r is the interatomic distance in the molecule. The
vibrational Hamiltonian contains potential of the diatomic only: Hˆ vib  Tˆvib  VAB (r ) ,
while the potential V in Eq. (5) has everything but this term
V ( R ,  ,  , r ,  ,  )  VABM ( R ,  ,  , r ,  ,  )  V AB ( r ) .

(6)

The PES of the entire system V ABM doesn’t have to be separable.
For convenience we will switch to the radial wave function  defined as
  (r, ,) / r , with corresponding vibrational kinetic energy operator:

2 2
Tˆvib  
.
2  AB r 2
(7)
For solution of TDSE we will use
expansion over the basis set of rovibrational eigenstates with timeFigure 1: Space-fixed (SF) reference frame. Cartesian
coordinates x, y and z are introduced for convenience.

dependent coefficients:

 ( r ,  ,  , t )   a njm (t )  nj ( r ) Y jm ( ,  ) exp{ iE nj t / } .

(8)

To simplify notations we will leave out the time dependence: anjm  anjm(t ) . Substituting
Eqs. (5-8) into TDSE (4) and projecting out eigenstates in a standard way, we obtain the
system of coupled equations
i

anjm
t



a

nj m

nj m

nj m
exp{i( Enj  Enj )t / } M njm
( R, , ) ,

(9)
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where
njm
M njm
( R, , )  nj (r )Y jm  ,  V ( R, , , r , ,  ) nj (r )Y jm  , 
2

 Ajmjm  e

i ( mm )

0



P

jm

0



(cos ) Pjm (cos ) nj (r )nj (r )V ( R, , , r , ,  )dr sin dd.
0

(10)
Here
A j mjm 

1
4

(2 j  1)(2 j   1)( j  m )!( j   m )!
( j  m )!( j   m )!

is a constant factor that comes from normalization coefficients. The Jacobian with respect
nj m
to r is just dr . Notice that M njm
is a function of variables ( R , ,  ) . Summation in Eq.

(10) goes over all quantum states, including the diagonal element njm . In general the
njm
matrix elements of M njm
are complex-valued and non-zero for m m , because wave

functions depend on

.

So, the quantum coordinates here are q  (r , ,  ) , while classical coordinates are
Q  ( R, ,  ) . The wave function  (q ) depends on quantum coordinates only, which is

the simplest case, no explicit  (q ; Q ,P ) dependence. The classical equations of motion
can be derived either in the reference frame associated with center-of-mass of the entire
ABM system using spherical polar coordinates, or in the reference frame where AB is
initially at rest using Cartesian coordinates. In the first case, according to Eq. (1)
H

PR2
P2
P2
~
  2
 H 0  V ( R , ,  ) ,
2
2
2 2 R
2  R sin 

(11)

where  is the reduced mass of AB+M, and we introduced
2
H 0   (r ,  ,  ) Tˆq  VAB (r ) (r ,  ,  )    a njm E nj
nj

m

(12)
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and
~
V ( R, ,  )   ( r , ,  ) V ( R, , , r , ,  ) ( r , ,  )


 a

nj m njm

*
nj m njm

a

nj m
exp{i ( Enj   Enj )t / } M njm
( R, ,  ).

(13)

This average potential is a real number (for detailed prove see Appendix C), which means
that all forces produced by partial derivatives with respect to classical variables ( R , ,  )
are also real. The equations of motion, from Eq. (3), are

P
R  R ,

(14a)

  P ,

 R2

(14b)



 


P
,
 R sin 2 

(14c)

2

~
P2
P2
V ( R, ,  )

PR  


,
R
 R 3  R 3 sin 2 

(14d)

~
P 2 cos 
V ( R, ,  )

P  
 2
,

 R sin 3 

(14e)

~
V ( R, , )

P  
..


(14f)

Alternatively, using six Cartesian coordinates, the Hamiltonian is:
H

PX2M



PY2M



PZ2M



PX2AB



PY2AB

2mM 2mM 2mM 2mAB 2mAB
~
 V ( X M  X AB , YM  YAB , Z M  Z AB ).



PZ2AB
2mAB

(15)

The equations of motion are simply:

~
Pi
V


Qi  ; Pi  
.
mi
Qi

(16)
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2.2.3 MQCT in the BF Reference Frame
The body-fixed frame is an inertial reference frame. Its origin is placed into the
center-of-mass of the entire ABM system. The same classical variables Q  ( R, ,  ) are
used [41], but the quantum degrees of freedom are described by Jacobi coordinates
q  ( r ,  ,  ) , as shown in Fig. 2. The potential does not depend on classical angles and

angle   due to symmetry, so V  V ( R, r ,  ) .In these new coordinates the basis function

Y jm ( ,  ) can be re-expressed through
the SF basis functions Y jm ( ,  ) and
the Wigner rotation functions [42,43]
(see Appendix A):

Figure 2. Body-fixed (BF) reference frame. Origin
of Cartesian coordinates is in the center of mass
(COM) of the entire AB+M system.
j
.
Y jm  ( ,  )   Dmm
 (  ,  , 0) Y jm ( ,  )

(17)

m

Note that in this section, and in Appendix A, we use unprimed index m to label
spherical harmonics of angle

 in the SF reference frame, while we use primed index m

(and later m ) to label spherical harmonics of angle   in the BF reference frame. (In
contrast, indexes j and n are the same in both SF and BF reference frames and we will
use j , j  and j  below as needed, without association with SF or BF.)
The wave function  ( r ,  ,  ) is, again, expanded in a basis set:
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 (r,  , , t )   anjm (t )nj (r ) Yjm ( , )exp{iEnj t / } .

(18)

n j m

It is important to note that in the BF the quantum angles ( ,  ) depend on classical
variables (  ,  ) that change over time as collision progresses, and now the wave
function depends on classical variables explicitly:    ( r ,  ,  ; ,  ) . To be more
specific, this dependence is through spherical harmonics Yjm ( ,; , ) that, in turn,
j
depend on Dmm (, ,0) . The angles (  ,  ) depend on time, so, the time derivative in the

TDSE should be computed as:

iE
 a 

  exp{iEnjt / } nj (r )  njm Y jm ( , )  anjm nj Y jm ( ,  )
t n j m

 t

(19)


D j (, ,0)
 anjm  mm
Y jm ( ,  ) .
t
m


Analytic expression for time derivative of the Wigner function is derived in Appendix
2B:



1
2



sin 

Dmj m (, ,0) Dmj m  Dmj m 



t


j ( j  1)  m( m  1) Dmj m 1 (, ,0)
1
2






j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m 1 (, ,0) 

j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m 1 (, ,0)




j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m 1 (, ,0) 

.
 im cos Dmj m (, ,0) 
(20)

Using (20) in (19), substituting (19) into the TDSE and projecting out eigenstates, we
obtain:
i

anjm
t

  anj m exp{i( Enj  Enj  )t / } M nnjj  ( R )  i  anjm Wmm  .
n j 

m 

(21)
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Here we introduced for every m the state-to-state transition matrix:
(22)

M nn jj  ( R )  A j m j m   nj ( r ) P j m  (cos  ) V ( R , r ,  )  n j  ( r ) P j m  (cos  )

and for every j the state-to-state matrix:
Wmm  
1

i  sin 
2




1
2



j ( j  1)  m ( m   1) m ,m1 

j ( j  1)  m ( m   1) m, m1 



 
j ( j  1)  m ( m   1) m ,m 1 




j ( j  1)  m ( m   1) m ,m 1  m  cos   m, m  
.


(23)

The structure of coupled equations (21) is such that the matrix M nn jj (R ) describes only

transitions from ( n j ) to (nj ) , within the same value of m . It is computed for every m ,
separately, because its elements depend on m through Legendre polynomials and the

constant factor in Eq. (22). Each such matrix is symmetric, M nn jj ( R)  M nnjj ( R) , and its

elements are real (see Appendix 2C). Each element is a function of R only. This matrix
does not depend on time; it is computed once.


m
In contrast, the matrix Wm  is not a constant matrix, due to time evolution of classical

 (t ) and 
 (t ) . It describes transitions between m and m  m 1, within
entities  (t ) , 
the same energy level ( n j ) . This matrix is computed for every j , separately, because its
elements depend on j . In Appendix C we also show that this matrix is anti-Hermitian:

(Wmm  )  Wmm . The last imaginary term in Wmm  is diagonal. It corresponds to the nonintermultiplet transition. Simply speaking, it is responsible for the change of wave
function’s phase, im  , during rotation by angle  . The coupled-states (CS)


m
approximation is easily formulated by setting Wm  0 .
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For future reference it is convenient to introduce two simpler real-valued
matrixes:
U mm 

1
2



j ( j  1)  m(m  1) m,m1  j ( j  1)  m(m  1) m,m1



(24a)

and
Vmm  

1
2





j ( j  1)  m(m  1) m,m1 

j ( j  1)  m(m  1) m,m1 ,

(24b)
so that we can express





  i sin V m   m cos    
 .
Wmm   U mm 
m
m ,m


(25)



m
m
Matrixes Um and Vm are time-independent and should be computed only once.

 and
, 
As for classical degrees of freedom, the equations of motion for R , 

PR are exactly the same as in the SF reference frame, Eqs. (14a-d), with one difference
~

that in the BF the average potential V depends on R only:
~
V ( R )   ( r ,  ,  ) V ( R , r ,  )  ( r ,  ,  ) .

(26)

However, equations for P and P are more complicated in the BF reference frame,
because they use the last term in Eqs. (3a-b). Namely, instead of Eqs. (16e-f) in the SF,
we have in the BF:
  ( r ,  ,  )
P   2 Re  ( r ,  ,  ) | V ( R , r ,  ) |


 (r ,  ,  )
P  2 Re  (r ,  ,  ) | V ( R, r ,  ) |




.

P2 cos 
,
 R 2 sin 3 

(27a)

(27b)
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Analytic expressions for these matrix elements are derived in Appendix 2B. They can be
conveniently expressed through the commutator matrixes M, U  and M, V . The final
expressions are:
P 



nj m

 an*jmanjm exp{i ( Enj  Enj )t / }M,U njm 
nj m

nj m

P2 cos 
,
 R 2 sin 3 

(28a)

and

P  i 

a

njm njm

*
njm njm

a

exp{i( Enj  Enj ) / }sin   M,V njm .
njm

(28b)

These formula look rather complicated but, in fact, each commutator is a timeindependent matrix computed once (since M, U and V are all time independent). In the
case of CS-approximation these equations reduce to much simpler formula:
P 2 cos 
P   2 3 ,
 R sin 

(29a)

P  0 .

(29b)

Before finalizing this section we want to stress again the difference between SF and BF
formulations. In the SF reference frame the third term of Eqs. (3a-b) is zero, and only the
second term makes contribution to the equations of motion. This term involves gradients
of potential. In contrast, in the BF reference frame the second term of Eqs. (3a-b) is zero,
and only the third term makes contribution, which has no gradients of potential. Instead,
it involves derivatives of wave functions. Indeed, in the BF reference frame the potential
does not depend on (classical) angles  and  , but the basis functions do!
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2.3 Numerical Results
Without the purpose of computing converged quenching cross sections for any real
system, but in order to test the correctness of our theory (in particular, the equivalence of
SF and BF formulations) we conducted some numerical calculations using the model PES
of the rigid rotor
cos  

V ( R ,  )  D ((exp{  ( R  Re ) / a}  1) 2  1) 1 
.
2 


(30)

The Morse parameters were as follows: D  50 cm 1 , Re  5 a0 and a  2 D /  ω ,
where ω  D . The values of reduced mass and equilibrium inter-nuclear distance

re  2.79 a0 in the molecule correspond to He + SO system [44]. Equations (14a-e) and
(28a-b) are propagated using 4th-order Runge-Kutta method. Energies of rotational levels
2
were computed analytically, E j  j ( j  1) B , where B  1 (2SOre ) . In order to compute

analytic gradients of this potential with respect to  and  for equations of motion in
the SF reference frame we used:
cos   cos  cos   cos  sin  cos  sin   sin  sin  sin  sin  .

(31)

This expression is obtained from the scalar product of two unit vectors: n q ( ,  ) and

nQ (, ) , with  being the angle between them. The minimal rotational basis set of
j  0,1 and m  0,  1 was used (four states). In the following two tests we took the

rotationally excited state j  1 and computed probability of its stabilization into j  0 in
several different ways. In each case the impact parameter was b  3 a0 and the collision
energy was EQ  300 cm 1 . The initial relative orientation (and the trajectory of
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collision) was physically equivalent in each calculation, but it was intentionally made
different mathematically, in order to check the equations of motion, as explained below.

2.3.1 Testing BF Equations
Namely, in the BF reference frame we launched three different trajectories. For
one of them the vector of initial velocity was placed in the   0 plane. This situation
  0 . Such trajectory stays in the polar plane,   const . In
corresponds to P  0 and 

practice, the equation of motion (28b) for P can be ignored. All we have to do is to
 , since the value of  changes along
propagate Eq. (28a) for P and Eq. (14b) for 

such trajectory.
For the second trajectory the vector of initial velocity was placed in the    / 2
  0 . Such trajectory stays in the
plane. This situation corresponds to P  0 and 

equatorial plane,   const . Now the equation of motion (28a) for P can be ignored. All

 , since the value of
we have to do is to propagate Eq. (28b) for P and Eq. (14c) for 
 changes along such trajectory.

For the third (most general) trajectory the vector of initial velocity was placed
arbitrarily. The trajectory is still planar, but both angles  and  evolve and we have to

 .
 and 
propagate both Eqs. (28a-b) for P and P , and both Eqs. (14b-c) for 
In all these cases the initial state was j  1 , m  0 and we looked at the
probability of its quenching into j  0 , m  0 .
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2.3.2 Testing BF vs. SF Equations
In the SF reference frame we launched two more trajectories. One was launched
from the point on z-axis towards the j  1 , m 0 state (with some arbitrary value of  ).
Such trajectory stays in the

  const plane. The second
trajectory was launched from the point
on the x-axis, towards the


superposition state (m  m ) / 2 of

j  1 (with an arbitrarily directed

velocity vector). In these two cases we
looked at the probability of quenching
into j  0 , m  0 .

Figure 3. Time evolution of population in the ground
rotational state j  0 during the process of
quenching of the excited state j  1 for a typical
trajectory. Initial orientation of the velocity vector of
M with respect to the wave function of AB is shown
schematically on the insert. See text for details.

Note that in all these (five)
trajectories the relative orientation of the velocity vector and the wave function of the
system at the initial moment of time were physically equivalent. We propagated all five
and found that the quenching probability at the end of trajectory, as well as population of
the ground state j  0 during the course of trajectory, were all identical (within small
numerical errors). Population of the (final) ground state, as a function of time, is shown in
Fig. 3. All five curves coincide, which means that all five trajectories are identical.
One practical result of these tests is that in the BF reference frame we do not
really need the classical equations of motion for both  and  . The trajectory is planar
(exception is discussed below), so that without the loss of generality we can restrict our
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  0 and P  0 . In most situations we only have to
calculations to   0 plane, where 

propagate Eqs. (14b) and (28a) for  and P .

 and P in the BF reference frame is
Still, the value of Eqs. (14c) and (28b) for 
clear. First of all, they allow testing the theory and the computer code. Second, they
become important if the initial state of the system is a superposition of rotational
eigenstates (see below) that has no cylindrical symmetry around the vector Q  ( R, ,  ) .
In such cases the trajectory is not planar, which may be important for some applications.

2.3.3 Testing BF to SF projection
In this test we took the j  1 , m  1 eigenstate as initial state in the SF
calculations. In order to start the equivalent BF calculations from this very state, we
projected this m -state onto the m eigenstates of the BF at the initial moment of time
and for the initial position of the quencher (to determine the expansion coefficients).
Then, as initial state in the BF calculations, we took the corresponding superposition of
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m states (with coefficients determined
by projection). Wave function of such
initial state has no cylindrical symmetry
around the vector Q  ( R, ,  ) , so, in
the BF calculations we had to propagate
classical equations of motion for both 
and  .
The impact parameter was

b  5.4 a0 , the initial position of
quencher M was on x-axis, but the initial
velocity vector was directed arbitrarily.
As trajectory progressed, we determined
populations of the m -states along the
trajectory directly from the SF
calculations, and indirectly from the BF
calculations, by projecting the BF wave
function (superposition of m states)
onto m -states in the SF reference frame

Figure 4. Time evolution of rotational state
populations in SF reference frame (a) and BF
reference frame (b) for a typical trajectory. The
initial quantum state was j  1, m  1 in the SF
reference frame. Red curve in (a) corresponds to
this state. Green curve in (a) and (b) corresponds to
the ground state j  0 and describes quenching.
Blue curves in (a) correspond to the inter-multiplet
transitions. Red curves in (b) correspond to
different states of j  1 level in the BF, all
populated (arbitrarily) at the initial moment of time.
Black dashed lines in (a) are obtained by projection
of the BF results (b) onto SF basis functions. They
entirely coincide with SF results.

after each time step.
Results are presented in Fig. 4. For this trajectory the most notable process is a
transfer of ~10% of population from the excited initial state (red) to the ground state
j  0 (green). This transition occurs within a short time interval of the molecule-atom

encounter around t ~ 5500 a.u., which is seen in both the SF (Fig. 4a) and BF (Fig. 4b)
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calculations. However, transitions within the multiplet states of j  1 occur very
differently in the SF and BF calculations. In the SF calculations transitions from m  1
to m  0 and m  1 states also occur only during the short time-interval of the
molecule-atom encounter (blue in Fig. 4a, probabilities are 1.09% and 0.41%,
respectively). In contrast, in the BF calculations at the initial moment of time the
population is distributed between different m -states, and the transitions between them
occur continuously (Fig. 4b). When the molecule and the atom are close these transitions
are more intense (due to geometric considerations) but, strictly speaking, they never end.
Nor the populations of m  1 states reach any asymptotic values. However, if the
corresponding BF wave functions are used to obtain the populations of m states in the SF
(dashed black lines in Fig. 4a), the results of direct SF calculations are accurately
reproduced.
From these three tests we can
conclude that all our equations for
calculations in the SF and BF
reference frames are correct.

2.3.4
Numerical
matrixes U and V

Testing

In this test (BF only) we artificially
switched off the molecule-quencher

Figure 5. Same as in Fig. 4b, but with interaction
potential “switched-off”. No quenching to j  0
occur, but population of different multiplet states
within j  1 level evolves continuously in the BF
reference frame, and very similar to that in Fig. 4b.

interaction potential. This makes
matrix M null, so that time-evolution includes only transitions between different m states, within the initial constant value of j  1 , due to action of matrixes U and V. Initial
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conditions were identical to those of the previous example. Results are plotted in Fig. 5.
As expected, transition to j  0 is suppressed, but transitions between m -states are still
there. The peaks in Fig. 5 correspond to the distance of closest approach, not to the
maximum of any interaction (the interaction is zero in this test). Overall, time evolution is
very similar to what we saw in the previous test, Fig. 4b. This is because the scattering
angle of the trajectory in the previous test was relatively small, less than 13 deg. Without
interaction the trajectory is a straight line, of course.

2.3.5 Numerical Testing Impact Parameter
In this test (SF only) we scanned the impact parameter along z-axis for the initial
state m 0 and separately for the initial
state ( m   m  ) / 2 of j 1. These two
initial states correspond to mainly
perpendicular and mainly parallel
relative orientation of the molecular
axis and the collision velocity vector,
respectively. While such calculations
are restricted, they scan pretty well the

Figure 6. Probability of j  1 quenching as a
function of impact parameter for perpendicular
(green) and parallel (blue) initial orientations of the
wave function of AB with respect to the velocity
vector of M.

range of possible transition
probabilities. Results are presented in Fig. 6. We see that transition probability is higher
for perpendicular arrangement. This property carries rather clear classical meaning.
However, the transition probability oscillates (as a function of impact parameter), which
reflects quantum properties of these calculations.
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2.3.6 Numerical Testing Microscopic Reversibility
Here we carried out calculations of excitation probability (SF only), in order to
compare with probability of quenching and assess how well the principle of microscopic
reversibility is satisfied (or how badly it
is violated). It is known that the principle
of microscopic reversibility is not
immediately built into the MQCT [34],
but expected that it is approximately
satisfied when the value of internal
energy quantum is small, compared to
scattering energy. Thus, we performed
calculations with different scattering
energies. Results are presented in Fig. 7a
and 7b, that correspond two different
trajectories, one with intermediate impact
parameter b  5.4 a0 , and one with
larger impact parameter b  9 a0 . As

Figure 7. Probabilities of quenching (solid blue line)
and excitation (dashed red line) as functions of
collision energy for two typical trajectories with
small (a) and large (b) values of impact parameter.

expected, the microscopic reversibility is
violated at low collision energies. Here the value of rotational quantum is 1.6 cm -1. In
Fig. 7a the difference between excitation and quenching probabilities changes smoothly
and reaches ~ 35% when the collision energy is reduced to 25 cm-1. In Fig. 7b the
difference between excitation and quenching remains small even at 25 cm -1. Conclusion
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is that the microscopic reversibility is not automatically satisfied at low collision
energies, particularly when the transition probability is large. In order to build it into the
MQCT one has to use the idea of collision energy symmetrization [31,33].

2.4 Conclusions for Chapter 2
We formulated the mixed quantum/classical theory, MQCT, for rotationally (and
vibrationally) inelastic scattering process in the diatomic molecule + atom system. Two
versions of theory are presented: first in the SF and second in the BF reference frames.
The SF version is easy to derive and the resultant equations of motion are transparent, but
the state-to-state transition matrix is complex-valued and dense (many non-zero
elements). Such calculations may be computationally demanding for heavier molecules
and/or higher temperatures, when the number of accessible channels becomes large. In
contrast, the BF version of theory requires some tedious derivations and the final
equations of motion are rather complicated (not particularly intuitive). However, the
state-to-state transitions are driven by real-valued near-diagonal matrixes of smaller size.
Thus, the BF formulation is the method of choice from the computational point of view,
while the SF formulation can serve as a test of the BF equations of motion, and the code.
Rigorous numerical tests were carried out for a model system to ensure that all equations,
matrixes and computer codes in both SF and BF reference frames are correct. These tests
also helped to better understand differences and similarities of two physically equivalent
but mathematically different formulations.
We want to emphasize again that MQCT is not thought to replace the fullquantum calculations. At low temperatures and/or light collision partners the fullquantum calculations are indispensable (accurate and affordable). It is at higher
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temperatures and for heavier molecules/quenchers we expect that MQCT can
successfully complement the existing methods. In its current form this theory can be
applied to a number of important diatomic molecule + atom inelastic scattering processes,
such as SO + He [44], NH + He [45], and CO + Ar [46]. Our recent MQCT calculations
of rotational state-to-state transition cross sections for N2 + Na system show excellent
agreement with full quantum results for both excitation and quenching processes in a
broad range of collision energies [39]. Another ongoing project is to develop MQCT
further, for treatment of general asymmetric top rotor molecules (bent triatomics and
small polyatomic molecules) in order to treat the quenching of H 2O and SOMs. Some
(very) preliminary data for H2O + He scattering are also encouraging.

Appendix 2A: Derivative of Wigner Rotation Function
Transformation of the basis set of rotational eigenstates is:
Y jm ( ,  ) 

j

D

m  j

j
mm

(, , 0) Y jm ( ,  ) .

(2A1)

In general:
j
j
Dmm
 (, , )  exp(im)dmm ()exp(im) ,

(2A2)

j
where d mm () are small Wigner d -functions, or explicitly:

d mj m ()  ( j  m)!( j  m)!( j  m)!( j  m)!

1/ 2

 1mms

   

 cos  
 2 
s ( j  m  s )! s! (m  m  s )!( j  m  s )!

2 j  m 2 s  m

   
 sin  
  2 

(2A3)

m  2 s  m

.

The index s takes only such values that the factorials are nonnegative. The d-matrix
elements defined here are real and correspond to the z  y  z convention [41,42].
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For an atomic quencher the last rotation (by angle  around the mole-quencher
axis) is meaningless. So, one can set   0 without loss of generality. The purpose of this
appendix is to derive expressions for  D mj m  (  ,  ,  ) /   and  D mj m  (  ,  ,  ) /   . It is quite
clear that
Dmj m (, , ) /   imDmj m (, , ) .

(2A4)

One could also write immediately D mj m (  ,  ,  ) /    imD mj m ( ,  ,  ) but this expression
is useless because it contains m , while the sum in Eq. (28) is also over m . In order to
obtain a useful expression for

 /  ,

and derive the expression for /  without

differentiating Eq. (2A3) for d -function directly, we will use the raising and lowering
operators as explained below.
There is a deep connection between Wigner d-functions and a quantum rotation of
the symmetric top. D-function is an eigenfunction of the symmetric top Hamiltonian. In
2 j
j
terms of Schrodinger equation:  Dmm  j( j  1)Dmm , where the kinetic energy operator

is:
2  

1


1  2
2
2  .
 2  2  2 cos 

sin 

2
sin   
 sin      
  

Reference [40] emphasizes that Wigner functions have the same properties as spherical
harmonics. We know that for spherical harmonics there are raising and lowering
operators, e.g.:
( ˆj x  i ˆj y )Y jm  ˆjY jm 

j ( j  1)  m ( m  1)Y jm 1

Similar operators exist for Wigner functions. They are called the space fixed angular
momentum operators of rigid rotor:
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 cos   

x  i  cos  cot 
 sin 

,

 sin   


(2A5)


 sin   

y  i  sin  cot 
 cos 

,

 sin   


(2A6)

z  i


.


(2A7)

Then, the raising and lowering operators   x  iy and   x  iy (note: minus
sign in raising and plus sign in lowering) result in:
j
 Dmm
 

j
j ( j  1)  m( m  1) Dmm
1 .

(2A8)

2
2
The kinetic energy operator can be expressed as        z . Raising and

lowering operators allow expressing the partial derivatives of D-function through other
D-functions. In other words, action of a derivative operator is a mapping of one quantum
state (the rotational state of symmetric top) onto other states.
In the   0 case relevant to the diatomic molecule Eqs. (2A5-7) simplify to:

  i  cot    1   ,

x


 sin   


Derivative over



(2A9)

  i  ,

y


(2A10)

  i  .

z


(2A11)

~
is obtained from the second of these equations, which gives    iy

~
~
~
. Using  y  (      ) / 2i one arrives to:
 
 )

(


.


2

(2A12)
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One can also restrict consideration to   0 and   0 using the following relation:
j
Dmm
D j (0,  , 0)
 ( , ,  )
.
 exp(  i m  im  ) mm



(2A13)

j
This is so because only dmm () depend on  . So:

~ ~
Dmj m (0, ,0)      j
 Dmm (0, ,0)
 


 2 
1

j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m1 (0, ,0) 
2



Finally, for derivative over



(2A14)



j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m1 (0, ,0) .

we obtain:

Dmj m (, ,0)
Dmj m (0, ,0)
 exp(im)


1
 exp(im)
j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m1 (0, ,0)  j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m1 (0, ,0)
2
1

j ( j  1)  m(m  1) exp(im) Dmj m1 (0, ,0)  j ( j  1)  m(m  1) exp(im) Dmj m1 (0, ,0)
2
1

j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m1 (, ,0)  j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m1 (, ,0) .
2












(2A15)
This is the final expression for   .
Now focus on derivative over  . Combining Eq. (A8) with   x  iy and
using Eq. (2A9-10), one obtains:
 Dmj m (, ,0) 

j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m1 (, ,0) 

(2A16)

 

1     j


i  cot 
 Dmm (, ,0).
 sin     
 

Using Eq. (2A15) for derivative over  and Eq. (A4) for derivative over  one obtains:
Dmj m (, ,0)


1
i
j ( j  1)  m( m  1) Dmj m1 (, ,0) 
2
j
 imDmm
(, ,0) cos .





j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m1 (, ,0) sin 

(2A17)
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This is the final expression for   . Note that this expression depends on m  (not on m
) so that summation in Eq. (19) can be carried out analytically as follows:


  D
m

 1
  i
m  2

i

1
2



j
mm 

( , ,0)Y jm ( ,  ) 



j ( j  1)  m(m  1) Dmj m 1 ( , ,0) 

 imDmj m ( , ,0) cos  Y jm ( ,  ) 


j ( j  1)  m( m  1)Y jm 1 ( ,  ) 



j ( j  1)  m( m  1) Dmj m 1 (, ,0) sin 

(2A18)



j ( j  1)  m(m  1)Y jm 1 ( ,  ) sin 

 imY jm ( ,  ) cos .

Expressions (2A17) and (2A15) can be found in the handbook [43], where they are given
without any prove.

Appendix 2B: Matrix Elements in the BF
Using the expansions of Eqs. (17) and (18) and the expression (2A15) for partial
derivative over  we can write:
Y   ( ,)
iE  t
 (r,  ,)
 anjmnj (r) j m
exp{ n j }



njm
 anjmnj (r)
njm

m

 anjmnj (r)
njm

1
2



iE  t
Dmjm (, ,0)
Yjm ( ,) exp{ n j }



(2B1)



j( j 1)  m(m 1)Yjm1 ( ,)  j( j 1)  m(m 1)Yjm1 ( ,) exp{

iEnjt


}.

Now we need to substitute (2B1) into the first of term of Eq. (27a), which for
convenience can be split onto two terms as follows:
 (r ,  , )


 (r ,  , )

V ( R, r ,  ) (r ,  , ) .


 2 Re  (r ,  , ) | V ( R, r ,  ) |
 (r ,  , )
   (r ,  , ) | V ( R, r ,  ) |


The substitution gives:

(2B2)
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 (r ,  , ) V ( R, r ,  )


 a


nj m njm

 nj (r )

1
2

njm njm

a

 a



njm nj m

 a

njm nj m

 Enj  Enj 
exp i
t  nj (r )Y jm ( , ) V ( R, r ,  )




j ( j   1)  m(m  1)Y jm1 ( ,  ) 


njm njm

a








j ( j   1)  m(m  1)Y jm1 ( , )



a

1
2





 Enj  E nj 
exp i
t 




1
j ( j   1)  m(m  1) nj (r )Y jm ( ,  ) V ( R, r ,  ) nj (r )Y jm1 ( , )
2
 j ( j   1)  m(m  1) nj (r )Y jm ( , ) V ( R, r ,  ) nj (r )Y jm1 ( ,  )


njm njm



 (r ,  , )



 Enj  E nj 
exp i
t 








j ( j   1)  m(m  1) M nnjjmm1 ( R) 

j ( j   1)  m(m  1) M nnjjmm1 ( R) .

(2B3)

And similarly
 (r ,  ,  )
V ( R, r ,  ) (r ,  , )  

nj m


1
2



a

nj m


nj m nj m

a

j( j  1)  m(m  1) M nnjjmm 1 ( R) 

 E    Enj  
exp i n j
t 






(2B4)

j( j  1)  m(m  1) M nnjjmm 1 ( R) .

Combining these two expressions we finally obtain:
 2 Re  (r,  , ) V (R, r,  )



 (r,  , )



 (r,  , )
 (r,  , )
V (R, r,  ) (r,  , )   (r,  , ) V (R, r,  )



 a

njm njm


njm njm

a



 Enj  Enj  1 njm1
exp i
t  M njm
j( j   1)  m(m  1)  M nnjjmm 1 j ( j   1)  m(m  1)

2


 j ( j   1)  m(m  1)M nnjjmm1  j ( j   1)  m(m  1)M nnjjmm1 .



(2B5)
It is shown in Appendix C that this expression can be conveniently re-written through the
commutator of matrixes M and U:
 2 Re  ( r ,  ,  ) V ( R, r ,  )

 ( r ,  ,  )
 

njm

a

njm


njm njm

a

 E    Enj 
njm
exp i n j
t M , U njm .




(2B6)
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which leads to Eq. (28a). Furthermore, we can split the sum in Eq. (B6) onto a pair of
terms:
 E nj   E nj  
n j m 
anj m anj m  exp  i
t   M ,U nj m 




and
 E nj   E nj 
anj m anj m  exp  i




n j m 
t   M ,U nj m  .


Because M, U  is symmetric and real (according to Eq. (2C17)) we have the sum of these
two numbers is a real number. If nj m  njm the diagonal term (which does not have a
pair) is real by itself: | a n j m  | 2 M, U nj m . Thus, the expression of Eq. (2B6) always gives
n j m 

real numbers. Its physical meaning corresponds to the torque.
Now consider     in Eq. (27b):
Y   ( ,  )
iE  t
iE  t
 (r ,  ,  )
  anj mnj  (r ) j m
exp{ n j }  i  anj mnj  ( r ) exp{ n j }




n j m 
n j m 
1

  sin 
2




j( j  1)  m( m  1)Y j m 1 ( ,  ) 




j( j  1)  m( m  1)Y j m 1 ( , )  m cos Y j m ( ,  ) .


(2B7)
Then, for the matrix element in Eq. (27b) we can write:
 (r ,  ,  ) V ( R, r ,  )
1

  sin 
2




 ( r ,  ,  )
i 

n j m 

a

n j m 


n j m  n j m 

a

j( j  1)  m( m  1) M nnjj mm1 

 E    Enj  
exp i n j
t 







j( j  1)  m(m  1) M njmj m 1  m cos M nnjjmm  .


(2B8)
and similarly
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 (r ,  , )
V ( R, r ,  ) ( r ,  ,  )  i 

n j m 



1
  sin 
2

a

n j m 


n j m  n j m 

a

 E    Enj  
exp i n j
t 







j( j  1)  m( m  1) M nnjjmm  1  m cos M nnjjmm  .


j( j  1)  m(m  1) M nnjjmm  1 

(2B9)
Combining these two expressions:
2 Re  (r ,  ,  ) V ( R, r ,  )
1

  sin 
2

 sin 


1
2



 (r ,  ,  )
i

njm

a

njm


njm njm

a

 Enj  Enj
exp i




t 




j ( j  1)  m(m  1) M nnjjmm 1 

j ( j   1)  m(m  1) M nnjjmm 1  m cos M nnjjmm 

j ( j   1)  m(m  1) M nnjjmm1 


j( j   1)  m(m  1) M nnjjmm1  m cos M nnjjmm .




(2B10)
According to (2C1) mM nnjj mm  mM nnjjmm  and Appendix C shows that this expression can be
conveniently rewritten through the commutator of matrixes M and V:
2 Re  ( r ,  ,  ) V ( R , r ,  )

  ( r ,  ,  )
 i 

nj m 

a

n j m 


n j m  n j m 

a

 Enj   E nj
sin  exp  i




n j m 
t   M ,V njm .


(2B11)
This leads to Eq. (28b). Furthermore, we can split the sum in Eq. (2B11) onto a pair of
terms:
 E    E nj
 ia njm anjm exp  i n j




nj m
t M, V njm


 E nj  Enj
 ia njm anjm exp i




nj m
t M, V njm .


and

Due to Eq. (2C8) we have
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 Enj  Enj 
 Enj  Enj 
nj m
njm
 ianjm anjm exp i
t M, V njm  ianjm anjm exp i
t M, V njm 







 Enj  Enj  
 Enj  Enj 
njm
 i anjm anjm exp i
t   anjm anjm exp i
t M, V njm .








(2B12)

Because
 Enj   Enj   
 E nj   Enj  
 Enj   E nj  
anj m anj m exp i
t   anj m anj m exp i
t   2i Im anj m anj m exp i
t 










is an imaginary number, the value of (2B12) is always real and M, V nj m is real too.
nj m

Note that the diagonal term in this matrix is null: M, V njm  0 , i.e., also real. This
nj m

demonstrates that the torque (2B11) in the classical equation of motion (28) is always a
real number.

Appendix 2C: Properties of M, U, V and their Commutators
The expanded matrix M (labeled by three indexes) is obtained by combining the
smaller matrixes (labelled by two indexes) for different values of m given by Eq. (31) in
the following way:
M nnjjmm  ( R )   m m  M nnjj  ( R ) .

(2C1)

By this construction, and according to the definition of Eq. (22), the entire matrix M is
  
 
  
symmetric, M nnjjmm  M nnjjmm , and is diagonal in m : M nnjjmm  0 if m  m .

Similarly, the expanded matrixes U and V (labeled by three indexes) are obtained by
combining the smaller matrixes (labelled by one index) for different values of (n j ) given
by Eqs. (24a-b). Namely:

U nnjjmm    nj,njU mm and Vnnjjmm    nj,njVmm  .

(2C2)
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So, the matrixes U and V are diagonal in ( n j ) . Their elements are zero if n  n or j   j 
. Consider m  m  1 . In this case, due to the first term in Eq. (24a), we obtain

U nnjjmm 1   nj,nj

1
2

j ( j   1)  m(m  1) .

(2C3)

Here we replaced m by m  1 , including the expression

j ( j   1)  m(m  1) 

j ( j   1)  (m  1)m .

(2C4)

Now consider m  m 1. In this case, due to the second term in Eq. (24a), we obtain
U nnjjmm 1   nj ,nj

1
2

j ( j   1)  m(m  1) .

(2C5)

Here we deliberately used m  1 and m as lower and upper indexes, respectively.
Comparing Eqs. (C3) and (C5) we conclude that:

U nnjjmm 1  U nnjjmm 1  U nnjjmm1

(2C6)

  
Since U nnjjmm  0 if m  m  1 (according to the definition of Eq. (24a) and by

construction) we also obtain from Eq. (C6) that:

U nnjjmm   U nnjjmm .

(2C7)

Thus, matrix U is anti-symmetric.
Similar considerations apply to the matrix V, but it appears to be symmetric:

Vnnjjmm   Vnnjjmm .

(2C8)

The commutator of M and U is by definition:

M, Unjm

nj m





nj m

M nnjjmm U nnjjmm  U nnjjmm  M nnjjmm .

Consider the first term in this expression. Using Eq. (24a) we obtain:

(2C9)
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nj m

M nnj jmm U nnjjmm
1 nj m 
M nj m  m,m1 j ( j   1)  m(m  1)   m,m1 j ( j   1)  m(m  1)  
2


m



1  nj m1
M nj m
j ( j   1)  m( m  1)  M nnjjmm 1 j ( j   1)  m( m  1)  .

2

(2C10)

And similar expression for the second term in Eq. (C9):

U

nj m 


m 



nj m 
nj m 

M nnjjmm   U nnjjmm M nnjjmm 
m 

1  nj m
M nj m m ,m1 j ( j   1)  m( m  1)  M nnjjmm m,m1 j ( j   1)  m( m   1)  
2

1  nj m1
M nj m j ( j   1)  m( m  1)  M nnjjmm1 j ( j   1)  m(m  1)  .

2

(2C11)
Or,



U

njm

njm
nj m

1
M nnjjmm  M nnjjmm1 j( j  1)  m(m 1)  M nnjjmm1 j( j  1)  m(m  1)  .
2
(2C12)

Finally, substitution of expressions (C10) and (C12) into (C8) gives:

M , U njm

n j m 

1  njm
M nj m  1 j   j   1  m  m  1  M nnjjmm 1 j   j   1  m  m  1 

2
1
  M nnjjmm1 j ( j   1)  m ( m   1)  M nnjjmm1 j ( j   1)  m( m   1)  .
2



(2C13)
All similar considerations apply to the commutator of M and V:

M

nj m

nj m njm
njm
njm

V

1
  M nnjjmm1 j  j  1  m  m  1  M nnjjmm1 j  j  1  m  m 1 

2
,

(2C14)
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and

V

nj m

nj m
nj m

M nnjjmm  Vnnjjmm M nnjjmm
m



1  njm1
M njm j ( j  1)  m(m  1)  M nnjjmm1 j( j  1)  m(m  1)  ,

2
(2C15)

and finally

M, Vnnjjmm  1 M nnjjmm1
2

j j  1  mm  1  M nnjjmm1 j j  1  mm  1







1
 M nnjjmm1 j ( j  1)  m(m  1)  M nnjjmm1 j( j  1)  m(m  1) .
2

(2C16)

Several properties of the commutator matrixes are worth noting. Namely:

M, Unjm  M, Unjm
njm

njm

(2C17)

which means that this matrix is symmetric. This is easy to prove using the properties (2C1)
and (2C7) as follows:

M, U nnjjmm   M nnjjmm U nnjjmm  U nnjjmm  M nnjjmm   U nnjjmm  M nnjjmm  M nnjjmm U nnjjmm
nj m



M

nj m

nj m

nj m
nj m

U

nj m 
nj m 

U

nj m
nj m

M

nj m 
nj m 

 M , U nj m
nj m

In contrast, the commutator

M, Vnjm

njm

  M, Vnjm
njm

(2C18)

is an anti-symmetric matrix. This is shown using Eq. (2C8) as follows:

M, V nnjjmm   M nnjjmm Vnnjjmm  Vnnjmjm M nnjjmm   M nnjjmm Vnnjjmm   Vnnjjmm M nnjjmm
nj m

nj m



njm
   M nnjjmmVnnjjmm  Vnnjjmm  M nnjjmm    M, V njm
 njm
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CHAPTER 3. MIXED QUANTUM/CLASSICAL CALCULATIONS
OF TOTAL AND DIFFERENTIAL ELASTIC AND
ROTATIONALLY INELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS
FOR LIGHT AND HEAVY REDUCED MASSES IN A BROAD
RANGE OF COLLISION ENERGIES
3.1 Mixed Quantum/Classical Theory for Rotationally Inelastic Scattering
The main goal of this part of the work is to explore the limits of validity of the
mixed quantum/classical theory (MQCT) for rotationally-inelastic atom + molecule
scattering [1].
Foundations of MQCT were laid by Gert Billing in 1980’s, but the main body of
his work belongs to vibrationally-inelastic scattering and development of the method in
which vibration of the molecule is treated quantum mechanically, while its rotation and
the scattering process are treated classically [2,3]. In recent years such methods have
been revived and improved [4-6], and applied to complicated problems, such as
recombination reactions [7-9].
For description of rotationally-inelastic scattering Billing proposed another
version of MQCT, in which the rotational motion is treated quantum mechanically, and
only the translational motion is treated classically [2,3]. He applied this theory to one
system, He + H2, at two relatively high values of scattering energies: E = 0.1 and 0.9 eV
[10]. Those ground-breaking results were included into a review paper [2] and a book [3]
but, surprisingly, remained the only example of MQCT treatment of rotationally-inelastic
scattering.
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Detailed analysis of Billing’s work reveals that he employed only an approximate
version of MQCT, known as coupled-states (CS) approximation, where transitions
between different m-states, within the same rotational energy level j, are entirely
neglected. We also found that the equations Billing used are applicable only to the
simplest case, when the initial rotational wave function has cylindrical symmetry (i.e.,
describes pure eigenstate). Such equations can’t be employed to handle a general case,
when the initial rotational wave function corresponds to an arbitrary superposition of
eigenstates (a wave packet).
In a recent theory paper [1] we presented a general and fully-coupled version of
MQCT for rotationally-inelastic scattering, formulated in both laboratory-fixed and bodyfixed (BF) reference frames, and tested it using a model system. Here we present results
of calculations for two real systems, Na + N2 and He + H2, carried out in a broad range of
scattering energies. For our best knowledge this is the first systematic and rigorous study
of MQCT for rotationally-inelastic scattering. Our choice of the benchmark systems was
based on the following arguments. First of all, accurate full-quantum coupled-channel
(CC) results for these systems are available from recent literature [11-13], as well as
potential energy surfaces (PES) used in those studies. Second, all atoms in Na + N 2 are
relatively heavy, while they are light in the He + H 2. This gives opportunity to observe
the effect of reduced mass of the scattering partners – an important aspect for the method
where scattering is treated classically. Third, the rotational quanta in heavy N 2 and light
H2 are very different, spanning the range of transition energies  E from ~12 cm-1 to
~813 cm-1, which allows testing applicability of second Delos criterion [14]. Namely,
based on this criterion, it is sometimes argued that any mixed quantum/classical method
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is accurate only when the classical collision energy E is much larger than the energy
change  E associated with quantum transition between the internal states [14].
However, for MQCT treatment of rotationally inelastic scattering this criterion has never
been tested and our results indicate that MQCT remains accurate in a broader range than
predicted by this criterion.
Another aspect that, to our best knowledge, has not been addressed before within
MQCT framework is calculation of the elastic scattering cross section and the differential
(over scattering angle) cross section. It is well known that classical scattering theory is
deficient in these two respects. At large impact parameters and small scattering angles the
classical scattering cross section diverges, due to the lack of phase information. Only at
scattering angles larger than the “rainbow” angle (small impact parameters) the process
of scattering is classical. Interestingly, we found a way to compute the scattering phase
using MQCT, and use it to compute accurate differential cross section at small scattering
angles, i.e., in the quantum scattering regime when interference is important.
The chapter is organized as follows: In Sec. 3.2 we review major equations of the
fully-coupled general MQCT, its simplified version, and the approximate CS version, and
also present the method of computing cross sections. In Sec. 3.3 we report numeric
results for the integral rotationally-inelastic scattering cross sections for two benchmark
systems and compare them with full quantum CC results, as well as with complementary
classical trajectory simulations, in a broad range of collision energies. Subsection 3.3.4 is
devoted to elastic scattering cross sections and differential cross sections computed by
MQCT. Major findings are summarized in Sec. 3.5.
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3.2 Theoretical Framework
3.2.1 General and Fully-Coupled MQCT
From the computational performance point of view the most efficient formulation
of MQCT is that in the BF reference frame [1]. In order to simplify notations, in this
chapter we use jm and j m  to label the initial and final rotational sates of the
molecule, instead of j m  and jm used in Ref. [1], and we also use

 instead of  

used in Ref. [1]. Rotational and vibrational motion of the diatomic molecule is described
by coordinates q  (r ,  ,  ) . These are quantum degrees of freedom; their evolution is
determined by wave function  (r ,  ,  ) . Scattering of the quencher atom is described by
spherical polar coordinates Q  ( R ,  ,  ) . These are classical degrees of freedom; their
evolution is determined by conjugate momenta PR , P and P . Interaction potential
does not depend on classical angles and angle



due to symmetry, so, potential is a

function of Jacobi variables V  V ( R, r ,  ) . Definition of these coordinates in the BF
reference frame is illustrated in Fig. 2 of Ref. [1]. The MQCT equations of motion for
classical variables are [1]:
P
R  R ,

(1)

  P ,

 R2

(2)



 


P
,
 R sin 2 
2

~
V ( R) P2
P2

PR  


,
R
 R3  R3 sin 2 

(3)

(4)
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nj m

*
nj m njm

a

njm

P  i 

nj m

exp{i ( Enj  Enj )t / } M,U njm 
nj m

a

*
nj m njm

njm

a

P2 cos 
,
 R 2 sin 3 

(5)

exp{i( Enj  Enj )t / }sin   M,V njm .
nj m

(6)

Here we introduced the mean-field potential V ( R )   ( r ,  ,  ) V ( R , r ,  )  ( r ,  ,  ) and
the commutators M , U  and M , V  of the matrices introduced below. Expansion of
wave function over the basis set of ro-vibrational eigenstates with time-dependent
coefficients a njm (t ) and substitution into Schrodinger equation leads to [1]:
i

a njm
t

  a njm exp{i ( E nj  E nj )t / } M nnjj ( R )  i  a njm Wmm .
nj 

(7)

m


Structure of these coupled equations is such that the state-to-state transition matrix M nn jj ,

introduced for every m as

M nnjj ( R)  A jm, j m  nj (r ) Pjm (cos ) V ( R, r,  ) nj (r ) Pjm (cos ) ,

(8)

describes only transitions from ( n j ) to (nj ) , within the same value of m . In contrast,
m
the matrix Wm , introduced for every j , describes transitions between m and m  m  1,


within the same energy level ( n j ) . Elements of this matrix,

  i (sin V m  m cos   ) 
 ,
Wmm  U mm 
m
m ,m

(9)

are expressed through elements of two simpler matrices [1]:
U mm 

and

1
2



j ( j  1)  m(m  1) m,m1  j ( j  1)  m(m  1) m,m1



(10)
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Vmm 

1
2





j ( j  1)  m(m  1) m,m1  j ( j  1)  m(m  1) m,m1 .

(11)

Matrices M, U and V are all real-valued, sparse and time-independent (should be
~

computed only once). Note that elements of the matrix M and the mean-field potential V
depend on R only.

3.2.2 A Simplified Version of MQCT
If the initial rotational wave function exhibits cylindrical symmetry around the
atom-molecule axis (i.e., corresponds to rotational eigenstate, rather than rotational wave
packet) the classical trajectory remains in the same plane during the course of entire
collision event. In such cases we can restrict our calculations to one plane, for example,

   / 2 and set P  0 . Equations (2-5) simplify to
  0,


(2′)

  P ,

 R2

(3′)

P2
V ( R )
PR  
 3 ,
R
R

(4′)

P  0 .
(5′)
Clearly, equations (2′) and (5′) are obsolete and there is no need to propagate them.
Equation (6) becomes

P  i 

njm

a
njm

*
njm njm

a

exp{i ( Enj  Enj )t / } M,V njm .
njm

(6′)
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3.2.3 An Approximate CS Version of MQCT
The coupled-states (CS) approximation is easily formulated within MQCT by


m
setting Wm  0 in Eq. (7) for wave function evolution. It becomes:

i

a nj
t

  anj exp{i ( Enj  E nj )t / } M nnjj ( R ) ,

(7′′)

nj 

and should be solved for every value of m separately. Classical equations of motion (5-6)
also simplify significantly, because the commutator matrices vanish: M, U  0 and

M, V  0 . If this CS-approximation is used together with simplification of Sec. II.B
(cylindrical symmetry), then Eqs. (5,6) convert into:

P  0 ,
(5′′)

P  0 .
(6′′)
Again, these equations are trivial and there is no need to propagate them.
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In this form the MQCT becomes rather simple and similar to the method of
Billing [2], with only one
distinction. Billing has chosen to
restrict his trajectories to   0
plane and set P  0 . In principle
this is equivalent, but in practice
our version is better, because
fixing    / 2 permits to avoid
singularity at   0 , which
affects equations (3), (4) and (5).

Figure 1. Sampling of initial conditions for atommolecule collision in space-fixed (SF) reference frame.
Shaded area on the surface of the sphere of radius P
determines all possible directions of classical vector P .
Different directions correspond to different values of
impact parameter, with largest impact parameter obtained
in the case of lmax and smallest impact parameter in the
case of l min .

Equation (1) remains in its

original form in any version of MQCT.

3.2.4 Sampling of Initial Conditions
The exact quantum expressions for (integral) scattering cross section are [15]:

 j  j 
 jm  j m 


k



j
1

(2 j  1) m   j
J j

J  j

  

2
j J 0 l  J  j l  J  j

j



m   j 

jm  j m 

,

( 2 J  1)  jj  ll  mm  S Jjj ,ll , mm

(8)
2

,

where S jJj,ll,mm is the scattering matrix in BF system . MQCT treatment is most
straightforward for inelastic scattering channels, when  jj   0 and the probability
amplitudes a jm from Eq. (7) at the final moment of time can be used to compute

(9)
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2

2

transition probability as  jj  ll  mm  S Jjj ,ll , mm  a j m . Transformation to MQCT
treatment is achieved by making the total angular momentum J a continuous (classical)
variable, while keeping the values of j and m integer and quantized. This imposes
certain restrictions onto the values of continuous classical variable   | l | , namely:

J  j    J  j . Figure 1 explains sampling of initial conditions, including illustration
of the allowed values for classical vector of orbital angular momentum l, related closely
to the collision impact parameter b through ( 1)  k b and k  P  . Absolute value
2 2

2
2
2
2
2
2
of the initial momentum P  PR  ( P sin   P ) R is determined by incident

energy of collision, while various possible directions of P in space correspond to
different values of   | l | , where J  l  j . In a general situation (without cylindrical
symmetry,   const ) the range of possible directions of P is represented by a segment
of spherical surface illustrated in Fig. 1. If the simplified version of theory (cylindrical
symmetry) is appropriate, this range shrinks to a one-dimensional section of this surface
by    / 2 plane.
Following these arguments, the triple sum in quantum Eq. (9) is replaced by
classical integral:

 jm jm 


k



 (2J  1)dJ

2
j 0



J l  j

2

a jm d l .

(10)

In practice, this integral is estimated using the Monte-Carlo sampling technique. First, the
value of J is sampled randomly and uniformly between zero and J max  kbmax . Next,
for a chosen initial j , the value of  is sampled randomly and uniformly in the range
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J  j    J  j , and is used to define the initial classical momentum P   (  1)
in Eq. (3-5). This procedure is repeated for N classical trajectories (labeled by i ) and the
inelastic scattering integral cross section is determined numerically as:

 jm jm 

 J max
k

2

N

 (2 J

(i )

2

 1) a (jim)  .

(11)

i

Quantum equation (8) is used in MQCT without modifications; it describes sum over the
final values m and average over the initial values m .
It may also be instructive to consider the trivial case of j  0 , when J   and the
range of possible directions of vector P shrinks to a single point. In this case no sampling
over  is needed at all, the integral in Eq. (10) becomes one-dimensional,
2

 jm j m   / k 2j  (2 J  1) a j m dJ , which can be easily evaluated using any structured
grid method (no Monte-Carlo needed). However, when j  0 , it is advantageous to use
the two-dimensional Monte-Carlo sampling over J and  , for faster convergence.

3.2.5 Phases and Elastic Scattering Cross Sections
For the elastic scattering channel the phase of the corresponding diagonal element
of scattering matrix S in Eq. (9) becomes important, but there are two contributions to
the overall phase. One contribution is phase of rotational (or ro-vibrational, internal)
wave function. It is contained in the complex-valued transition amplitude a jm , which is
accurately computed within MQCT by propagating Eq. (7). We will denote this phase  j
and compute it as  j  arg a jm . Second contribution is phase shift of the partial wave,
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  , which is missing in MQCT because scattering is treated classically. However,
classical treatment of scattering provides classical deflection function () . The
deflection function can’t really be used directly to compute cross section at angles
smaller than the rainbow angle (see for example, Ref. [16]), but we found it possible to
recover the value of

  from the () dependence. Namely, in the semi-classical

treatments of scattering it is assumed that deflection is determined by the total phase shift
(see Appendix A):
d     j (  ) 

 ( ) 

d

.

(12)

If the () and  j () dependencies are both known, this expression can be used as a
differential equation for

 () with boundary condition   ()  0 , which corresponds to

no scattering at large impact parameters. Solving this equation numerically allows
reconstructing the

 () dependence and expressing transition probability in Eq. (9) for
2

2

the elastic channel as:  jj  ll  mm  S Jjj ,ll , mm  1  a jm exp(i  ) . Finally, this probability
is averaged over N trajectories using the Monte-Carlo method, just like in Eq. (11):

 jm  jm 

 J max
k

2

N

 (2 J
i

(i )

2

 1) 1  a (jmi ) exp( i  ) ,

(13)

where the phase shift is computed from


      ( s ) ds   j ( ) ,


where s is a dummy variable introduced for integration over  .

(14)
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3.2.6 Differential Cross Sections
For simplicity of presentation, we will focus on differential cross section for the
elastic channel ( j  j ), but the procedure and conclusions are general and applicable to
inelastic scattering as well. Scattering amplitude

f jm jm ( ) 

i 
(2l  1)(1  S jjJ ,ll ,mm )Pl (cos )

k l 0

(15)

is used to compute the differential cross section (averaged over the initial states m):
d j  j ( )
d



j
j
2
1
f jm  jm ( ) .


(2 j  1) m j m  j

(16)

In MQCT, the sum of Eq. (15) is replaced by a semi-classical integral over continuous
distribution of  , and the phase
f jm  jm ( ) 

  is introduced (as above), which leads to:


i
( 2  1)(1  a jm exp( i  )) Pl (cos  ) d .
k 0

(17)

Using Monte-Carlo approach this integral is computed as:

f jm jm ( ) 

i J max
(2  1)(1  a (jmi ) exp(i  )) Pl (cos ) .

kj N i

(18)

3.2.7 Numerical Approach
As in full-quantum calculations, we used the potential energy surface expanded in
terms of Legendre polynomials: V ( R, r ,  )  Vk ( R, r ) Pk (cos  ) . For Na + N2(v=0)
system we included all even terms up to k  8 and used the R-dependent expansion
coefficients Vk from Ref. [10]. For He + H2 system we included terms up to k  8.
Equations (1-7) were solved numerically altogether using Runge-Kutta method of 4 th
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order. The initial molecule-quencher separation was close to R  28.2a0 in the case of
Na + N2 system and about R  24a0 in the case of He + H2. Classical impact parameter,
determined by convergence studies, was bmax  24 a0 in the case of Na + N2 and

bmax  15 a0 in the case of He + H2. The magnitude of classical momentum is chosen as
prescribed by the symmetrized average-velocity approach [4], which takes into account
microscopic reversibility of state-to-state transitions. In calculations with small j the
rotational basis set included all eigenstates up to j  14 in the case of Na + N2 system
and up to j  12 in the case of He + H2. In one case, quenching of j  22 in He + H2,
we included all rotational states up to j  32 and two vibrational states v  0 and v  1 .
An important practical aspect is how to generate Pl (cos  ) when  is a continuous
variable. In principle, one should replace a set of Legendre polynomials by their continuous
analogue -- the hyper-geometric function [17]. A FORTRAN routine from the package
POLPAK for computation of the hyper-geometric functions worked fine for   25 but
crashed at larger values of  . We also tried to compute hyper-geometric function using
MATLAB, but at large  this was inconveniently slow. As an alternative, we tried to round
the value of  to the closest integer and use polynomials, since they are fast to compute at
any values of  . For the moderate values of  the difference between the two methods
was small, and we finally adopted this approach.
In general, using a standard expansion of the PES in Jacobi coordinates

V ( R, r ,  )  Vk ( R, r ) Pk (cos  ) , one can evaluate matrix elements M nnjj  (R ) as follows:
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 j  k j  j  k j 

 (2 j   1)(2 j  1) (1) m .
M nnjj ( R )  nj (r ) Vk ( R, r ) nj (r ) 
  m 0 m  0 0 0 

(19)

A FORTRAN routine W3JS [18] was used to compute Wigner 3j symbols. Note that matrix
elements  nj ( r ) Vk ( R , r )  nj  ( r ) do
not depend on m . Their values
were computed on a grid of 400
points for along 2.0  R  25.0 a0
. In order to calculate derivatives in
Eq. (4) a cubic spline was prepared
for each such matrix element.
Vibrational wave functions nj (r )
were calculated as prescribed in
Ref. [4] using package ARPACK
on an optimized grid of 128 points
along 0.2 r  5.0a0 .

3.3 Numerical Results
3.3.1 Tests of Fully Coupled
MQCT Method

Figure 2. Energy dependence of excitation cross sections
for Na + N2 system in the ground rotational state j  0 .
Three allowed rotationally-inelastic channels are shown
for transitions into the excited states j  2 , j  4 and

j  6 . MQCT results are shown by symbols in frame (a),
while classical trajectory results are shown by dashed lines
in frame (b). Full-quantum data from Ref. [11] are shown
by solid lines in both frames for comparison.

Inelastic scattering
calculations for Na + N2 system were carried out in order to test accuracy of MQCT
method in the case of reasonably heavy atomic masses. Full quantum CC results for this
system are available from Ref. [11]. Figure 2(a) summarizes data for excitation of the
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ground rotational state j  0 . Excitation cross sections were computed in a broad range of
collision energies, 10  E  1100 cm 1 . Recall that for homo-nuclear N2 in the initial state
j  0 the allowed transitions are: 0  2 , 0  4 , 0  6 , etc. Analysis of Fig. 2(a)

indicates that all these excitation
processes are accurately reproduced
by MQCT in a broad range of
collision energies, and through fourorders-of-magnitude range of cross
section values. Interestingly, as
energy E increases, the value of cross
section for 0  2 slightly decreases,
while it increases slightly for 0  4 ,
and it passes through a pronounced
maximum in the case of 0  6
transition. All these major features are
reproduced well by MQCT (see Fig.
2(a)). But even less significant
features, such as slight ondulations of
the  (E) dependencies, are also

Figure 3. Energy dependence of inelastic
cross sections for Na + N2 system in the
excited rotational state j  5 . Two excitation
channels correspond to allowed transitions
into j  7 and j  9 . Two quenching
channels correspond to allowed transitions
into j  1 and j  3 . MQCT results are
shown by symbols in frame (a), while
classical trajectory results are shown by
dashed lines in frame (b). Full-quantum data
from Ref. [11] are shown by solid lines in
both frames for comparison

reproduced by MQCT. Importantly,
even the channel thresholds are correctly predicted.
In Fig. 3(a) we summarized results for the inelastic transition processes that
originate in the excited rotational state j  5 , located at energy E  59 .7 cm 1 above the
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ground rotational state. In this case the allowed excitation processes are: 5 7 , 5  9 ,
etc., while the allowed quenching processes are 5  3 and 5  1 . In all these cases
MQCT reproduced quantum results very accurately in a broad range of collision energies
and through five-orders-of-magnitude range of cross section values. Again, even small
oscillations of  (E) dependencies for the processes 5  3 and 5  1 are correctly
reproduced.
Inelastic scattering calculations for He + H2 system were carried out in order to
test accuracy of MQCT method in the
limit of lightest atomic masses. This
example is often thought of as an
essentially non-classical system, the
worst-case scenario for, and the
stringent possible test of, the mixed
quantum/classical method. Full
quantum benchmark data for this
system are available from Refs

Figure 4. Energy dependence of quenching cross
sections for He + H2 system. Two transitions are
shown, one from j  4 into j  2 , and the other from

j  2 into j  0 . MQCT results are shown by
symbols. Full-quantum data from Ref. [12], where
available, are shown by solid lines for comparison.

[12,13]. Figure 4 summarizes results
for quenching or two lowest excited rotational states, the processes 2  0 and 4  2 , at
collision energies in the range 1  E  10000 cm 1 . We see that, indeed, in this light
system the deviations of MQCT from quantum benchmark are more noticeable, and
occur in a somewhat larger range of collision energies, compared to more classical Na +
N2 system. However, the values of these deviations are still relatively small. For example,
at E  25 cm 1 the deviations are only 15% and 25% for processes 2  0 and 4  2 ,
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respectively. Interestingly, at even lower collision energies, the accuracy of MQCT
remains about the same, it does not worsen significantly even at E  2 cm 1 . But, as
energy increases, MQCT results merge monotonically with full quantum results. For

2  0 excellent agreement is found above E  100 cm 1 . For 4  2 the agreement
improves significantly when collision energy approaches E  200 cm 1 . Note that the
dependence of cross section in Fig. 4 goes through minimum and maximum and those
features are reproduced well by MQCT. Thus, MQCT is applicable even to this light and
highly non-classical system, and it remains reasonably accurate even at low collision
energies.

3.3.2 Test of CS-Approximation
Figure 5 shows the same data as in Fig. 2(a), but obtained using the approximate
CS-version of MQCT, derived in Sec. II.C. Overall, the quality of these data is very
reasonable. Deviations from the full quantum benchmark are observed for all three
processes: 0  2 , 0  4 and 0  6 , but typically they do not exceed 25% (somewhat
more near the channel threshold).
Overall, one should admit that the
fully-coupled version of MQCT is
in much better and more detailed
agreement with exact quantum
results (compare Fig. 5 vs. Fig.
2(a)).

Figure 5. Same as in Fig. 2(a), but using an
approximate CS-version of MQCT.
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For Na + N2 system the CS-version of theory was faster, but not by much, just by
a factor of ×3. For more complicated systems (triatomic + atom, or triatomic + diatomic)
the computational speed up may be more substantial, but one should keep in mind that
accuracy of CS approximation is non-uniform. For example, we found that for 0  2
transition at lower collision energies the value of CS cross section is larger, while at
higher collision energies it is smaller, compared to the fully-coupled MQCT data and
quantum benchmark data. The switching occurs near E  50 cm 1 , which produces an
artificial oscillation of the CS cross section, quite different from the benchmark data. In
contract, the fully-coupled version of MQCT gives detailed and uniformly reliable
description through the entire range of collision energies.
Full quantum calculations are very demanding at high collision energies and for
highly excited rotational states. At such conditions the exact CC-method is almost never
used, and the CS-approximation is usually adopted. For He + H 2 system at high levels of
rotational excitations such (full
quantum but approximate) CS
results are available from literature
[12,13] and web site of one of the
authors [19]. We carried out similar
calculations using MQCT. Figure 6
presents our MQCT-CS results for
rotational quenching of j  22 in
comparison with quantum

Figure 6. Energy dependence of cross
section for quenching of j  22 into

j  20 in He + H2 system. CS-version of
MQCT is used (symbols) and compared to
full-quantum CS method (solid line) from
Ref. [13], where available.

benchmark data. The dominant process is 22  20 , and the corresponding transition
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energy is huge,  E  2,967.6 cm 1 . Results of MQCT are accurate at collision energies
above 350 cm 1 . For this transition, no quantum CS results are available above
E  1,000 cm  1 , but we easily computed few points up to E  10,000 cm  1 . Moreover, it

should be noted that in the He + H2 system in j  22 and at this collision energy the
vibrational state-to-state transitions become important and should also be included, in
addition to rotational state-to-state transitions. The calculations we did were such rovibrational calculations. However, in present work we prefer to restrict discussion to
rotational transitions only.

3.3.3 Criterion of Accuracy

According to Delos criterion for atom-atom collisions [14], and by analogy with
our earlier findings from MQCT calculations of vibrational quenching [5], the MQCT
method is expected to be more accurate when the energy change E associated with
quantum state-to-state transition is small. Similar conclusion can be deduced from our
data for Na + N2 system presented in Fig. 2(a). For example, the transition 02, which
has smallest value of E  11 .9 cm 1 , is reproduced by MQCT particularly well. For this
process the deviation from full quantum result is observed only near the channel
threshold, and this discrepancy vanishes quickly as collision energy is increased. If we
look at transitions 0  4 and 0  6 , where the values of energy quantum rise to
E  39.8 cm 1 and 83.5 cm 1 , respectively, we start seeing some deviations from full

quantum results slightly further from the channel threshold. This behavior is understood
and even expected near the channel threshold, where E  E . Roughly, results of Fig.
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2(a) show that MQCT becomes very accurate at collision energies E  2E . But even in
the energy range E  E  2E the results of MQCT are quite reasonable.
Most interestingly, we found that MQCT is particularly accurate for the
rotationally excited states. This makes sense, since excited states are more classical. For
example, the four sets of data presented in Fig. 3(a) still correspond to relatively large
values of E : 35.8 cm 1 , 51.7 cm 1 , 55.7 cm 1 and 119.4 cm 1 . Nevertheless, the
excitation cross sections computed by MQCT for 5 7 and 5  9 are very accurate
(even at the channel threshold, E  E ), and the quenching cross for 5  3 and 5  1
are accurate at any energies we considered, down to E  5 cm 1 (because there is no
threshold for quenching). No any obvious criterion can be formulated or needed here.
MQCT data are simply almost as accurate as the full quantum data.
In the case of He + H2 system the state-to-state transition energies  E are large:
384 cm 1 and 813 cm 1 for the processes 2  0 and 4  2 , respectively. From one

side, this explains why deviations
of MQCT results from quantum
benchmark are larger in this
system than in Na + N2. But from
another side, this also means that
the criterion for validity of MQCT
may be less stringent. Namely, for
He + H2, MQCT is rather accurate
at collision energies above
E  100 cm 1 for transition 2  0

Figure 7. Percent error of MQCT method for all
calculations of this chapter. The value of error
correlates with the ratio of transition energy to
scattering energy. Quenching processes for Na + N2 are
plotted using red solid lines, while excitation processes
are plotted using green lines . The data for He + H2 are
blue.
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, and above E  200 cm  1 for transition 4  2 . Roughly, this corresponds to

E  E / 4 . And again, this is for the lower, most quantum mechanical states. Excited
rotational states are more classical. For transition 22  20 we have  E  2,967.6 cm 1
and MQCT is accurate above 350 cm 1 which, in fact, is much better than E / 4 (this is
closer to E / 8). This example gives clear indications where the range of applicability
and the predictive power of MQCT approach are.
For all integral cross sections discussed above and both benchmark systems
studied here we computed relative errors of MQCT method (% of the full-quantum
result) and collected them all together in Fig. 7. Only a few outlying points were not
included into this graph. Both excitation and quenching processes were included.
Horizontal axis gives the ratio  E E , and the range of its values is rather large,

102  E E  103 . More accurate corner of this graph corresponds to low E and high
E , while less accurate corner corresponds to high

E and low E . Despite some spread

of points present in these data, the plot in Fig. 7 shows clear correlation between accuracy
and the value of  E E . We found that the data for He + H2 and for Na + H2 complement
each other, following very similar trends. Thus, we conclude that this dependence is
rather general and we recommend using this picture to estimate the error of MQCT
method before applying it to new systems. For example, consider rotational quenching
from the first excited rotational state to the ground state in H 2O, NH3 and in HCOOCH3
(methyl formate, small organic molecule important for astrophysics). Rotational quanta in
these molecules are E  18.6 cm-1, 16.3 cm-1 and 0.41 cm-1 respectively. Neither of
these systems was studied using MQCT, but we plan doing such calculations in the
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future. From Fig. 7 one can expect that at energy of collision E  100 cm an error of
MQCT should be no more than 2% for H2O and NH3, and no more than 0.5% for methyl
formate. At higher collision energies the errors are expected to be smaller. When MQCT
results for these new molecules become available, they can be added to this graph, in
order to improve predictive capability of the method.
One can also notice that the full quantum data for Na + N 2 system (from Ref. [11],
used here as a benchmark) exhibit some resonances just above threshold, especially in the
case of 0  2 transition shown in Fig. 2(a). It is an interesting general question whether
MQCT can be used to treat these purely quantum features of cross section. For example,
classical trajectory capture is analog of quantum scattering resonance, and we saw that at
energies close to threshold many trajectories were captured in the interaction region.
Analysis of these trajectories may give some useful information about scattering
resonances, but we decided to postpone exploration of this topic to future work, and do
that for a different system, with fewer isolated resonances. Here, we restricted our
analysis to non-resonant cross sections only, and simply zeroed all trajectories that
exhibited resonant behavior.
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3.3.4 Differential Cross Sections
Figure 8 presents differential cross section for the elastic scattering channel of Na
+ N2 ( j  0 ) system at relatively low
collision energy E  50 cm 1 .
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the same
for higher collision energies,
E  100 cm 1 and E  700 cm 1 ,

respectively. In all these cases the

Figure 8. Differential cross section for the elastic
scattering channel of Na + N2( j  0 ) system at

full quantum benchmark data are

collision energy E  50 cm-1 . MQCT results are
shown by red dashed line. Full-quantum data from
Ref. [11] are shown by green solid line for
comparison. Classical rainbow angle is indicated by
arrow. A pseudo-classical (see text) cross section is
shown by black solid line in the range of angles
beyond the rainbow.

available from Ref. [11]. We see that
dependence of cross section on
scattering angle is highly oscillatory
(non-classical) but MQCT method

reproduces every single oscillation of this dependence very accurately. To our best
knowledge this is the first application of mixed quantum/classical theory to calculation of
differential scattering cross section.
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Recall that classical scattering theory works only at large scattering angles,
beyond the classical rainbow angle (small impact parameters, backscattering). At the
rainbow angle the classical scattering cross section diverges (see Appendix A), and it is
poorly defined at angles smaller
than the rainbow angle (large
impact parameters). Various
versions of semi-classical treatment
of scattering exist, capable of
removing singularity at the rainbow
angle [18], and expanding the range
of validity of the classical scattering
theory slightly into the quantum
scattering regime (vicinity of the
rainbow angle). No semi-classical
treatment of scattering is expected
to work at small scattering angles,
in the quantum scattering regime.
It is encouraging that
MQCT is very accurate at small

Figure 9. Differential cross section for the elastic
scattering channel of Na + N2( j  0 ) system at
collision energies E 100cm-1 and 700 cm-1 in frames
(a) and (b), respectively. MQCT results are shown by
red dashed line. Full-quantum data from Ref. [11] are
shown by green solid line for comparison. Classical
rainbow angle is indicated by arrow. A pseudoclassical (see text) cross section is shown by black
solid line in the range of angles beyond the rainbow.
This figure emphasizes small scattering angles (note
logarithmic scale in the horizontal axis).

scattering angles, in the quantum
scattering regime. Note that in Fig. 9 logarithmic scale is applied to the horizontal axis, in
order to emphasize the small scattering angle part of cross section dependence. The
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rainbow angle is also marked in Figs. 8-9, and we see that in its vicinity the dependence
of MQCT cross section is regular, just as quantum benchmark data, and is very accurate.
Unexpectedly, we found that differential cross sections computed by MQCT
exhibit unphysical behavior at large scattering angles (not shown here), in the classical
scattering regime, where even a simple classical mechanics is expected to work! This
behavior is not yet completely understood, and most probably is due to some technical
issue, but we found a temporary fix for it. In Figs. 8-9 we also plotted a pseudo-classical
cross section, obtained simply by differentiating the classical deflection function ( )
derived from MQCT calculations (see Eq. (A15) in Appendix A). At scattering angles
larger than rainbow angle such cross section is well defined and comparison with full
quantum data shows that it sets up accurately the asymptotic trend (see Figs. 8-9). Thus,
at large scattering angles one can easily switch to this pseudo-classical cross section.
Finally, the integral
elastic scattering cross section,
obtained by integrating the
differential cross sections
discussed above, is presented in
Fig. 10. The agreement with
quantum benchmark data is
rather good, down to collision

Figure 10. Energy dependence of integral cross section
for the elastic scattering channel of Na + N2 system in
the ground rotational state j  0 . MQCT results are
shown by symbols. Full-quantum data from Ref. [11]
are shown by solid line for comparison.

energies E  50 cm 1 or so. At
even lower energies we start seeing deviations, but the overall trend of dependence is
captured well by MQCT: it goes through maxima and minima several times and these
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quantum oscillations are all reproduced. Recall that classical scattering theory can’t
predict the elastic scattering cross section, because the maximum impact parameter is
impossible to define rigorously. In contrast, MQCT uses phase information (just as full
quantum method) which avoids the problem. In the range of collision energies where
MQCT is accurate it can be used to predict the elastic scattering cross sections reliably.
As discussed in the theory section above, calculations of differential cross
sections and elastic scattering cross sections use phase information and quantum
interference. These phenomena are very sensitive to errors and when MQCT becomes
less accurate overall (at lower scattering energies) these cross sections suffer the most.
For example, we also calculated the differential cross section at low collision energy
E  15 cm 1 (in the region of scattering resonances), but in this case we found larger

discrepancies between MQCT results and the full quantum benchmark data. So, at very
low collision energies one should be careful using MQCT to predict differential cross
sections or the elastic scattering cross sections.

3.3.5 Purely Classical Trajectories
In MQCT formalism of rotational quenching the classical mechanics is used only
for description of scattering, while quantum mechanics is used for rotational state-to-state
transitions. Why not to get rid of the quantum mechanics entirely, and treat all degrees of
freedom classically? This was attempted in the past and, in particular, it was shown that
for the He + H2 system at collision energies close to E  1000 cm 1 the value of cross
section for transition 2  0 is underestimated by an order of magnitude or so [12]. At
collision energies lower than E  1000 cm 1 it is expected to be even worse.
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Performance of the classical trajectory method for He + H 2 system improves only when
the collision energy reaches E  4000 cm 1 or so, but the agreement with full quantum
method still remains rather rough [12].
For heavy atoms classical mechanics is expected to work somewhat better, and
we decided to run the purely classical trajectory simulations for Na + N 2 system. We tried
several known methods of the final state analysis but we found that, when applied to
various needed state-to-state cross sections in a broad range of energies, neither method
works consistently better than others (although, we did not attempt the Gaussian binning
[20]). Results presented below were obtained using the prescription of Bowman [21],
which worked slightly better. Furthermore, since N2 is symmetric, we had to introduce an
ad hoc factor of ×1/2 (which would be hard to justify in the case of different isotopes).
Only then the results of classical trajectory simulations for Na + N 2 fall into the right
order of magnitude range.
Our classical results are summarized in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b). They can be
conveniently compared to the full quantum benchmark data and to our MQCT results as
well, shown in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a). We see that although not all, but many  (E)
dependencies are similar. However, the quality of agreement is qualitative (at best),
rather than quantitative. Some of the classical state-to-state cross sections are higher
while others are lower compared to quantum results. Large deviations by a factor of 2 to
4 are typical. Moreover, near the channel thresholds (for excitation processes) and at
lower collision energy (for quenching processes) the deviations are particularly large and
often reach two orders of magnitude. In terms of accuracy for rotational state-to-state
transition cross sections, the classical trajectory method is not even close to MQCT.
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Finally, we found that, from the computational standpoint, the classical trajectory
simulations are even more demanding than MQCT. This seems surprising first, but has
simple explanation. It appears that at low collision energy, when the value of transition
cross section is small (and many cross sections in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) are very small) one
needs to sample literally hundreds of thousands of classical trajectories, in order to find
that rare event (special collision arrangement) that makes non-zero contribution to cross
section. In addition to everything said above, the classical cross sections at low energies
are typically poorly converged and very expensive computationally. MQCT is the method
of choice. It is almost as accurate as the full quantum method, and is computationally
cheaper than the classical trajectory method.

3.4 Conclusions for Chapter 3
In this chapter we carried out the first extensive benchmarking of accuracy of the MQCT
treatment of rotationally inelastic scattering processes. Two molecular systems were
considered, one of which contained all light atoms (He + H 2), while the other one
contained all reasonably heavy atoms (Na + N2). A broad range of classical collision
energies was explored: 1  E  10 ,000 cm  1 . The values of quantum state-to-state
transition energies studied here also covered a wide range: 10   E  3, 000 cm 1 . The
amount of initial rotational excitation varied from j  0 to j  22 . The values of
obtained scattering cross sections varied from 10 23 to 10 13 cm 2 . In addition to energy
dependence of integral cross sections, we also looked at the differential (over scattering
angle) cross sections. Both elastic and inelastic scattering channels were studied. In all
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these cases a detailed comparison of MQCT against the full quantum method was carried
out.
We found that in many of these cases the results of MQCT are hard to distinguish
from the full quantum (CC) results. We also saw that in some unfavorable cases (low
mass, low collision energy and large transition energy) MQCT becomes less accurate, but
we never really saw it failing. For example, in the worst-case situations the values of
MQCT cross sections were overestimated by 25% or so, which still can be characterized
as a semi-quantitative agreement. And this is in the lightest possible system, He + H 2. In
all other chemically relevant molecular systems, at thermal collision energies, MQCT is
expected to be much more accurate than this.
As a rule of thumb, one can probably use the following criterion for rotational
quenching processes: When E  E / 4 the results of MQCT become accurate to within
few percent, compared to full quantum data. Most importantly is that MQCT results
approach the full quantum results monotonically, in a predictable way. Above

E  E / 4 they are very accurate, below E  E / 4 they start deviating from the full
quantum data, but this deviation does not increase rapidly. We saw that MQCT always
produces reasonable data, even in unfavorable situations, when it is less accurate.
It seems that this method represents a useful alternative to the full quantum
methods in situations when collisional energies are high, rotational excitation is
significant, masses are large and the densities of states are large (small state-to-state
transition energies). These cases are hard to handle numerically using the full quantum
methods, such as CC, but MQCT becomes very accurate in these same situations. Of
course, larger number of states involved in expansion of wave function will make any
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calculations more demanding, both CC and MQCT, but overall the mixed
quantum/classical approach is much more affordable.
The computational cost of MQCT is really low. For small values of j in both
systems considered here, only about 1 minute on single processor was spent per energy
point. It is still hard to say how this will grow with size of the molecule, since we only
start applying this theory to triatomic + atom systems. However, we want to stress that
MQCT calculations for different trajectories are entirely independent (sampling over  ),
which makes this method intrinsically and embarrassingly parallel. One can easily spread
MQCT trajectories onto hundreds of processors with zero communication overlap. With
this capability, MQCT calculations are expected to be affordable even for polyatomic
molecules, with large number of states included, and even without the CS-approximation
involved. It is also important to note that propagation of MWCT trajectories is
computationally faster at higher collision energies, which makes this method appealing
for high temperature applications.
One more appealing aspect of MQCT methodology is that it offers a unique timedependent insight into mechanism of the process. Indeed, although the standard timeindependent scattering theory provides the transition matrix and characterizes completely
the outcome of molecular collision, it tells us nothing about the course of the process,
how wave function of the system evolves in time and space. In our MQCT approach and
other related time-dependent methods [22-23] one can monitor how state populations

a 2jm change as collision progresses along the trajectory. Do the populations change
monotonically and describe direct transitions, or there is a temporary population transfer
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to some intermediate states? And what is the time scale of the process? These
opportunities will be explored in the near future.

Appendix 3A: Semi-classical Theory of Scattering
Figure 11 represents example of classical scattering function () and deflection
function ( ) obtained from MQCT calculations for Na + N2 ( j  0 ) system at collision
energy E  50 cm 1 . The “rainbow” angle is observed at 67.5 deg. At scattering angles
larger than rainbow angle only one branch of the ( ) dependence contributes to the
differential cross section and the scattering is classical (small values of  , small impact
parameters). At angles smaller than rainbow angle several branches contribute (three in
Fig. 11), producing interference. So,
small scattering angles correspond to
quantum scattering regime (large
values of  , large impact
parameters).
When (l  1 / 2) sin   1 it is
usual to approximate Legendre
polynomials in Eq. (17) by the
following expression [16]:

Pl (cos )  

Figure 11. Pseudo-classical deflection and scattering
functions from MQCT calculations. Scattering function
 ( ) is always positive (solid line), while deflection
function () is always smooth (dashed line).
Classical rainbow angle is indicated. At angles below
this value three branches of scattering function
contribute and interfere (quantum scattering regime).
At angles above this value only one branch contributes
and scattering is classical.
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Also, as explained in Sec. 3.2.4, the elastic element of transition matrix is

1  a(l ) exp{i l }  1  a(l ) exp{i ( j   l )} , where, in order to simplify notations, we
omitted subscripts in a (l ) . Using these expressions the integral of Eq. (17), we can split
it onto three terms:
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The last term is equal to zero and does not affect the differential cross section. The first
two terms are estimated using the stationary phase approximation. Namely, the main
contribution to the first integral is given by small  (repulsive short range interaction)
where the phase reaches a local maximum [16]. In other words
d 
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which gives us the condition:
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(3A4)

Similar arguments for the second term in (3A2) give us:
d  l  

j



dl
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(3A5)

Combining these two expressions, we have:
d  l   j 
dl

    (l ) .

(3A6)

In semi-classical treatment  (l ) is assumed to be the classical deflection function. This
finalizes derivation of Eq. (12) used in Sec. 3.2.4.
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Note that in our MQCT calculations of differential cross sections we neither use
the approximation of Eq. (3A1) for Pl (cos  ) , nor we estimate f ( ) from Eq. (3A2).
Instead, we use Eq. (3A6) only to recover the value of scattering phase
then we substitute

l (see Eq. 14), and

l into the exact Eq. (17), without any approximations. This must be the

reason why MQCT treatment works well even at small scattering angles, where the usual
semi-classical theory of scattering (outlined below) does not work.
In order to continue manipulations with Eq. (3A2), for given  we can find a
stationary point l0 (or, in the quantum regime, several such points: l0 , l1 and l2 ) and
expand the argument in its vicinity using Taylor series to 2nd order. First derivative is equal
to zero since l0 is extremum. Second derivative:
2
l 2
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where we used Eq. (12). The expansion is:
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where we used Eq. (14). Substitution of this argument into the first integral in Eq. (A2)
gives:
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The last factor here can be computed using Fresnel’s integral:
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Substitution of this result into Eq. (3A9) leads to:
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Here we assumed that l0  1 . This is the final result for the first integral in Eq. (3A2).
Similar considerations are applicable to the second integral in Eq. (3A2), but in
the classical scattering regime (single branch of the deflection function, single extremum

l0 ) the second integral is always oscillatory and makes no contribution to f ( ) .
However, in the quantum scattering regime, each additional branch of the deflection
function produces one additional extremum ( l1 and l2 in Fig. 11). At such conditions the
second integral in Eq. (3A2) gives
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for l1 , and similar for l 2 . Combining all branches of the deflection function and using

   , we finally obtain a semi-classical expression for scattering amplitude:
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where the sum is over q branches of the deflection function  (l ) (e.g., three in Fig. 11).
We tried this semi-classical method for differential cross section and found that
indeed the Eq. (3A13) allows removing singularity at the rainbow point and gives correct
asymptotic value of cross section at large scattering angles (as    , backscattering,
classical regime). However, it fails to reproduce quantum oscillations of cross section
seen in Figs. 7 and 8. Also, it is rather inaccurate at small scattering angles and diverges
at   0 . Overall, the standard semi-classical approach reviewed in this Appendix is
inferior to the MQCT treatment proposed in this chapter, and from our point of view is
not particularly useful (except Eq. (3A6), used to compute the scattering phase

l ).

In the case of a single branch, i.e., outside of the rainbow point, in the classical
scattering regime, one can substitute

f ( ) 
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l
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into Eq. (16), which yields classical expression for differential cross section:

(3A14)
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In the body of the chapter we called this version a pseudo-classical cross section, since
2

the expression itself is classical, but the input data for probability a(l ) and the
deflection function  (l ) are obtained from MQCT calculations.
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CHAPTER 4. MIXED QUANTUM/CLASSICAL THEORY FOR
INELASTIC SCATTERING OF SYMMETRIC/ASYMMETRICTOP-ROTOR + ATOM IN THE BODY-FIXED REFERENCE
FRAME AND APPLICATION TO THE H2O + HE AND CH3OOCH
+HE SYSTEMS
4.1 Rotationally Inelastic Scattering of Polyatomic Molecules
Quantum mechanical treatment of rotationally and vibrationally inelastic
scattering remains a computationally challenging task [1-6]. This is particularly so for
heavier collision partners and at higher collision energies, when the number of internal
quantum states accessed by state-to-state transitions and the number of partial waves
involved into scattering are both large. Thus, it is desirable to develop an alternative (or
complimentary) approach that would allow circumventing the computational difficulties
by employing some kind of approximation.
It is an old idea to use a classical approximation for scattering degrees of freedom
(the relative motion of two collision partners), keeping quantum mechanics for the
internal degrees of freedom only (rotation and/or vibration of one or both partners), and
linking the two components of the problem through an effective mean-filed potential [7].
Such approach is expected to be accurate when the collision partners are heavy and when
the spectrum of internal states is dense. Importantly, this is the same regime when the
full-quantum calculations becomes computationally demanding. In this sense, the mixed
quantum/classical approach may be considered as a method complementary to the fullquantum method. Namely, at low collision energies one may want to do the full-quantum
scattering calculations because they are affordable and because quantum features, like
scattering resonances, are important. However, at higher collision energies, when the full-
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quantum calculations become unaffordable (and, in fact, unnecessary) one may want to
switch to the mixed quantum/classical approach.
Although physically sound and methodologically appealing this approach has
never been fully developed and properly tested, and, at some point, was basically
abandoned. Recently, we took a fresh look at this problem and worked out a mixed
quantum/classical theory (MQCT) for the simplest case -- collision of a diatomic
molecule with an atom [8]. We extensively tested MQCT by doing calculations on
several diatomic + atom systems and comparing results again the full-quantum
benchmarks in a broad range of collision energies, through several orders of magnitude of
cross section values, for heavy and light masses of collision partners, with low and high
levels of rotational excitation [9-10]. We found that MQCT reproduces all major features
of inelastic collisions, including differential cross sections, both excitation and quenching
pathways, and gives reasonable results even at low collision energies. For heavier
collision partners and at high collision energies MQCT results are very close to the fullquantum data. The systems studied so far include N 2 + Na [9] and H2 + He [10].
Calculations for CO + He (heteronuclear diatomic) and for CH 3 + He (oblate symmetric
top) are ongoing and will be reported elsewhere.
The next logical step is extension of MQCT onto larger and more complicated
systems, like an asymmetric-top rotor + atom, and the first step in this direction has
already been made [11]. Very recently, we used MQCT (formulated in the space-fixed
reference frame, SF) to compute cross sections of rotational quenching in H 2O + He
collisions, for several most important states of para- and ortho-water. We found that
MQCT reproduces major features of state-to-state cross sections with reasonable
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accuracy, which is very encouraging. However, we realized that the SF version of MQCT
is inefficient numerically because it operates with a dense state-to-state transition matrix,
whose elements are complex-valued [11]. Worst of all is that each such matrix element
(used in the quantum part of calculations) depends on three classical variables (that
change along trajectory), which makes the numerical procedure of splining very costly
[11].
One goal of this chapter is to formulate MQCT for a general case of an
asymmetric-top rotor + atom in the body-fixed reference frame (BF), where the elements
of state-to-state transition matrix are real and depend on one variable only, while the
matrix itself is sparse and dominated by the near-diagonal terms. The second goal is to
apply this theory to H2O + He system to (i) assess its accuracy and (ii) numerical
performance, in comparison with the full-quantum approach.

4.2 Theory
4.2.1 General MQCT Equations
In MQCT the time-dependent rotational wave function of the system

 ( ,  ,  , t ) is expanded over basis set of rotational eigenstates mn ( ,  ,  ) using
the time-dependent coefficients amn (t ) as follows:

 ( ,  ,  , t ) 

a
m n

m n

( t )  m n ( ,  ,  ) exp{  iE n t /  } .

(1)

Primed Euler angles ( ,  ,  ) define position of the molecule in the BF reference
frame, where axis z is aligned along the molecule-atom direction (accurate definition of
the BF reference frame is given in Appendix). Index n is a composite index that labels
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states and its meaning depends on the system. For a diatomic molecule we have simply
j
n  { j} and mn  m . For a symmetric top rotor (oblate or prolate) we have n  { j , k}
j
and mn  mk . In the general case of an asymmetric top rotor we should set

n  { j, ka , kc } and mn  mj k k . In either case, the energy En of an eigenstate depends
a c

on n only, and does not depend on m , which is projection of angular momentum j of
the molecule onto z-axis in the BF reference frame. Note that although we neglect the
vibrational excitation and focus on rotational transitions only, inclusion of vibrational
eigenstates into the basis set expansion is rather straightforward [8].
Starting with expansion (1) and following the derivations outlined in Ref. [8], one
can derive the general MQCT equations for time-evolution of probability amplitudes

amn (t ) (quantum part of the system) and for time-evolution of the classically treated
degrees of freedom in the problem {R,  , } . These coordinates define the moleculeatom separation and the direction of the atom-molecule axis (which is the BF z-axis) with
respect to the laboratory reference frame. Here, we present just the final equations,
adopted to the case when the initial rotational wave function  ( ,  ,  , t ) is a rotational
eigenfunction, rather than a general rotational wave packet. In this special case the
rotational wave function possesses cylindrical symmetry and the classical trajectory of
motion {R ( t ),  ( t ), ( t )} is restricted to one plane. One can choose this plane to be the
equatorial plane    / 2 , which greatly simplifies both classical and quantum equations
of motion. In this case the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for atom-molecule
scattering is reduced to the following system of coupled equations for probability
amplitudes:
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i

a m n

t

a
n

m n 

 .
exp{i ( E n  E n  )t / } M nn     a m n Vmm  

(2)

m 

Here the matrix V describes transitions between m -components of j in the BF
reverence frame. It is computed analytically for every j as follows:
Vmm  

1
2



j ( j  1)  m (m   1) m,m1 



j ( j  1)  m(m  1) m,m1 .

(3)
The last term in Eq. (2) occurs in the BF formalism only [8], not in the SF formalism, and
the coupled-states approximation is obtained readily by neglecting this term [10]. Note
that matrix V is time-independent (should be computed only once) and is analytic. It
doesn’t involve any interaction potential. In contrast, matrix M in Eq. (2) describes
transitions between states n, and is computed for every m -component of j as follows:
M nn  ( R )   m n ( ,  ,  ) V ( R ,  ,  ,  )  m n ( ,  ,  ) .

(4)

This is a potential coupling matrix. Its elements include the interaction potential and
should be computed numerically. Elements of M are real and depend on R only.
Differential equations for classical degrees of freedom also include matrixes M
and V, as a commutator [8-10]:
P
R  R

(5)

  P

 R2

(6)

P2
V ( R )
PR  
 3
R
R

(7)
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P  i 

a

mn mn

*
mn mn

a

exp{i( En  En )t / } M,Vmn .
mn

(8)

As we showed in Appendix C of Ref. [8], the expressions in the right-hand sides of Eqs.
(7-8) are real-valued, leading to the real-valued classical momenta and their timederivatives. Such equations can be easily propagated numerically, just as classical
trajectories of motion. Derivative in Eq. (7) is computed by cubic spline of the mean-field
potential itself, computed as:
V ( R ) 

 a

m n 

m n 

*
m n 

a m n  M nn  ( R ) .

Sampling of the classical initial conditions, and the final analysis of transition
amplitudes amn (t  ) to compute cross sections, are both nontrivial and, in fact,
closely interconnected issues [10]. Absolute value of the initial momentum P is
determined by incident energy of collision, | P | 2  E , while various possible
directions of P in space correspond to different values of   | l | and J  | J | , where l is
the orbital angular momentum, and J  l  j is the total angular momentum. In order to
2
2
2
2
determine two components of P  PR  P R , first, the value of J is sampled

randomly and uniformly between J  0 and Jmax . Next, for a chosen initial j , the value
of  is sampled randomly and uniformly in the range J  j    J  j , and is used to
define the initial classical momentum P   (  1) in Eq. (6-7). The value of  is
closely related to the collision impact parameter b through (  1)  k b and k  P  .
2 2

The value of PR to use in Eq. (5) is computed from PR 

P 2  P2 R 2 . This procedure
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is repeated for  classical trajectories (labeled by i) and the inelastic scattering cross
section is determined numerically as:

 nmnm 

 J max
k2 

 (2J

(i )

2

 1) an(im)  (t  ) .

i

More detailed description of this procedure can be found in Sec. 3.2.4. of Ref. [10].
We want to emphasize that MQCT trajectories are not binned into any “boxes” at
the final moment of time. Each MQCT trajectory, started in a given initial state nm ,
makes contribution to every final state nm , according to the values of amn (t  ) .
This feature results in favorable convergence properties of the method and requires only a
moderate number of MQCT trajectories.

4.2.2 Matrix Elements for a Symmetric Top
First, we will consider a simpler case of a symmetric top + atom. Rotational
eigenfunctions in the BF the can be re-expressed through the SF basis functions
j
mk
( ,  ,  ) and the Wigner rotation functions as follows [8,12]:

 mj k ( ,  ,  ) 

D

j
mm

(  ,  , 0 )  mkj ( ,  ,  ) ,

(9)

m

mjk ( ,  ,  ) 

2 j 1 j
Dmk ( ,  ,  ) ,
8 2

(10)

where Euler angles (  ,  ,  ) describe position of the symmetric top in the SF reference
frame and indexes j, m, k are quantum numbers that correspond to the total angular
momentum, its projection onto z-axis of SF, and its projection onto the symmetric-top
axis, respectively.
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In the BF reference frame the molecule-atom interaction potential can be
expressed in the following form [13]:
V ( ,  ,  )  
 ,

1
2  1
c ( R ) 1   0    D0 ( ,  ,  )  ( 1)  D0  ( ,  ,  )  ,
4

(11)
and it can be shown that (see Appendix):
V ( ,  ,  )  V ( ,  )   c ( R ) 1   0   Y ( ,  )  Y   ( ,  )  ,
1

(12)

 ,

where c  is the same set of radial expansion coefficients. Azimuthal and polar angles (

 ,  ) describe position of the atom in the Cartesian reference frame associated with the
principal axis of inertia of the molecule. Note that V ( ,  ,  ) does not depend on  
because:

D0 ( ,  ,  )  d0 ( ) exp( ) .

(13)

Physical meaning of this property is that the atom is structureless, so, the rotation around
z-axis does not change the interaction energy. Substitution of Eqs. (11) and (10) into (6)
leads to the following final formula [12,13]:
M jkj k  ( R )  
 ,



2 j  1 2 j   1 2  1
1
c ( R )1   0  
2
2
8
8
4

 Dmj k ( ,  ,  ) D0 ( ,  ,  ) Dmj k  ( ,  ,  )
 1 Dmj k ( ,  ,  ) D0  ( ,  ,  ) Dmj k  ( ,  ,  )


  2 j  1 2 j  1
 ,

2  1
 1 m k c ( R)1   0  1
4

 j  j  j  j 
j  j   j  
  j 

  1 

 .
 
 m 0  m  k    k  
 m 0  m  k     k 



(14)
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Non-zero elements in this matrix (allowed transitions) correspond only to k  k    .
Different values of  drive transitions between different j , while different values of



drive transitions between different k .

4.2.3 Matrix Elements for a Diatomic Molecule
The case of k   0 and   0 corresponds to a diatomic molecule, when
 j  j   j  j 

  
 .
  k  k  0 0 0 

(15)

For this simpler case the matrix elements are [8]:
 j  j  j  j 
m

 .
M jj  ( R )   2 j  1 2 j  1 1 c ( R )

 0 0 0  m 0  m 

(16)

4.2.4 Matrix Elements for an Asymmetric Top
Now consider a general case of an asymmetric-top-rotor. Instead of Eq. (10) we
have to expand wave function as follows:
mj k a k c ( ,  ,  ) 

2 j 1 j k
 b j k k Dmj k ( ,  ,  ) ,
8 2 k   j a c

(17)

where the coefficients bkj ka kc are obtained by numerical diagonalization of the rotational
Hamiltonian of the molecule. The state-to-state potential coupling matrix is larger in this
case:
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M jj kkaakkcc ( R )  
 ,  k ,k 

2 j  12 j   12  1  1m k 1   1 b k b k  c ( R )
0
jk k
j k  k  
4

a c

a c

 j   j  j   j 
j  j   j  
  j 

  1 

  ,
 
 m  0  m  k    k  
 m  0  m   k     k 

(18)
but it still remains a real-valued.

4.3 Numerical Implementation
The sampling MQCT trajectories over J and  is similar to sampling of purely
classical trajectories over impact parameter, since J max  kbmax . In this work, the
maximum value of impact parameter determined by convergence studies was bmax = 10
a0, sufficient even at low collision energies, and more than sufficient at high collision
energies. The initial molecule-atom separation R was 18 a0. The total number of classical
trajectories was around 500 at each scattering energy, providing convergence of cross
section with respect to this parameter on order of 1-2%. This number of trajectories is not
particularly large because we only have to sample over J and  , as explained in Sec.
4.2.1 above. The number of channels needed for MQCT calculations was also checked by
convergence studies and happened to be very similar to the number of channels in the full
quantum calculations (see below). Typically, 5 to 10 closed channels, in addition to all
open (energetically accessible) channels, were included at each scattering energy.
The exponential terms in Eq. (8) cause no numerical problems, since they are
always multiplied by the probability amplitudes. For example, if the final state n  is
energetically far from the initial state n  (a situation in which one could expect fast
oscillations of the exponential term), the corresponding transition amplitude is usually
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small, so that the effect of oscillations is damped. Only for energetically close states the
transition amplitudes are significant, but in those cases the oscillations of the exponential
terms are manageable. Same is true for the exponential terms in Eq. (2).
The full-quantum scattering calculations were performed using modified versions
of both the sequential and parallel versions of the MOLSCAT code [14,15] using the
Airy propagator [16]. The water molecule is described by a version of the effective
Hamiltonian of Kyro [17], compatible with the symmetries of the PES. We use the
molecular constants from Table I of Kyro and our calculated rotational levels of H216O
are identical to those of Green [18]. Close coupling calculations are carried out up to
collision energy 8000 cm−1. The rotational basis set includes, in addition to open
channels, 10 closed channels for all total energies up to 2000 cm −1, and is reduced to 5
closed channels for higher energies. State-to-state transition cross sections were
converged to better than 1%. Our rate coefficients for quenching can be compared to
those of Yang et al. [19,20] obtained with roughly the same methodology and using the
same potential energy surface. For example, for transition from 1 1,1 to 00,0 in the
temperature range 5–800 K the difference is below or about 1% [19-21].

4.4 Results and Discussion for H2O + He System
In Fig. 1, we report results for quenching of several excited states of para-water
onto the ground rotational state 00,0. For these four transitions the value of state-to-state
energy difference ΔE varies from −37.14 to −136.26 cm−1. Consequently, the magnitude
of quenching cross section also varies significantly, within three orders of magnitude. In
Fig. 1 each cross section is shown as a function of collision energy (kinetic energy of
scattering partners in the center-of mass reference frame), and each transition
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demonstrates a unique dependence. Most dramatic changes are observed for transition
21,1 → 00,0. Cross section of this process first increases, then decreases, showing a
maximum and a minimum in the energy range 1.0 < E < 10,000 cm−1 (see Fig. 1). For
other three processes the dependencies of cross sections on collision energy are more
monotonic. For all of these transitions MQCT results are in very good agreement with
full-quantum results in the entire range of considered energies.
In Fig. 2 we report results for three transitions between different states with j  2 .
For these, the values of ΔE are −25.08, −40.98 and −66.07 cm−1. Again, the full-quantum
behavior of scattering cross sections is rather involved, but it is reproduced reasonably
well by MQCT, particularly at higher energies. At lower collision energies we see some
systematically increasing deviations.
In Fig. 3 we collected the data
for quenching of several j  2 states
onto the first excited state 11,1. Here
the values of ΔE are −32.85, −57.93
and −98.92 cm−1. These transitions
exhibit comparable cross sections and
are shown in different frames of Fig. 3
for clarity. One can see that the largest

Figure 1. Inelastic cross sections for quenching of
several rotationally excited states of H2O onto its
ground state in collisions with He. Results of fullquantum calculations are shown by solid lines, MQCT
results are shown by symbols.

discrepancies between MQCT and the
full-quantum results are observed for transition 20,2 → 11,1.
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These and all other discrepancies seen in Figs. 1-3 are analyzed altogether in Fig.
4, in order to quantify the accuracy of MQCT. In this figure, the percent-errors for
quenching cross sections are plotted as
a function of collision energy E,
together for all transitions discussed
above, regardless of transition
intensity. These data show that at
scattering energies above 2,000 cm-1
the errors are consistently small, in the
range of 1-2% (which is basically our
convergence criterion with respect to
the number of trajectories), for all
considered transitions. This is very
encouraging. However, at lower
collision energies the errors are
somewhat larger, and the magnitude of
the error depends on transition. One
group of transitions shows errors up to
12%, with average error close to 3%
(red points in Fig. 4). Another group of
transitions shows errors up to 17%,
with average error close to 8% (blue
points in Fig. 4).

Figure 2. Inelastic cross sections for
transitions between several j  2 states of
H2O in collisions with He. Results of fullquantum calculations are shown by solid
lines, MQCT results are shown by symbols.
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We noticed that all transitions of this last group, described less accurately by
MQCT, are induced by c10 (R) term of the potential expansion in Eq. (12). This includes
several transitions with j  1 , namely: 20,2 → 11,1, 21,1 → 11,1, 22,0 → 11,1 and, finally,
11,1 → 00,0. Transitions 22,0 → 21,1, 21,1 → 20,2 and 22,0 → 20,2 with j  0 are also
affected by c10 ( R) , but less. At this point we don’t entirely understand why this happens,
but it looks like longer range anisotropy of the potential leads to less accurate MQCT
results, while shorter range anisotropy leads to more accurate MQCT results. This
question requires further attention and, ideally, a joint analysis of MQCT results obtained
for several different systems, which will be pursued in the near future and reported
elsewhere.
It is worth noting that MQCT method produces reasonable results even at low
scattering energies, 1.0 < E < 30 cm−1, where the quantum scattering resonances are
predicted by the full-quantum
scattering calculations. Strictly
speaking, MQCT does not reproduce
resonances, but we found that when
resonances are broad and isolated the
MQCT results reproduce quantum
cross sections on average. In
contrast, when resonances are
narrow, numerous and overlapping,

Figure 3. Inelastic cross sections for quenching of
several j  2 states of H2O onto its first excited
state in collisions with He. Results of full-quantum
calculations are shown by solid lines, MQCT results
are shown by symbols.

the MQCT method describes well the non-resonant (background) behavior, and “doesn’t
see” such resonances. Multiple examples of both of these behaviors can be found in Figs.
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1-3, and this is also consistent with our previous observations [11]. Importantly, MQCT
never fails miserably. Even in the quantum regime, when MQCT is less accurate, it
remains quite dependable.
In order to quantify the numerical performance of MQCT we plotted in Fig. 5 the
CPU time as a function of total number of states in the calculations (including m components of j ), which grows significantly as collision energy increases. Fitting of
these data shows that they are described by an N 1.32 dependence. Thus, overall, our
method scales as N 1.32 , where N is the total number of states in MQCT calculations. In
order to make a meaningful comparison with full quantum calculations we also analyzed
correlation between CPU time and the number of channels n , which is the size of matrix
M. Note that n  N because m -components of j are not included (same as in the fullquantum calculations). Correlation analysis of such dependence shows that it is nearly
quadratic, n1.98 . Still, this is a more
favorable scaling low, compared to the
full-quantum CC approach, which
scales as n 3 with respect to the
number of channels. In this sense,
MQCT is expected to outperform the
full-quantum calculations at high
energies and for molecules with dense
spectra.
In present calculations for H2O

Figure 4. Error of MQCT calculations,
determined by comparison with fullquantum results, for all transitions
presented in Figs. 1-3. Blue symbols
correspond to transitions affected by the
j  2 term of potential expansion. Red
dots are used for all other transitions. See
text for discussion.

+ He we did not really try to optimize our MQCT code, and did not try to reduce the CPU
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cost of MQCT, because it was quite affordable anyway. For example, at lower energies
calculations took about 0.5 minutes per energy point. At higher energies they took about
15 hours per point. These numbers can be improved by optimization of the code, by
slightly increasing (or varying) step size of numerical integration, or by trying a different
integrator. For example, for solving both quantum (2) and classical (7-8) equations we
used the 4th order constant step-size Runge-Kutta code from Numerical Recipes, known
to be not particularly efficient. But code optimization was not our goal here. We rather
focused on the fundamental scaling law.
The most intense part of MQCT calculations is to compute, several times per time
step, the right-hand-side parts of the differential equations for numerical integration (by
the Runge-Kutta method, in our code). This includes the system of quantum equations (2)
and the classical equations (7-8). For the system of Eq. (2) we are computing a singlesum for each state (which is basically a matrix×vector multiplication), while for Eqs. (7)
and (8) we are computing a double-sum
(basically a vector×matrix×vector
multiplication). We have not yet tried to
optimize these procedures for speed. At
this point they are computed simply by
using multiple loops, and this is where
the quadratic scaling may originate. But

Figure 5. Numerical performance of MQCT
approach. Dashed line shows a fit by quadratic
function. Note that log scale is used for both
horizontal and vertical axes.

in principle, such calculations could be
done more efficiently using optimized mathematical libraries for linear algebra, such as
BLAS, which could further facilitate the MQCT calculations.
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It should also be mentioned that MQCT is easily and efficiently parallelizable by
computing different trajectories on different processors. Such calculations do not need to
pass messages from one processor to another, at all. Since the number of trajectories is on
order of few hundred, the wall clock time is easily reduced by an order of 100, placing
just few trajectories per processor.

Formalism of the mixed quantum/classical theory for inelastic scattering was
developed to treat any molecule-atom collisions, including the simplest diatomic + atom
case, a more complicated case of a symmetric-top molecule + atom, and finally a general
case of an asymmetric-top rotor + atom. Transition matrix elements are given for each
case and, from the theory standpoint, those represent the only difference between the
three cases. The equations of motion for classical variables (responsible for the relative
molecule + atom motion) and the coupled equations for evolution of populations of the
internal (rotational, vibrational) states are always the same.
As for numerical performance, the BF formulation presented here is
computationally efficient, unlike the SF formulation published earlier (which happened to
be extremely inefficient). In present formulation the transition matrix is real-valued,
simply structured and dominated by the near-diagonal terms. Each matrix element
depends on one variable only -- the molecule-atom distance R. The H2O + He system is
complex enough to benchmark performance of MQCT and determine its scaling law. We
found that the cost of MQCT scales only as n 2 , where n is the number of channels.
Furthermore, the calculations are straightforward to parallelize without any messagepassing overhead, which makes this approach very practical.
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As for accuracy, we found that for H2O + He system at collision energies above
2,000 cm-1 the MQCT method basically repeats results of the full-quantum CC
calculations, for all transitions considered here. At lower energies the method is still
reliable, although it is less accurate. For example, the errors of inelastic cross sections on
order of 10% are not unusual at collision energies below 1,000 cm -1, although average
errors are smaller, 3-8%. This accuracy may be well sufficient for many applications.
Importantly, we never saw MQCT method failing for any transition at any collision
energy. It always produces reasonable results, although it should be mentioned that at
lower collision energies some of transitions are treated less accurately than others. This
feature is important to understand, in order to formulate transparent criteria for general
applicability of the MQCT approach.

4.5 Rotational Inelastic Scattering for CH3OOCH + He.

To the present day more than 200 molecular species have been detected in space,
including some complex organic molecules and long carbon chains [21,23-27]. For
quantitative interpretation of their observed spectra the inelastic state-to-state transition
cross sections for these molecules collided with background gasses (H 2 and He in the
interstellar medium, or H2O in cometary environment) are needed, often in a broad range
of collision energies. This information, however, is largely missing and there is no simple
way of determining it from experiments. Collisional cross sections could be computed
within quantum mechanical framework [13,28], by numerically solving the Schrödinger
equation for nuclear motion of colliding partners, but such brute-force calculations are
computationally affordable only for some of the smallest molecules, and only at low
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energies of collision [23,29]. For example, quantum calculations of H 2O + H2 in the
required range of collision energies (up to T = 1,500 K) have been achieved just recently
[1], and represent the state-of-the-art in the field. Calculations for HCOOCH 3 + He have
been attempted [22], but were shown to be computationally affordable only for collision
energies below 30 cm-1. Such important process as scattering of H2O + H2O in the
desired energy range (up to T ~ 300 K) is also beyond the reach of theorists. This is quite
demonstrative, since many astrophysically important molecules are larger than H 2O, e.g.:
CH3CHO, CH3OCH3, C2H5CN, C6H2, CH3C4H and HC5N [22,23,30,31]. One should
admit, that although a significant progress has been made on inelastic scattering
calculations for small molecules and at low collision energies [21, 23], the standard fullquantum approach is, basically, stuck, when the molecules are heavy and the collision
energy is large, or when molecule-molecule collisions are important, or, when in addition
to rotation the vibrational motion (torsion, bending) has to be taken into account. Thus, it
is desirable to develop an alternative or complimentary approach that would allow
circumventing the computational difficulties by employing some kind of approximation.
Recently we developed a Mixed Quantum/Classical Theory (MQCT) for inelastic
scattering [8, 32] where the internal motion of the molecule is still treated quantum
mechanically, while the scattering of the atom is described approximately using classical
mechanics (Newtonian trajectories), which reduces the computational cost dramatically.
We rigorously tested this theory by applying it to CO + He [33], H2 + He [9], N2 + Na
[10] and H2O + He [34], and obtained very good agreement with the standard fullquantum treatment in a broad range of collision energies (computationally affordable for
these simpler molecules). We found that MQCT gives a detailed description of the
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scattering process, even at the level of differential cross sections in the forward scattering
quantum regime [9, 10], which is a known unresolved issue for all semi-classical
methods [35]. At higher collision energies it reproduces the full-quantum results almost
exactly, but even at low collision energies the predictions of MQCT are reasonable
[9,10,33,34]. The only feature that MQCT does not reproduce is scattering resonances at
very low collision energies, near threshold of the excitation process. In the last decade, a
family of closely related theoretical methods have been developed using the quantized
Hamiltonian dynamics (QHD) approach [36-38]. They also utilize the mixed
quantum/classical ideas based on the Ehrenfest mean-field potential, but in a different
fashion.
It is interesting that foundations of this theory were laid out by Billing in 80’s and
90’s [7,39], but then it was largely abandoned, without been properly tested. Our recent
progress on diatomics and triatomics was rapid [8-10,32-34], which demonstrated that
MQCT can be used as an efficient predictive computational tool for small molecules.
However, it is often a challenge to extend an approximate method onto the complex
systems. New problems may appear, such as difficulty of accurate representation of the
potential energy surface, density of rotational spectrum of a heavy asymmetric-top rotor,
and higher costs of numerical calculations, to name just a few. Our goal nowadays is to
apply MQCT to several complicated problems, such as small organic molecules of
astrophysical importance, which would represent a major step forward.
In this section we report MQCT results for rotational excitation of HCOOCH 3
(methyl formate) by He in the range of collision energies up to 1000 cm -1, typical for
warm star-forming regions. To our best knowledge this is the largest molecule ever
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considered for the inelastic scattering calculations [23]. The full-quantum scattering
results (available for this process at low energy only [22]) serve as a benchmark and
demonstrate that our approach is accurate. Our general conclusion is that at medium and
higher collision energies, when quantum scattering resonances are not important, MQCT
can confidently replace the full-quantum scattering approach. MQCT remains
computationally affordable and enables theoretical predictions of inelastic cross sections
for larger molecules and at higher collision energies than was possible before, in
particular for the processes of astrochemical importance.
The details of our theory are given
in section 4.2. In a nutshell, we propagate
batches of MQCT trajectories to sample
the classical impact parameter for
collisions between He and HCOOCH3.
Such trajectories are driven by the meanfield potential, averaged over the
rotational wave function of the molecule.
Typically, the number of trajectories on
order of a hundred is sufficient to capture

Figure 6. Dependence of quantum transition
probability on classical impact parameter for
excitation (by He collision) of HCOOCH3 from its
ground rotational state 00,0 into several final
rotational states. The collision energy is 17 cm-1.
The color of state-labels corresponds to the color
of curves.

the dependence of transition probability
on the impact parameter, as shown in Fig. 6. As trajectory progresses, the evolution of
rotational wave function of the molecule is determined by the system of coupled
differential equations that includes elements of the transition matrix, due to interaction
with the atom. In this way, the scattering motion of the atom and the rotational motion of
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the molecule affect each other, and the quantum and classical degrees of freedom are
treated self-consistently. The energy is
exchanged between translation and rotation,
while the total energy is conserved. Figure 7
illustrates evolution of state populations along a
typical MQCT trajectory. In this picture the
atom-molecule encounter occurs in the short
time interval between t ~ 70 and 100 ×103 a.u.
Two scenarios of rotational excitations can be
identified. For majority of states the population
start growing exponentially on the pre-

Figure 7. Evolution of state populations in
HCOOCH3 along a typical MQCT trajectory that
describes its collision with He. The collision
energy is 17 cm-1, the impact parameter is 10.5 a0.
The color of state-labels corresponds to the color
of curves.

collisional stage, and remains almost constant
on the post collisional stage. Examples are 202, 212, 404, 111, and 101. However, for some
states the population starts growing much later, basically during the collision, and
continues evolving at the post-collisional stage. Examples are 2 11 and 110. This difference
comes from the fact that the first group of states is populated by transitions directly from
the ground state 000 due to potential coupling. The second group of states is populated
due to centrifugal coupling with other excited states, indirectly, and only after those
intermediate states receive enough population. This leads to a later start, longer time
evolution, and lower transition probabilities (see Fig. 7). As discussed below, such
transitions are often neglected by the coupled-states (or centrifugally-sudden)
approximation, but they are included in MQCT calculations. In either case, the
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populations of rotational states of the molecule at the end of trajectories are used to
compute the state-to-state transition cross sections [33].
In Fig. 8 we compare our MQCT
results against the available fullquantum results from Ref. [22] for
rotational excitation of the ground
state 000 of HCOOCH3 to several
low-lying rotationally excited states,
using the same potential energy
surface. For the most important
states (large cross sections) the
agreement is excellent: In the energy
range 15-30 cm-1, where quantum
resonances level off, the typical
differences are on order of only 5%.
For the less important state 11,0

Figure 8. Inelastic cross sections for excitation of
several rotationally excited states of HCOOCH3 from its
ground state in collisions with He at low scattering
energies. Results of the full-quantum calculations from
Ref. [22] are shown by solid lines (Reproduced with
permission from A. Faure, K. Szalewicz and L.
Wiesenfeld, J. Chem. Phys. 135, 024301 Copyright
2011 AIP Publishing LLC), our MQCT results are
shown by symbols of the same color (connected by
dashed-lines for clarity). The insert shows molecular
structure of methyl formate.

(small cross section) the difference is somewhat larger near, but it should be stressed that
our MQCT results are fully converged with respect to the number of partial waves (Jmax =
20), while convergence of the full-quantum data from Ref. [22] for the state 1 1,0 was
reported as around 20% (i.e., not entirely converged, due to high computational cost of
better calculations), which explains larger difference obtained for this state. In order to
make comparison meaningful, the rotational basis set size in our MQCT calculations was
taken the same as in Ref. [22], namely jmax = 14 (225 channels).
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In the lower energy range, 5-15 cm-1 in Fig. 8, the results of MQCT for the most
important transitions are still reasonable. The accuracy of MQCT drops significantly only
at collision energies below 5 cm-1, where quantum resonances dominate. At these low
collision energies many trajectories describe orbiting of the He atom around the
molecule, which is classical analogue of quantum resonance. A good recipe for analysis
of such trajectories is yet to be found. For now, we simply removed them from
consideration, focusing on non-resonant contribution to the process.
Overall, Fig. 8
demonstrates that at collision
energies near 30 cm-1 the
MQCT method gives an
accurate description of the
inelastic HCOOCH3 + He
collisions. Our prior experience
with MQCT applied to four
different systems in a broad
energy range [9,10,33,34]

Figure 9. Inelastic cross sections for excitation of 20 most
important rotationally excited states of HCOOCH3 from its
ground state computed by MQCT for a broad range of
collision energies. Some of the final states are labeled, others
are listed in the text.

shows that its accuracy always
improves as collision energy is raised. So, based on results of Fig. 8, we can expect that
at energies above 30 cm-1 (where there are no quantum data available) our MQCT
predictions of the inelastic scattering cross sections would be reliable, with errors less
than 5%. In Fig. 4 we present the MQCT predictions for excitation of the twenty most
important rotational states of HCOOCH3, starting from the ground state 000, in the
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collisional energy range expanded by a factor of more than 30, up to 1000 cm -1. These
states are: 101, 111, 202, 212, 222, 221, 303, 313, 321, 331, 404, 414, 422, 440, 505, 533, 533, 541, 616,
624 and 717. The dependencies in Fig. 9 are rather smooth, although some of them are not
entirely monotonic and the overall picture is rather complicated. The reason for this is
that HCOOCH3 is a heavy rotor and the spectrum of its states is rather dense, with many
state-to-state transitions accessible and participating actively in the energy transfer. In
these MQCT calculations the number of rotational channels was around 1130, with
typical values of Jmax around 120. This is a very large number of channels. The fullquantum calculations with such number of channels would not be practical. For all
calculations in this section we used the potential energy surface from Ref. [22]. This
surface is based on high-level ab initio electronic structure calculations (CCSD(T)/augcc-pVTZ), employs fitting of 476 data points by an analytic function, and is expected to
be accurate up to collision energy of 1000 cm-1. Note that we did not employ expansion
of the PES over the basis set of spherical harmonics. This procedure, standard for small
and simple molecules, does not work well for larger and complicate molecules [22], such
as methyl formate. Elements of the potential coupling matrix were computed numerically
by integrating over Euler’s angles   and   using a Legendre-Gauss quadrature on a
two-dimensional 50×50 grid, determined by convergence studies. One known way to
make the full-quantum scattering calculations more affordable is the coupled-states (CS)
approximation [40], in which some transitions (between states with different values m of
projection of the angular momentum j) are neglected to ease calculations. The CS-method
is usually employed at higher collision energies. Interestingly, within MQCT one can also
formulate the CS-approximation, and test it by comparing its results against the fully-
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coupled MQCT, which we will now call CC-MQCT [9]. Results of such CS-MQCT
calculations are presented in Fig. 10. Comparison of these data against CC-MQCT
(presented in Fig. 8) shows that although the general behavior of energy dependence is
similar, the absolute values of CS cross sections are often different (e.g., by a factor of up
to ×1.8 for state 220, by a factor of up to ×2.1 for state 412 and by a factor of up to ×1.4 for
state 202). For some transitions these differences vanish as collision energy reaches 1000
cm-1, but for several other state-to-state transitions large differences survive even at
higher energies. Needless to say that some transitions don’t happen at all within the CSapproximation (e.g., excitation of states 110 and 211). One important conclusion is that the
CS approximation is not particularly
accurate for the HCOOCH3 + He
system in the considered energy
range. One should not expect that the
quantum CS calculations for this
molecule will be accurate. Thus, the
fully-coupled version of MQCT is,
perhaps, the only practical way of
doing accurate calculations for this
and other similar organic molecules
of astrophysical relevance.

Figure 10. Same as in Fig. 4, but computed using CSapproximation within MQCT framework.
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The numerical cost of our MQCT calculations is represented by Fig. 11. The CS
version of MQCT is faster than the fully-coupled MQCT, by a factor of roughly 20. The
scaling law (computational cost vs. number of included channels) is n 2.4 for the fullycoupled MQCT and is n2 for CS-MQCT. These numbers are taken directly from
calculations presented in Figs. 8-9, and represent a practical measure of the
computational cost of the method in a range of collision energies. We also did run an
idealized test of performance, when MQCT calculations were done at one representative
collision energy, while the number
of included channels was varied in
a broad range. In such tests the
scaling law of the fully coupled
MQCT was n2.5. For comparison,
the full-quantum calculations (e.g.,
using Hibridon or MOLSCAT [41,
14] are usually said to scale as n3
with respect to the number of
channels, but the cost of
converging the quantum

Figure 11. Numerical performance of MQCT, observed
for its fully-coupled CC-version and for the approximate
CS-version. Logarithmic scale is used for both horizontal
and vertical axes. Dashed lines show fits by two different
power functions.

calculations with respect to the number of partial waves (which depends on collision
energy and the reduced mass) should be added to that, leading, in practice, to the total
cost on the order of n5 or n6. In contrast, MQCT has no such “overhead”, since scattering
of the atom is treated classically. Thus, the scaling properties of MQCT are more
favorable than those of the full-quantum method, and the advantages are particularly
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significant for heavier collision partners and at higher collision energies. However, it
should also be mentioned that at this point we have only undertaken some basic
optimizations of our code. Development of an efficient computer program should reduce
the computational costs of MQCT even further.
In conclusion, we carried out the rotationally-inelastic scattering calculations for
collision of methyl formate with helium atom, within framework of the mixed
quantum/classical theory. First, we compared our results against the full-quantum results
available at low collision energies and found a very good agreement in the range between
15 and 30 cm-1. Next, we significantly expanded the range of collision energies (by a
factor of more than 30, up to 1000 cm-1), covering a practically useful scattering regime.
Importantly, the standard full-quantum calculations are computationally unaffordable for
such a large molecule in this scattering regime. One can look at MQCT as a method that
is complementary to the standard full-quantum method. Namely, at low collision energies
one may want to do the full-quantum scattering calculations because they are affordable
and because some quantum features, like scattering resonances, may be important.
However, at higher collision energies, when the full-quantum calculations become
unaffordable (and, in fact, unnecessary) one may want to switch to the mixed
quantum/classical theory. It is feasible to apply MQCT to a number of complicated
processes of astrophysical relevance, such as collisions of complex organic molecules
(CH3CHO, CH3OCH3, C2H5CN and HCOOCH3) or linear carbon chains (C6H2, CH3C4H
and HC5N) with He.
It is possible to extend MQCT onto the case of two coupled rotors, which would
permit inelastic scattering calculations of molecule + molecule collisions. Such
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developments are in progress. The relevant applications will include excitation/quenching
of complex organic molecules and linear carbon chains by H 2, but also collisions between
two water molecules (including their isotopomers) and several other triatomic + triatomic
systems of astrophysical relevance, way too complicated for the full-quantum treatment.
Our estimates suggest that calculations for all of these processes are affordable within the
framework of MQCT.
Although less relevant to astrophysics, another useful extension of MQCT is
toward the high pressure regime, where the multiple collisions of a molecule with bath
gas atoms/molecules can’t be treated independently, similar to the fall-off regime of
recombination kinetics where the three-body collisions are important. The timedependent formulation of MQCT should allow simulations in which the molecule would
interact successively or simultaneously with two or more quenchers along one trajectory.
Such theory would have numerous applications in the high-pressure combustion.

4.6 Conclusions for CHAPTER 4
Formalism of the mixed quantum/classical theory for inelastic scattering was
developed to treat any molecule-atom collisions, including the simplest diatomic + atom
case, a more complicated case of a symmetric-top molecule + atom, and finally a general
case of an asymmetric-top rotor + atom. Transition matrix elements are given for each
case and, from the theory standpoint, those represent the only difference between the
three cases. The equations of motion for classical variables (responsible for the relative
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molecule + atom motion) and the coupled equations for evolution of populations of the
internal (rotational, vibrational) states are always the same.
As for numerical performance, the BF formulation presented here is
computationally efficient, unlike the SF formulation published earlier (which happened to
be extremely inefficient). In present formulation the transition matrix is real-valued,
simply structured and dominated by the near-diagonal terms. Each matrix element
depends on one variable only -- the molecule-atom distance R. The H2O + He system is
complex enough to benchmark performance of MQCT and determine its scaling law. We
found that the cost of MQCT scales only as n 2 , where n is the number of channels.
Furthermore, the calculations are straightforward to parallelize without any messagepassing overhead, which makes this approach very practical.
As for accuracy, we found that for H2O + He system at collision energies above
2,000 cm-1 the MQCT method basically repeats results of the full-quantum CC
calculations, for all transitions considered here. At lower energies the method is still
reliable, although it is less accurate. For example, the errors of inelastic cross sections on
order of 10% are not unusual at collision energies below 1,000 cm -1, although average
errors are smaller, 3-8%. This accuracy may be well sufficient for many applications.
Importantly, we never saw MQCT method failing for any transition at any collision
energy. It always produces reasonable results, although it should be mentioned that at
lower collision energies some of transitions are treated less accurately than others. This
feature is important to understand, in order to formulate transparent criteria for general
applicability of the MQCT approach.
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The significant attempt has been made to extent the MQCT to practical use where
the full quantum treatment is impossible in practice. The calculations for inelastic
rotationally scattering were carried out for CH3OOCH + He. At low collision energies
where the full quantum results are available (< 30 cm -1) the agreement between CC data
and MQCT is excellent. Also we extended the accessible range of collisional energy 10
times to 300 cm-1 and using MQCT framework. This data can be already used for
practical purposes in astrochemical applications. It is the first time when scattering cross
section were computed for such complicated scattering system and for complex organic
molecule and in a broad range of energies. The benchmarks study in the range where the
full quantum data is available and the previous studies for other systems makes us believe
that MQCT reproduces the scattering phenomena in the full range of collisional energies.
This is a large impact in both fields of studies: in collisional dynamics as a new
fundamental theory and in astrochemistry as a new practical tool which completes the
existing quantum codes and can even replace them for complicated cases such large
molecules and high energy of collisions.

Appendix 4A: BF Reference Frame, Euler and Spherical Angels
We have to demonstrate that for a molecule + atom system [12]:

2  1 
D0  ( ,  ,  )  Y ( ,  )  Y ( ,  ) .
4
This can be done graphically, by establishing correspondence between the Euler angles
( ,  ,  ) used by MQCT formalism and the spherical angles (  ,  ) used in the full-

quantum CC calculations.
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Thus, in MQCT calculations the z-axis of the BF reference frame ( X , Y , Z )
points from the molecule’s center-ofmass to the atom. Euler angles
( ,  ,  ) are used to define position

of the molecule with respect to this SF
reference frame using three rotations,
as shown in Fig. 8. As the moleculeatom scattering progresses along the
classical trajectory of motion, the BF
reference frame rotates with respect to
SF reference frame frozen in the lab

Figure 12. Explanation of angles in the BF
and SF reference frames used in MQCT and
full-quantum calculations. See Appendix for
details.

and this process is described by two classically treated angles (  ,  ) , as discussed in the
chapter 4th .
As for expansion of potential, a Cartesian reference frame ( X , Y , Z ) is defined by
the principal axes of inertia of the molecule and is permanently fixed on the molecule
itself, regardless of position of the colliding atom. Position of the atom is defined by
azimuthal and polar angles ( ,) relative to this Cartesian reference frame (see Fig. 8).
The origin of angles   and   can be chosen such that rotation of the molecule
by   and then by   with respect to BF reference frame would place molecule into the
conventional position in the SF reference frame, as shown in Fig. 8. This can always be
done. Furthermore, the origin of   is arbitrary since in the molecule + atom system the
interaction potential does not depend on   . Indeed, as can be seen from Fig. 6, rotation
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by   corresponds to rotation around Z  axis. Without loss of generality we can set

  0 . Most importantly, Fig. 12 demonstrates that     and     .
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CHAPTER 5. MIXED QUANTUM/CLASSICAL THEORY FOR
MOLECULE-MOLECULE INELASTIC SCATTERING:
DERIVATIONS OF EQUATIONS AND APPLICATION TO N2 +
H2 AND H2+H2 SYSTEMS
5.1 Molecule – Molecule Scattering
Inelastic scattering of two gas-phase molecules is a fundamental physical process
important in the atmosphere [1], combustion [2], laboratory experiments, [3] and in the
outer space [4]. The simplest version of the process is a rotationally inelastic collision
where just the rotational state of one collision partner change (rotational excitation or
quenching), but the processes where the rotational states of both partners change (quasiresonant energy transfer) are also important [5]. Often, the low-energy vibrational states
(bending, torsion) participate in the process too, leading to the coupled ro-vibrational
transitions [6]. In the processes where the collision energy is high, so that the vibrational
excitation is significant, the collision-induced dissociation of the molecule may occur [7]
which is also an example (the limiting case) of the inelastic scattering.
Theoretical and computational description of these processes is a challenging
task. The exact quantum mechanical treatment of rotational transitions usually employs
the coupled-channel (CC) formalism developed in 1960 th [8]. This approach had great
success in simple systems. Thus, CC calculations for collision of a diatomic molecule
with an atom are very efficient and computationally affordable, even at higher energies
and for heavier molecules and quenchers [9]. However, CC calculations for a triatomic
molecule + atom are much more demanding [10]. The diatomic + diatomic [11] and the
triatomic + diatomic [5] calculations are computationally challenging, especially for
heavy molecules and at higher energies [12]. In order to make them more affordable the
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coupled-states (CS) approximation is often employed [10] which neglects transitions
between different m-states, within the same rotational energy level. Still, the quantum CC
calculations for rotational transitions in triatomic + triatomic systems, such as H 2O + H2O
collisions at room temperature, remain computationally unaffordable. Inclusion of
vibrational states (in addition to the rotational states) is possible within the CC formalism
[13], but such ro-vibrational calculations are even more demanding.
Thus, the range of applications of the quantum approach remains limited to
simple molecules (small number of internal quantum states), light masses and low
collision energies (small number of the partial scattering waves). The classical trajectory
method, on the other side, is applied to larger systems at high scattering energies to study
the collisional energy transfer [14]. This method is quite affordable computationally, but
several flaws of the purely classical approach are also well known. Among them are zeropoint energy leakage [15], inability to incorporate symmetry restrictions into state-tostate transitions [16], absence of tunneling [17] or scattering resonances [18].
It is an old idea to combine classical mechanics with quantum mechanics in a
mixed (or hybrid) approach to the inelastic scattering in order to use benefits offered by
both classical and quantum frameworks, and trying to avoid the disadvantages of both. It
would be attractive to use quantum description of the internal quantized states of the
molecules (the vibrational and/or rotational motion), while the classical mechanics is
employed for description of the translational motion of collision partners (the scattering
process). In this way, the quantum treatment of continuum motion is avoided, leading to
significant computational advantage, but the state-to-state transitions are described rather
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rigorously, including many quantum effects, such as level quantization, zero-point
energy, symmetry of wave functions and associated selection rules, etc.
Some early references on implementations of these ideas date back to the work of
McCann and Flannery in 1970th [19,20] but the most popular and noticeable
quantum/classical approach appeared in 1980th and 90th due to the work of Billing
[21,22]. He introduced two different versions of the quantum/classical theory. His major
focus was on the method for description of ro-vibrational processes, where quantum
mechanics is used for description of the vibrational motion only, while classical
mechanics is used for both the translational motion of the collision partners and for their
rotational motion. When thinking about this approach, a useful parallel with statistical
mechanics can be drawn. Namely, for statistical description of molecular processes the
translational and rotational partition functions are normally computed in the hightemperature limit (equivalent to the classical limit), while the vibrational partition
function is always a sum over quantized states. Thus, the mixed quantum/classical
approach of Billing is well justified for many molecular systems in a broad range of
collision conditions. It was applied to several model systems and several simple real
systems [22], and showed great promise. Unfortunately, due to a tragically early death of
Billing in 2002 [23] the quantum/classical approach remained not fully developed and
this research direction was, basically, abandoned, for a while.
The opportunity of using a mixture of quantum and classical mechanics was
called to memory only recently [24-26] for the studies of ozone formation reaction O +
O2 + Ar, which is a recombination reaction that includes formation and stabilization of
highly excited ro-vibrational states of O3, or scattering resonances – a very complex
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process for which no standard approach or well-developed method exist. This interesting
application stimulated a new round of theory developments [27,28], including the second
version of quantum/classical theory, with emphasis on quantum treatment of rotation
[29]. In his early work Billing also developed a method where the rotation of a diatomic
molecule (treated as rigid rotor, no vibration) was described quantum mechanically,
while the scattering of an atom off the diatomic was treated classically [30]. Surprisingly,
one can find very limited applications of this method in the literature. Billing himself
applied it to just one simplest system, He + H 2, at just two scattering energies, looking at
transitions between the lowest energy levels only [22,30]. Although his results were
encouraging, more detailed studies have never been pursued, to the best of our
knowledge. One reason for this could be that at that time the full-quantum scattering
calculations (to compare with) were also quite limited. In any case, this second mixed
quantum/classical method, focused on the quantum treatment of rotation, was abandoned
as well.
The mixed quantum classical theory (MQCT) we developed recently is similar to
this second method of Billing in many respects. We also describe the rotational motion
quantum mechanically, by expanding the rotational wave function over the basis set of
rotational eigenstates with time-dependent expansion coefficients, and, we also describe
scattering of collision partners using classical trajectories, driven by the mean-field
potential. However, we went much further in theory development, testing and
applications. First of all, we worked out the MQCT formalism in both the space-fixed
(SF) reference frame and the body-fixed (BF) reference frame [29], and carried out
calculations on a model system in order to demonstrate that both versions are physically
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equivalent and both theories, equations and computer codes are correct. We quickly
learned that the SF version of MQCT is numerically inefficient [31], because the
corresponding state-to-state transition matrix (which governs evolution of the rotational
wave function) is complex-valued with dense structure and each matrix element
dependent on three classical variables (that evolve along the collision trajectory).
Luckily, we found that the BF version of MQCT, in contrast, involves a real-valued
sparse state-to-state transition matrix with simple bock-diagonal structure, and each
element is dependent on the molecule-quencher separation only -- just one classical
variable [29]. In the work that followed [32-35] we demonstrated that this BF version of
MQCT is numerically efficient.
For example, for the fully-coupled MQCT the scaling law, which is
computational cost vs. number of channels, is n2.5, and this is only slightly better than n3
scaling of the full-quantum CC calculations [34,35]. Note, however, that here n is the
number of included rotational energy levels at one representative collision energy, and it
should not be forgotten that the cost of converging the full-quantum calculations with
respect to the number of partial waves also increases when the collision energy is raised,
leading in practice to the total cost in the range of n5 to n6. In contrast, MQCT has no
such “overhead”, since scattering of the quencher is treated classically. Thus, the scaling
properties of MQCT are superior, and the advantages are particularly significant for
heavier collision partners and at higher collision energies. Interestingly, within MQCT
one can also formulate the CS approximation [33], which gives another source of speedup, by a factor of roughly ×20 [35]. It is worth noting that Billing used only such CS
version of his quantum classical theory, while our focus is on the fully-coupled MQCT
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approach, which appears to be surprisingly accurate when compared to the full-quantum
CC method.
In order to access the accuracy of MQCT, we conducted a very detailed and
hierarchical benchmark studies for several real molecules + atom systems. We applied it
to heavy and light collision partners, at low and high scattering energies in a broad range,
to study rotational excitation and quenching, of the low-lying and highly excited
rotational states, computing total and differential, elastic and inelastic cross sections, and
we even looked at the simplest ro-vibrational transitions. We started with diatomic +
atom systems and studied N2 + Na [32,33] and H2 + He [33]. Then we moved to the
symmetric top rotors, such as CH3 radical and NH3 collided with He (unpublished), and,
finally, extended MQCT to treat the general case of an asymmetric top rotor + atom. This
was applied to H2O + He [34], and, most impressively, to HCOOCH3 + He [35], which is
the largest molecule (methyl formate) ever considered for the inelastic scattering
calculations. In all these systems we saw that at higher collision energies MQCT gives
results nearly identical to the full-quantum results and remains computationally cheap
(e.g., up to collision energies of 10,000 cm-1 in the case of H2O + He).34 At low collision
energies the excitation thresholds are predicted correctly (e.g., in N 2 + Na) [32,33] and,
the results of MQCT remain reasonably accurate down to collision energies of just few
wavenumbers. We also learned how to use phase information to reproduce quantum
interference and construct the differential over scattering angle cross sections (e.g., in N 2
+ Na) [32,33], but still have to find a way how to describe scattering resonances. This
seems to be feasible, [36] but at present we simply remove the orbiting trajectories, and
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focus on non-resonant contribution to cross sections (e.g., in HCOOCH 3 + He)[35].
Importantly, we never saw MQCT failing miserably.
This Chapter is focused on another important development of MQCT – its
extension onto the molecule + molecule systems, the case that is particularly demanding
to treat computationally using the full-quantum approach. There are many important
molecule + molecule systems that could be studied using MQCT, including small organic
molecules and linear carbon chains relevant to astrophysical environments collided with
H2[4], small polyatomic molecules in the atmosphere collided with O 2 and N2, and
triatomic molecules collided with H2O, including water-water collisions.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we outline the theory for MQCT
calculations of scattering of two non-identical diatomic molecules. In Section 5.3 we
present numerical results for N2 + H2 system. In Section 5.4 we discuss importance of
identical particle treatment and the theory for MQCT calculations of identical particles is
described in Section 5.5. In Section 5.6 we present the MQCT results for H 2+H2 and
compare them with the data obtained using different quantum methods. The conclusions
are given and future research directions are discussed in Section 5.7.

5.2 Theoretical Framework for Molecule - Molecule Scattering
5.2.1 Quantum and Classical Degrees of Freedom
Consider collisions of two molecules: Molecule 1 is AB and molecule 2 is CD, as
shown in Fig. 1. Classical variables that describe molecule-molecule scattering are three
coordinates ( R, ,  ) of the vector Q that connects centers of mass of two molecules.
Quantum degrees of freedom are four angles (1 ,2 , 1, 2 ) needed to describe positions
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of two diatomics with respect to vector Q (i.e., in the BF reference frame). As in the
earlier paper [29], we use primed variables and indexes for the BF reference frame (e.g.:

 , m ), in order to distinguish from those in the SF reference frame. The interatomic
distances r1 and r2 are considered to be fixed for simplicity (rigid rotors), but they can be
easily introduced into the formalism for description of ro-vibrational processes, just as it
was done in our earlier work on the molecule-atom systems[29].
Rotation of each molecule is quantized and is
described by the corresponding rotational


eigenfunction, Y jm1 1 (1 , 1) and Y jm2 2 (2 , 2 ) for

AB

r1
θ1

φ'1

Q(R,Θ,Φ)

molecules 1 and 2, respectively (spherical harmonics
in the BF). The total angular momentum of two
molecules j  j  j is also quantized. The
12

1

2

θ2

φ'2
r2

Figure 1. Classical and quantum variables for
description of inelastic collision of two
diatomic molecules in the body-fixed
reference frame.

corresponding eigenfunctions can be expressed
through spherical harmonics as follows [37]

Υ mj1212 j1 j2 (1 , 2 , 1, 2 ) 



m1m2

j1m1 j2m2 j12m12 Y jm1 1 (1 , 1)Y jm2 2 (2 , 2 ) .

(1)

The total time-dependent wave function for the quantum part of the system can be
expressed as

 (1 , 2 , 1, 2, t ) 



 j1 j2
j12m12

CD

amj1212 j1 j2 (t ) Υ mj1212 j1 j2 (1 , 2 , 1, 2 ) exp{iE j1 j2 t}

(2)


where a mj1212j1 j2 are time-dependent expansion coefficients, and atomic units are used for

energy. The range of values of j1 and j2 in this sum defines the basis set size for
max
max
description of two quantized rotors (e.g., 0  j1  j1 and 0  j2  j2 ). It depends on
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physical properties of the system and is a convergence parameter. The value of j12 varies

  j12
in the range | j1  j2 | j12  j1  j2 . The value of m 12 varies in the range  j12  m12
.
In order to avoid confusion, we want to emphasize that j is not the orbital
12

angular momentum of the motion of one molecule with respect to the other. The orbital
motion (scattering) is described classically in this formalism and is not quantized. It

should also be stressed that the four-dimensional functions Υ mj1212j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1, 2 ) play an

accessory role only, and don’t enter into any final equations of motion (derived below).
But, if needed, they can be obtained
from Eq. (1) using spherical harmonics
and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and
visualized as we have done in Fig. 2,
which represents the component j12  2 ,

m12  0 for the collision of AB( j1  2 )
Figure 2. Density probability for the state with

with CD( j2  0 ).

j12=2, m12=0.

5.2.2 BF Transformation of Wave Functions
The key point of the BF formulation of MQCT is to describe how the function (2)
evolves due to rotation of the intermolecular axis, described by Q, in the course of
molecule-molecule scattering. For this, we express rotational eigenstates of the molecules
1 and 2 in the BF frame through the rotational eigenstates in the SF frame using Wigner
D-matrixes (see Eq. (17) in Ref. 29)
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Y jm1 1 (1 , 1)   Dmj11m1 (, ,0)Y jm1 1 (1 , 1 )

(3a)

Y jm2 2 (2 , 2 )   Dmj22m2 (, ,0)Y jm2 2 (2 , 2 )

(3b)

m1

m2

Here, as in the earlier paper [29] we use unprimed variables and indexes for the SF
reference frame (e.g.: , m ). Substitution of (3a) and (3b) into (1) gives

Υ mj1212 j1 j2 (1 , 2 , 1, 2 ) 



m1m2 ,m1m2

j1m1 j2 m2 j12 m12 Dmj11m1 (, , 0) Dmj22m2 (, , 0)Y jm1 1 (1 , 1 )Y jm2 2 (2 , 2 ).

(4).
The product of two Wigner D-functions in this formula can be simplified as follows (see
Eq. 4.4.1 in Ref. 38):
Dmj11m1 ( , , 0) Dmj22 m2 ( , , 0) 

.

j2  j1

j

j

j  j2  j1

m  j

k  j

  

j1m1 j2 m2 jm

j1m1 j2 m2 jk Dkmj ( , , 0)

(5)

Substitution of (5) into (4) gives
Υ mj1212 j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1, 2 ) 




m1m2 ,m1m2

j2  j1

j

j

j  j2  j1

m  j

k  j

  

j1m1 j2 m2 j12 m12
j1m1 j2 m2 jm j1m1 j2 m2 jk Dkmj (, , 0)Y jm1 1 (1 , 1 )Y jm2 2 (2 , 2 )

(6)
Note that in the SF reference frame one could write an expression analogous to Eq. (1),
written for the BF reference frame, namely

Υ kj j1 j2 (1 , 2 , 1 , 2 ) 



m1m2

j1m1 j2 m2 jk Y jm1 1 (1 , 1 )Y jm2 2 (2 , 2 )

(7)
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Comparing (6) and (7) we can establish transformation of the total wave functions Υ
between the BF and SF reference frames:
Υ mj1212 j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1, 2 ) 





j1m1 j2 m2 j12 m12

m1m2

j2  j1

j

j

j  j2  j1

m  j

k  j

  

j1m1 j2 m2 jm Dkmj ( , , 0) Υ kj j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1 , 2 )

j2  j1

j

j

j  j2  j1

m  j

k  j

  

Dkmj (, , 0) Υ kj j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1 , 2 ) 

m1m2

j1m1 j2 m2 j12 m12

j1m1 j2 m2 jm .

(8)
The last term of this expression can be simplified using closure relation



m1m2

j1m1 j2m2 j12 m12

j1m1 j2 m2 jm  j12 m12 jm ,

which converts Eq. (8) into the following form
Υ mj1212 j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1, 2 ) 



j2  j1

j

j

j  j2  j1

m  j

k  j

  

j2  j1

j

j

j  j2  j1

m  j

k  j

  
j12



k  j12

Dkmj (, , 0) Υ kj j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1 , 2 ) j12 m12 jm

(8ʹ)

Dkmj ( , , 0) Υ kj j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1 , 2 ) jj12  km12

Dkmj1212 ( , , 0) Υ kj12 j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1 , 2 ).

To simplify notation, we can leave out the range of the index k, which gives the following
final formula
Υ mj1212 j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1, 2 ) 


k

Dkmj1212 (  , , 0) Υ kj12 j1 j2 (1 ,  2 , 1 , 2 ) .

(8ʺ)

Notice that qualitatively, this expression is similar to Eqs. (3a-b), which is
understood: transformation of rotational wave function in space due to its rotation should
not depend on how this wave function is constructed; it should transform just as the
corresponding angular momentum, which gives the physical meaning of Eq. (8ʺ).
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5.2.3 Equations of Motion

Equations of motion for time-evolution of the expansion coefficients a mj1212j1 j2 are

obtained by substituting Eq. (2), with Υmj1212j1 j2 expressed by Eq. (8ʺ), into the time-

dependent Schrödinger equation. Derivations are very similar to those in the molecule +
atom case, outlined in Eq. (18-21) of our earlier paper, Ref. 29. For the sake of brevity,
we will not repeat them here, and will only present the result
a mj1212 j1 j 2
t

 i

a


m12
 j1 j 2
j12

 m12
 j1 j 2
j12

M jj1212mm1212 jj11 jj22 ( R ) exp{ i ( E j1 j 2  E j1 j 2 )t}   a mj1212 j1 j 2 Wmm1212

m12

.

(9)

We see that besides phase factors, time-evolution of the expansion coefficients is driven

by two transition matrixes. Matrix Wmm1212 is responsible for transitions between different

(energetically degenerate) projection states of the total angular momentum j12 . It can be
expressed as

  i (sin V m12  m cos    ) 
,
Wmm1212  U mm1212 
m12
12
m12 ,m12

(10)

where for convenience we introduced two time-independent matrixes
U mm1212 

1
j12 ( j12  1)  m12 ( m12  1) m12 ,m12 1 
2

j12 ( j12  1)  m12 ( m12  1) m12 ,m12 1  ,

(11a)
Vmm1212 

1
j12 ( j12  1)  m12 ( m12  1) m12 ,m12 1 
2

j12 ( j12  1)  m12 ( m12  1) m12 ,m12 1  .

(11b)


Matrixes Umm1212 and Vmm1212 have to be computed only once, for every value of j12 , but they

don’t depend on j1 or j2 . They are computed analytically and don’t include the
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interaction potential. Physical meaning of the last term in Eq. (9) is the centrifugal

  1. Neglecting this term leads to CScoupling effect. Allowed transitions are m12
approximation within MQCT framework, with no transitions allowed between the m 12
states. Here we don’t follow this path and focus on the fully-coupled MQCT. However,
Eq. (10) can be simplified in the case when the initial state of the system is an eigenstate
(rather than a wave packet) and the interaction potential is cylindrically symmetric. In
this case the trajectory of relative molecule-molecule scattering stays in one plane, which
can be chosen as the equatorial plane,    / 2 , without loss of generality. With this
choice, as collision progresses, the classical vector Q rotates in the equatorial plane,
which is described by time evolution of classical variables R ( t ) and  (t ) , as one can see
  0 , Eq. (10) simplifies significantly,
in Fig. 1. Since sin   1 , cos   0 and 

giving

.
Wmm1212  iVmm1212 

(12)


This formula shows clearly that although Vmm1212 is time-independent, the entire matrix

 of the vector Q (see below).
Wmm1212 evolves in time, according to the angular speed 

The second matrix in Eq. (9) is the potential coupling matrix M jj1212mm1212 jj11jj22 that

should be computed numerically, using the potential energy surface V ( R,  1 ,  2 , 1, 2 ) ,
as:
M

 j1 j 2
j12 m12
 m12
 j1 j 2
j12

( R )  Υ mj1212 j1 j 2 ( 1 ,  2 ,  1 ,  2 ) V ( R ,  1 ,  2 ,  1 ,  2 ) Υ mj1212 j1 j 2 ( 1 ,  2 ,  1 ,  2 )

.

(13)

Notice that each matrix element is a function of molecule-molecule separation R, which
is the length of the vector Q , that itself evolves during the collision (see below). In
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practice, a useful expression for matrix elements is obtained by expanding the interaction
potential over basis set of spherical harmonics [39]

V ( R, 1 , 2 , 1, 2 )  
l l1l2

2l  1
Al l1l2 ( R) l1ml2  m l 0 Yl1m (1 , 1)Yl2m (2 , 2 ) .
4
m

(14)

This is a formal mathematical expansion of the (real-valued) potential energy function.
Here, for two chosen values of l1 and l2 the value of l varies in the range

| l1  l2 | l  l1  l2 . The basis set size depends on physical properties of the system and is
max
max
a convergence parameter (e.g., 0  l1  l1 and 0  l2  l2 ). The value of m varies in

the range  min(l1, l2 )  m  min(l1, l2 ) . However, using Eq. (1) the sum over m in this
expression can be eliminated. Substitution of the result into Eq. (13) gives:
M jj1212mm1212 jj11jj22 ( R )  
l l1l2

 Υ


m12
j12 j1 j2

2l  1
Al l1l2 ( R )
4

(1 ,  2 , 1, 2 ) Υ

0
l l1l2

(15)
(1 ,  2 , 1, 2 ) Υ


m12
 j1 j2
j12

(1 ,  2 , 1, 2 ) .

  m12 .
In fact, even from here one may see that matrix elements are non-zero only if m12
This property can be derived in more rigorous way, by using Eq. (1) in Eq. (15) three
times (for each of the four-dimensional functions Y), and splitting the four-dimensional
integral onto two two-dimensional integrals, as follows:

M jj1212mm1212 jj11 jj22 ( R )  
l l1l2





m1m2 m1m2m

2l  1
Al l1l2 ( R )
4
l1ml2  m l 0

j1m1 j2 m2 j12 m12

j1m1 j2 m2 j12 m12

 Y jm1 1 (1 , 1) Yl1m (1 , 1) Y jm1 1 (1 , 1) Y jm2 2 ( 2 , 2 ) Yl2 m ( 2 , 2 ) Y jm2 2 ( 2 , 2 ) .
(16)
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This formula allows seeing that matrix elements are non-zero only if m1  m1  m and

m2  m2  m (from the integrals), but also only if m12  m1  m2 and m12  m1  m2
(from the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients). All these conditions can be satisfied

  m12 . So, the matrix M is block-diagonal in m12 , with each
simultaneously only if m12
 j1 j2 , within the same value of m12 . For
block describing transitions from j12 j1 j2 to j12
 can be omitted from the list of indexes for this matrix,
convenience, the index m12
namely, we can write M jj1212 jj11jj22 , meaning that such blocks should be computed for all

 .
values of m12
Finally, using the two simplifications discussed above, we can rewrite Eq. (9) in

 )
the following convenient form, where transitions between the levels j12 j1 j2 (within m12
 (within j12 ) are driven
are driven by matrix M , while transitions between the states m12
by matrix V :

a mj1212 j1 j2
t

 i

a

 j1 j2
j12


m12
 j1 j2
j12

.
M jj1212 jj11jj22 ( R) exp{i ( E j1 j2  E j1 j2 )t}  i  a mj1212 j1 j2 Vmm1212 

(17)


m12

This is a system of coupled differential equations, of a form quite typical to quantum
mechanics (except, may be, the presence of time-dependent classical variables R and 
) which can propagated in time using any suitable method, such as general 4 th-order
Runge-Kutta, or more specialized numerical methods.
The equations of motion for classical degrees of freedom, coordinates R ( t ) and
 (t ) of the vector Q, are derived using the Ehrenfest theorem as explained in our earlier

work [29]. Interestingly, for the molecule + molecule system studied here, the classical
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equations come out identical to those we derived earlier for the molecule + atom
system.29,31 This makes sense, simply because the variables R and  are exactly the
same. Thus, we will not repeat the derivations here, and will only summarize the final
equations, for the sake of completeness:
P
R  R ,

(18)



  P ,

 R2
PR  

P  i

Here



 m12
 j1 j2
j12



 m12
 j1 j2
j12

(19)



(a

 j1 j2
j12m12



 j1 j2
j12 m12


m12
*
 j1 j2
j12

)a


m12
j12 j1 j2

exp{i( E j1 j2  E j1 j2 )t}

M jj1212 jj11jj22 ( R)
R

P2

,
 R3

( a mj1212 j1 j2 )* a mj1212 j1 j2 exp{i ( E j1 j2  E j1 j2 )t} M,V  j12m12 j1 j .
j  m j  j 

12 12 1 2

(20)

(21)

 is a molecule-molecule reduced mass. Equation (21) includes a commutator of

  

matrixes M jj1212 jj11jj22 and Vmm1212 . These equations can be propagated in time and space

numerically, together with equations for quantum degrees of freedom, Eq. (17). In
practice, we compute matrix elements on a predefined grid of points Ri along the
coordinate R, just as in the full-quantum approach. During the propagation, when MQCT
trajectory comes to vicinity of a grid point, we simply spline those pre-computed matrix
elements using 1D-spline of several points closest to this point. Such procedure is very
efficient and accurate using quadratic or qubic spline, carries little overhead, and is
similar to splining the PES (defined on a grid) during propagation of purely-classical
trajectories.
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5.2.4 Sampling of the Initial Conditions
Our procedure for computing state-to-state cross sections includes sampling of
the initial conditions for classical degrees of freedom, but also it incorporates a sum over
the final and an average over the initial degenerate states, just as in the full-quantum
ini ini
fin fin
calculations. Namely, for a state-to-state transition of interest j1 j2  j1 j2 a set of

(2 j1ini  1)(2 j2ini  1) independent calculations has to be carried out, with all possible
ini
ini
values of the initial j12 and m12 needed to construct the average:

j

ini ini
fin fin
1 j2  j1 j2



(2 j1ini

1
 1)(2 j2ini  1)

j1ini  j2ini



ini
j12
 j1ini  j2ini

 j12

   j12ini m12ini j1ini j2ini  j1fin j2fin  .
 m12ini  j12ini


(22)

For each of these calculations we sample randomly and uniformly the value of J , that
corresponds to the total angular momentum in the problem, through the range of

0  J  J max . The value of J max is a convergence parameter, just as in the full-quantum
ini
calculations. For a given pair of j12 and J we sample the value of l randomly and

uniformly through the range J  j12ini  l  J  j12ini . It corresponds to the orbital angular
momentum in the molecule-molecule system, J  l  j , and is used to define classical
12

initial conditions as follows:

P  (  1) ,
PR 

2  E  P2 R 2 ,

(23)
(24)

where E is the kinetic energy of collision (not the total energy), while R is the initial
molecule-molecule separation (about 25 Bohr). The initial value of  is arbitrary, and
we use   0 . Note that although l is closely related to the classical collision impact
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parameter, we do not sample or use the impact parameter directly. The goal is keep
MQCT as close as possible to the quantum formalism.
With the initial conditions of Eqs. (23-24) the classical-like equations (18-21), and a
system of quantum-like coupled equations (17) are propagated through the collision
event, till the point when the molecule-molecule separation exceeds the initial limiting
value. The final values of probability amplitudes are used to compute transition
probability (summed over the degenerate final states):
(i )
ini ini ini ini
 j1 j2  j1fin j2fin
j12
m12

P



j1fin  j2fin

fin
j12



fin
j12
 j1fin  j2fin



j1fin  j2fin



fin
j12





fin
fin  j12
m12

fin
j12
 j1fin  j2fin

Pj(inii )mini jini j ini  jfin m fin j fin j fin
12

fin
fin  j12
m12

12

1

2

12

12

1

2

(25)
a

fin
m12
fin fin fin
j12
j1 j2

2

.

Here index i labels independent trajectories in a batch of N trajectories. This number is
also a convergence parameter (here, around 200 per one initial state, per energy point).
Average of probability over the batch gives cross section:
j

ini
ini j1ini j2ini  j1fin j2fin
12 m12



 J max
Nk

2

 (2 J
i

(i)

 1)Pj(inii )m ini j ini j ini  j fin j fin ,
12

12

1

2

1

(26)

2

which has to be substituted into Eq. (22). Note that sampling over J and l is done in
one step (two-dimensional sampling), since there is no requirement that every term in Eq.
(26) is converged. We only require that the entire sum in Eq. (26) is converged (i.e., only
the average cross section, rather than each individual probability). Thus, the procedure is
very efficient and only a moderate number of MQCT trajectories is needed.
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5.3 Numerical Results for N2+H2
Theory developed in the previous section was applied to N 2 + H2 system. We
had no goal of describing this process as accurately as possible, or as completely as
possible, but rather to test the equations we derived, the computational methodology we
developed, and the codes we wrote so far. Thus, we only considered several exemplary
state-to-state transition processes, and have taken into consideration only a few terms in
the potential energy expansion, just enough for these transitions to occur in the N 2 + H2
collisions. The following terms of the potential energy expansion in Eq. (14) were
included: A000, A202, A022 and A224. The potential energy surface of Ref. 40 was used.
In addition to MQCT
calculations we also carried out the

2

10

(0,2)

benchmark. MOLSCAT
calculations were much more

2

MOLSCAT,41 and used those as a

(Å )

full-quantum CC-calculations using
1

10

(0,2)
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Figure 3: State-to-state cross sections for excitation of
N2(j=0) by collisions with H2(j=2). Initial and final
rotational states of collision partners are labelled as (j1, j2),
where the first index belongs to N2 while the second index
belongs to H2. Full-quantum benchmark data are shown by
pink symbols, while results of MQCT are shown by green
lines. See text for detailed description of this computational
experiment.

some cases, we intentionally have
taken small basis set, in order to make the MOLSCAT calculations less costly. But, in all
cases the MQCT and the MOLSCAT calculations were carried out with exactly the same
rotational basis set and the same values of J max , in order to make comparison
straightforward and meaningful.
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The first test case was rotational excitation of N2 ( j1  0) by H2 ( j2  2) , with
no rotational transitions allowed in H2. Excitations of N2 into j1  2 , 4 and 6 were
analyzed. Thus, molecular basis set for H2 included only one rotational state, j2  2 ,
while the basis set for N2 included 9 rotational states, up to j1  16 . Only even values of

j1 were included, since homo-nuclear N2 is symmetric, so that only transitions with even
values of  j are allowed (notice that these quantum properties can be rigorously
described by MQCT.) As it was explained in Sec. 5.2.4, our approach requires running

(2 j1ini  1)(2 j2ini  1) independent calculations. Accordingly, we carried out 5 calculations
  2 of j12  2 . At low collision energies, we used J max  15
with initial states 2  m12
max
 120 , in both full-quantum and MQCT
, while at high collision energies we used J

calculations. Results are presented in Fig. 3 for the range of collisional energies from the
excitation threshold, which is 11.92 cm-1 for transition into j1  2 , up to the energy
4000 cm-1.
The full-quantum benchmark data illustrate that energy dependencies of stateto-state cross sections are quite involved (see Fig. 3). For all three transitions the value of
cross section rises quickly at the corresponding threshold. Scattering resonances are
observed in a short energy range just above the threshold, after which the dependence is
smooth, but not necessarily monotonic. Thus, the dependencies for excitation of j1  4
and 6 exhibit pronounced maxima near collision energies of 400 cm -1 and 800 cm-1,
respectively. For excitation of j1  2 the maximum is less important, and is hidden by
resonances at low energies, near 20 cm-1. At higher energies, cross sections for all three
transitions tend to decrease. On top of these major trends, we also see some smallamplitude oscillations of cross section dependencies, most noticeable in the case of
excitation into j1  2 (see Fig. 3). Besides resonances, MQCT captures all these
features. Even the excitation thresholds, and even the small oscillations of cross sections,
are accurately reproduced.
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At higher collision energies the results of MQCT become nearly identical to the
full-quantum results (see Fig. 3). This, perhaps, is the most practically important aspect
of MQCT, since the full-quantum calculations become prohibitively difficult at higher
energies, while MQCT calculations remain affordable. At lower energies the treatment of
resonances is probably possible within MQCT [36], but this topic is beyond the scope of
the present thesis, and is less important in practice, since the full-quantum calculations
are quite affordable in the low-energy regime. Accurate description of the excitation
thresholds within MQCT is possible due to the symmetrized approach [22], also known
as the average velocity approach, which we described in detail in our earlier paper [28].
The second test case we chosen was a process of quenching of rotationally
excited H2 ( j2  2) into its ground state j2  0 by collision with ground state N 2 ( j1  0
). In these calculations the basis set included j1  0 and 2 for N 2 , and, j2  0 and 2 for
H 2 , which is just two states for each collision partner. Again, (2 j1  1)(2 j2  1) of
ini

ini

  2.
independent calculations were carried out, which is 5 for j12  2 , with 2  m12
Note that this process does not have a threshold, since the internal rotational energy is
released. The amount of energy released by H 2 is quite significant, close to 360 cm-1,
consistent with j2  2 . The range of collision energies considered here was also
broad, from 1 cm-1 up to 4000 cm-1. MQCT results are presented in Fig. 4, together with
the full-quantum benchmark data obtained with MOLSCAT using the same basis set.
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Figure 4 illustrates that,
despite the fact that energy dependence
of inelastic cross section is not simple
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Figure 4. State-to-state cross sections for quenching of H2(j=2) by
collisions with N2(j=0). Initial and final rotational states of
collision partners are labelled as (j1, j2), where the first index
belongs to N2 while the second index belongs to H2. Full-quantum
benchmark data are shown by red symbols, while results of MQCT
are shown by green line. See text for detailed description of this
computational experiment.

Wigner law [42,43]. Here MQCT is
less accurate, which is expected from a method like MQCT (that incorporates a classical
component) in the quantum scattering regime (where the asymptotic Wigner law
behavior is typical). Several broad resonances in the energy range below 20 cm -1 (see Fig.
4) are reproduced by MQCT only on average. At higher energies, the value of cross
section also grows. Importantly, at collision energies above 50 cm -1 the results of MQCT
are nearly identical to the full-quantum results.
In order to derive the scaling law of MQCT for the molecule + molecule case,
we plotted in Fig. 5 the computational cost of our calculations presented in Fig. 3. The
first frame, Fig. 5(a) shows CPU time as function of the number of channels. Here the
notion of a “channel” should be discussed, since it is different from the channel in the
molecule + atom case. Thus, in the molecule + atom case the channels are nondegenerate energy levels. Those are labelled by j in the case of the diatomic molecule
(or by jkakc in the case of a general asymmetric top) and include 2 j  1 degenerate states
labelled by m , within each channel. In contrast, in the molecule + molecule case
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considered here the non-degenerate channels are labelled by the pairs of indexes ( j1 , j2 )
. Such “channels” include (2 j1  1)(2 j2  1) degenerate states labeled by j12 , and for
each value of j12 they include the 2 j12  1 of degenerate projection states labelled by

m12 . So, the channels in the molecule + molecule case include more degenerate states
than the channels in the molecule + atom case. Still, we prefer to analyze numerical
performance as a function of channels, rather than a function of states, because this can
be compared directly to the scaling law of the full-quantum calculations that also have
channels, but involve no projection states labelled by m .
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For example, in the previous work we found that the cost of fully converged
MQCT for the molecule + atom case scales as n 2 .5 , where n is the number of channels.
In this work, we see from
Fig. 4(a) that the cost scales
10
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Figure 5. Computational cost of MQCT calculations presented in
Fig. 3 for N2 + H2. Two frames correspond to two different
variables: a) as a function of the number of channels included in
calculations; b) as a function of collision energy.

when the collision energy is raised, the value of J max needed for convergence also
grows, and the cost of calculations increases dramatically, particularly for heavy collision
partners. While the scaling law of the full-quantum calculations with respect to the
number of channels is only on the order of n 4 in an idealized situation, in reality, when
the calculations are carried out for a broad energy range, the overall cost reaches n 6 to
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n 7 . Importantly, in MQCT such “overhead” does not occur (since the scattering process

is treated classically) and the cost remains low, n 3 .5 , as shown in Fig. 5(a).
In this respect, we want to mention that the data presented in Fig. 3 were
reported only for collision energies below 4000 cm -1 due to significant computational
cost of the MOLSCAT calculations at higher energies. Practical full-quantum
calculations at higher collision energies would require the parallel version of MOLSCAT,
which we did not use. However, MQCT calculations were quite efficient at even higher
energies. For example, in Fig. 5(b) we presented the cost of MQCT calculations as a
function of collision energy up to 10000 cm-1.
We worked out the mixed quantum classical theory, MQCT, for inelastic collision
of two molecules, where the internal (rotational) motion of the molecules is treated with
quantum mechanics, while the molecule-molecule scattering is described by classical
trajectories. The resultant MQCT formalism includes a system of coupled equations for
quantum probability amplitudes, and the mean-field classical equations of motion. The
procedure for sampling the initial conditions and computing cross sections has also been
devised. Derivations presented here were carried out for two diatomic molecules treated
as rigid rotors, but extension onto two polyatomic molecules, or inclusion of the
vibrational states into the basis set, are both relatively straightforward. To our best
knowledge such theory has never been formulated in the past.

5.4 Identical Particles
In the feature article published in JPCA [44] we outlined history and recent
advances in development and applications of the mixed quantum-classical theory
(MQCT) for inelastic scattering. In this method for description of molecular collisions the
internal (rotational, vibrational) states of collision partners are treated using timedependent Schrodinger equation, while their relative (translational) motion is treated
using classical trajectories [30-36,45]. Energy is exchanged between vibrational,
rotational and translational degrees of freedom, but the total energy is conserved [25-29].
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The corresponding theory for all relevant cases, starting with the simplest diatomic +
atom, and going to the most general molecule + molecule case, including collision of two
asymmetric-top rotors, has been recently developed. Careful benchmark studies have also
been carried out for several diatomic molecules, such as CO + He [29], N2 + Na [33], and
H2 + He [34], triatomic H2O + He [35], tetra-atomic CH3 + He [44], and polyatomic
molecule [36] HCOOCH3 + He (all collided with an atom), but also for one molecule +
molecule system, N2 + H2 [45]. These calculations included collisions of light and heavy

collision partners, at low and high collision energies (in a broad range from 1 to 10 4 cm1

), near threshold for excitation and for the quenching processes that have no threshold,

for both rotational and vibrational transitions, of total and differential scattering cross
sections (including forward scattering), at low levels of rotational excitation and for
highly excited cases (e.g., j = 22), running the fully-coupled MQCT calculations and a
simplified (coupled-states) version of MQCT.
It was found that at high collision energies this method is accurate, often giving
results identical to those of accurate full-quantum close-coupling calculations. At
moderate collision energies (typical to room temperature and below) the differences on
order of 10% have been observed for some of the systems listed above. At low collision
energies predictions of MQCT are often less accurate, particularly near threshold energy,
but even there they remain reasonable (within 30%, see Figs. 10 and 11 in Ref. 44). It is
still not clear whether MQCT approach is suitable for description of individual scattering
resonances but we saw that when resonances are multiple and narrow [33,45] MQCT
describes well the non-resonant “background” value of scattering cross section, while
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when the resonances are broad and overlapping [35,45] MQCT gives an averaged over
resonances behavior.
Importantly, the computational cost of MQCT is much lower compared to the cost
of full-quantum coupled-channel scattering calculations, and it scales more favorably
with increasing complexity of the problem (collision energy, number of internal states,
maximum value of total angular momentum Jmax) [35,36,44,45]. This allows treating
collisions of more complicated molecular systems than it was possible previously,
including small organic molecules, such as HCOOCH3, and triatomic + triatomic systems.
Demands for such inelastic scattering calculations are significant nowadays due to the
needs of astrochemical community [5,11,46-49], but also in other fields such as
atmospheric chemistry [25-27,1,12] and combustion [3,50].
In order to enable broad and general applications of MQCT to the important
problems in various fields we still have to demonstrate that this method is able to
reproduce (with sufficient accuracy) several quantum phenomena important in scattering.
As we outlined in the recent feature article [44], one of these remaining challenges was
description of identical particle scattering. Indistinguishability of collision partners
imposes symmetry constraints onto wave function of the system, which is important in all
scattering regimes (low and high collision energy), for all systems (light and heavy), for
all state-to-state transitions, and manifests in all kinds of observables. Thus, incorporation
of the exchange symmetry into MQCT is very much needed. Examples of the systems
where this feature is essential include H2 + H2 [7], CO + CO [51], NH + NH [52], and
many other diatomic molecules, but also triatomic molecules, such as H 2O + H2O [53] or
HCN + HCN [54] to name just a few. Theoretical prediction of cross sections for
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rotational excitation and quenching of these (and many other) molecules is needed, for
example, for interpretation of spectra emitted by various kinds of astrochemical objects,
such as cold molecular clouds, pre-stellar cores, and cometary comas [5,11,46-49].
In the following subsection, we propose how this symmetry can be built into
MQCT calculations, and we demonstrate that it works really well for the case of H 2 + H2,
which is the lightest, the most quantum (rather than classical) system. To our best
knowledge this has never been done in the past.

5.5 Theory for Identical Particle Scattering within MQCT Framework
Probability distribution is an observable moiety, and it should not change under
swap of two identical particles. This means that wave function of the system should
either remain the same, or change its sign under this operation. In MQCT this wave
function depends on quantum degrees of freedom that include, in the case of rotationally
inelastic scattering, the angles needed to describe individual orientations of colliding
molecules. For a diatomic + diatomic system those are r1  (r1,1, 1 ) and r2  (r2 ,2 , 2 ) ,
or using a composite notation r  (r1, r2 ) . These quantum degrees of freedom are defined
in the so-called body-fixed (BF) reference frame, tied to the molecule-molecule vector Q,
evolution of which is treated classically in the space-fixed (SF) reference frame. Note
that, although here we focus on rotational transitions only, we still include, for generality,
the bond length of each molecule, since this allows describing vibrational states and, in
the future, will permit to study ro-vibrational transitions. The total time-dependent wave
function of the system is expressed in MQCT as follows (in atomic units):
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 (r , t )   a nm (t )  nm (r ) e  iE t ,
n

nm

(1)
where anm are time-dependent expansion coefficients, nm is basis set of rotational
eigenstates of the system, while En are their corresponding energy eigenvalues. Index n
is a composite index that labels states and its meaning depends on the system. For a
diatomic + diatomic case n  { j1 j2 j} , where j1 and j2 are angular momenta of
individual molecules, while j represents the total angular momentum of two molecules,
j  j  j , which is also quantized in MQCT: | j1  j2 | j  j1  j2 . The meaning of m
1

2

is projection of j onto the molecule-molecule vector Q, which plays role of z-axis in the
BF reference frame. Energy En of an eigenstate depends on n only, and does not depend
on m.
The rotational eigenstates nm (r )   j1 j2 j m (r1 , r2 ) are analytic for diatomic +
diatomic systems, and are expressed though spherical harmonics of two molecules using
Glebsch-Gordan coefficients[38]. In the case of non-identical molecules, say AB + CD,
we use [45]

 j1 j2 j m (r1, r2 )  ( j1m1 j 2m2 | j m)Yj1m1 (r1 )Yj2m2 (r2 ) .

(2)

m1m2

In the case of identical molecules, say AB + AB, under swap of the molecules 1 and 2,
this expression transforms as follows
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Note that here we replaced r1 by r1 , and r2 by r2 , because under this swap the
direction of the molecule-molecule vector Q in the SF reference frame also changes,
( X , Y , Z )  (  X ,  Y ,  Z ) , and thus orientation of the entire BF reference frame

changes with respect to the SF reference frame. Using this transformed version, the
symmetrized wave function of given parity can be written as

( ) j1 j2 j m 
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 j1 j2 j m (r1, r2 )   j1 j2 j m (r2 , r1 )
2(1   j1 j2 )
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 j1 j2 j m (r1, r2 )  (1) j  j2 j1 j m (r1, r2 )
2(1   j1 j2 )



(4)

Symmetrized states of positive and negative parity are degenerate if the set of quantum
numbers n  { j1 j2 j} is the same. Using these states in the expansion of Eq. (1),
substituting this expansion into the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, and using the
Ehrenfest theorem leads to a set of coupled differential equations for time-evolution of
probability amplitudes anm , that are exactly equivalent to the MQCT equations reported
earlier [44,45,30,34], except that now the state-to-state transition matrix is different, as
explained next.
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Consider transition from the initial state n  { j1 j2 j} to the final state n  { j1 j2 j}
. For the case of non-identical collision partners the corresponding state-to-sate transition
n
matrix elements M n for diatomic + diatomic system were derived in our recent paper
n ()
(see Eq. (16) in Ref. 45). Using those, the matrix elements of given parity M n for

collision of identical molecules can be conveniently expressed as follows

M nn

()






~
~
1
M nn  (  1) j  M n~n  (  1) j M nn  (  1) j  j  M n~n
2 (1   j1 j2 )(1   j1 j2 )







1
M nn  (  1) j  M n~n ,
(1   j1 j2 )(1   j1 j2 )

(5)

where n  { j2 j1 j} is obtained from n by permutation of j1 with j2 . From Eq. (4) it
follows that   n~ m is different from   nm just by an overall sign change, i.e., they are
practically equivalent. Thus, the basis set size in Eq. (1) can be effectively reduced by a
factor of roughly two (compared to the case of non-identical molecules) to include only
the states with j1  j2 . However, two independent sets of MQCT calculations are
needed, with basis sets of each parity. Still, the reduction of matrix size has a dominant
effect, which makes MQCT calculations for identical molecules less expensive,
compared to the case of non-identical molecules. The states with j1  j 2 are all special,
since they require only one set of calculations, with either even or odd parity basis
functions, depending on the value of total j . This is because the second of those wave
functions vanishes, according to Eq. (4).
Classical-like equations for evolution of the molecule-molecule vector in the SF
reference frame also remain identical to those that we recently published[44,45,30,34],
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except the form of state-to-state transition matrix (as explained above) and its gradients.
Note that the relative (orbital) angular momentum  of two collision partners, and the
total angular momentum of the system J , are classical moieties within MQCT
framework. They are sampled continuously, uniformly and randomly trough the ranges

0  J  Jmax and | J  j |   J  j , and are not quantized [44,45,30,34]. In contrast, in
the full-quantum calculations  is quantized and, in the case of identical-particle
scattering, its value affects symmetry of the total wave function. Namely, instead of the
factor of (1) in Eq. (4) of MQCT, the full-quantum version of this formula contains a
j

j  j2  j 

factor of (1) 1

where  is included (see, for example, Eq. (14) in Ref. 31). Due to

this, the full-quantum calculations for identical-particle scattering are done with basis
functions of different parities for even and odd values of  (depending on the value of

j1  j2  j in a given state). In order to mimic this effect within MQCT framework we
see to options. One option, similar to “binning” used in the classical trajectory
simulations, would be to include 50% of MQCT trajectories (say, with  closer to even
integers) in the calculations for one parity, and the remaining 50% of MQCT trajectories
(say, with  closer to odd integers) in the calculations for the other parity. Alternatively,
one could sample  continuously in exactly the same way for two independent MQCT
calculations of both parities (without pretending that  is quantized) but, at the end, to
divide the resultant transition probabilities by two. In the classical scattering limit  1
the two options should give similar results, if properly converged. The first option may be
closer to quantum interpretation in the case of small  . We employed the second option,
since the idea of binning seemed to be less general.
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Initial conditions for MQCT calculations are set up by specifying anm  1 for the
initial state, where n  { j1 j2 j} . The values of probability amplitudes anm , where

n  { j1 j2 j} , at the final moment of time (after the collision) are used to compute the
corresponding state-to-state transition cross sections as follows

 jjjj

1 2

1 2

()
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(6)

In short, the inner parenthesis in this equation contain a sum of transition probabilities
over the final degenerate states m' of each final state j' varied in the range
| j1  j2 | j   j1  j 2 for a given pair of the final j1 and j2 . Those are averaged, by two

outermost sums in Eq. (6), over the degenerate initial states. There are 2 j  1 of such
initial m states for each initial j, with j taking values in the range | j1  j 2 | j  j1  j 2 ,
which results in ( 2 j1  1)( 2 j 2  1) degenerate initial states total for a given pair of the
initial j 1 and j 2 , which shows up in denominator of Eq. (6) for the overall average.
Sampling of the initial classical conditions for MQCT trajectories has already
been discussed in our earlier publications [44,45,30,34]. Index i in Eq. (6) labels N
collision trajectories in a batch, and MQCT cross section is averaged over those as well.
This is done by the sum in the middle of Eq. (6), which replaces summation over  in the
corresponding full-quantum expression for cross section. The factor of ½ in front of the
sum symbol appears only in the case of identical-molecule scattering, as we discussed
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above. Equation (6) is used to compute  jj11 jj22 (  ) and  jj11 jj22 (  ) in two sets of independent
 
 
 
calculations, then  jj11 jj22   jj11 jj22 (  )   jj11jj22 (  ) .

It should also be mentioned that the internal symmetry of each collision partner is
fully incorporated into MQCT in a straightforward way, through the elements of state-ton
state transition matrix M n . Some elements of this matrix vanish (due to integration of the

product of symmetric and antisymmetric functions), naturally leading to forbidden
transitions. This is entirely equivalent to the full-quantum theory. For example, in
homonuclear diatomic molecules only the transitions with j   2 are allowed
[33,34,45]. Here, we consider para-H2 in the initial state j  0 . So, the allowed final
states will have even values of the angular momentum quantum number, such as
j  2, 4, 6 , etc. Allowed vs. forbidden transitions have also been discussed for triatomic

[35] and tetra-atomic [44] molecules with identical atoms, all within MQCT framework.
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5.6 Numerical Results for H2+H2
As one can see, incorporation of
permutation symmetry into MQCT is
possible, and it does not require any
additional numerical effort. In this study,
we considered the case of H2 + H2 and
employed the potential energy surface
(PES) of Boothroyd et al [55]. In the past,
full-quantum calculations of H2 + H2
rotationally inelastic scattering have been
done on this surface by three different
groups [56-59], and those references are
used here as a benchmark. Figure 6
reports cross sections for excitation of the
ground rotational state ( j1 j 2 )  ( 0 0 ) into
several excited rotational states:
( j1 j 2 )  ( 2 0 ) , ( 2 2 ) , ( 4 0 ) and ( 4 2 ) ,

Figure 6. Inelastic cross section, as a function of energy in a
broad range, for transitions into five lowest excited rotational
states in H2 + H2 system, starting from the ground rotational
state (0 0). Final state is indicated in the upper left corner of
each frame. Full-quantum results of Lee et al [56] are shown
by dashed line, our MQCT results are shown by green
symbols. Reproduced with permission from Lee, T.-G.;
Balakrishnan, N.; Forrey, R. C.; Stancil, P. C.; Schultz, D.
R.; Ferland, G. J. J. Chem. Phys. 2006, 125, 114302-114302
(8)., Copyright AIP Publishing LLC.

in a broad range of collision energies (note that in the case when the initial state is the
ground rotational state only one set of calculations, that of positive parity, is needed:

 jjjj   jjjj (  ) ). Dependencies of cross sections on collision energy presented exhibit
1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

threshold at low energies, and tend to plateau at higher energies (see Fig. 6). Fullquantum results of Lee et al [56-57] are shown by dashed line, our MQCT results are
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shown by green symbols. We see
that comparison is very good
through the entire range of
collision energies, and for all
transitions. At higher collision
energies the differences on order
of ~10% are observed for
excitation of state ( 4 0 ) , and
some larger deviations for state
( 4 4 ) . Usually, MQCT is more

accurate at higher energies, so,
some non-vanishing deviations
in that regime signal about
possible differences in
representation of the potential
energy surface.

Figure 7. Inelastic cross section as a function of energy, with
low-energy range emphasized, for excitation of three
rotational states of H2 + H2 system, starting from the ground
rotational state (0 0). Final state is indicated in the upper left
corner of each frame. Full-quantum results of Lee et al [56]
are shown by solid line, our MQCT results are shown by green
symbols (same data as in Fig. 6). Results of Gatti et al [58]
(dashed line) and of Lin and Guo [59] (dotted line) are also
included. Reproduced with permission from Lee, T.-G.;
Balakrishnan, N.; Forrey, R. C.; Stancil, P. C.; Schultz, D. R.;
Ferland, G. J. J. Chem. Phys. 2007, 126, 179901, Copyright
AIP Publishing LLC.

For these calculations,
we expanded the PES of Ref. [55] over a symmetrized basis set of spherical harmonics,
just as Lee et al [56] did. But we noticed that for convergence of numerical quadrature we
needed more points that were used by Lee et al [56] (25 in our calculations vs 10 points
in their). So, our R-dependent coefficients were slightly different from those presented in
Fig. 2 of Ref. [56]. Also, we noticed that Eq. (12) of Lee et al [56] (or the same PES
expansion of Diep et al [60]) was different from the original formula of Green (see Eq.
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(4) in Ref. [38]) which is how the PES should be fed into the MOLSCAT [42] code. So,
it looks like the differences observed in Fig. 6 at high energies for transitions into ( 4 0 )
and ( 4 4 ) are, most probably, due to some differences in PES representation.
Figure 7 focuses on the low energy regime for excitation of states ( j1 j 2 )  ( 2 0 ) ,
( 2 2 ) and ( 4 0 ) , starting from the ground state ( j1 j 2 )  ( 0 0 ) . Three sets of the full-

quantum calculations are presented. Solid line represents results of time-independent
coupled-channel calculations of Lee et al [56] (same data as in Fig. 6) and these data may
be regarded as “exact”. Dashed line represents results of Gatti et al [58], obtained using
the time-dependent wave packet
technique that, in principle, is also
expected to be very accurate. Dotted
line represents older results of Lin and
Guo [59] obtained using an approximate
method, with Coriolis coupling term
neglected. One can see that out of three
approximate methods our results (green
dots) are closest to the “exact” results of
Lee et al [56]. This underlines the
importance of inclusion of the Coriolis

Figure 8. Elastic scattering cross section as a function
of energy for the ground rotational state (00) of H2 +
H2 system. Our MQCT results are shown by green
symbols, experimental data of Bauer et al [61] are
shown by large symbols with error bars. Solid, dashed
and dotted lines represent results of calculations using
different quantum methods and potential energy
surfaces, as discussed by Lee et al33 Reproduced with
permission from Lee, T.-G.; Balakrishnan, N.;
Forrey, R. C.; Stancil, P. C.; Schultz, D. R.; Ferland,
G. J. J. Chem. Phys. 2006, 125, 114302-114302 (8).,
Copyright AIP Publishing LLC.

coupling terms, which is done in MQCT
in the mixed quantum/classical fashion, but appears to work really well even for the
lightest, most non-classical molecule + molecule system, H 2 + H2. For heavier molecules
MQCT is expected to work even better.
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Figure 8 compares results of several theoretical methods against experimental
data of Bauer et al [61] (large symbols with error bars) for the elastic scattering channel,
( j1 j 2 )  ( j1 j 2 )  ( 0 0 ) . All theoretical data show good agreement with experiment, but

some show more oscillations than it is observed in the experiment, where the dependence
is rather smooth. MQCT results are certainly closer to experimental data than some of the
earlier results, and are comparable to more recent theoretical data presented in Fig. 8.
It should be noted that some experimental data, at lower collision energies, are
also available for the inelastic transition (00) → (20) in H 2 + H2, from the work of Mate
et al [62]. It was shown, however, that the BMKP PES of Boothroyd et al. [55]
(employed here for benchmark purposes) disagrees with these experimental data. Another
PES for H2 + H2 called DJ [60], is known to agree well with experimental data of Mate at
all [62], but the range of validity of that PES is limited to collision energies below 3000
cm-1. For this reason, the BMKP surface was chosen for the broad-range benchmark
studies of this work, up to 2 eV, or ~16 000 cm -1.

5.7 Conclusions for Chapter 5
We worked out the mixed quantum classical theory, MQCT, for inelastic collision
of two molecules, where the internal (rotational) motion of the molecules is treated with
quantum mechanics, while the molecule-molecule scattering is described by classical
trajectories. The resultant MQCT formalism includes a system of coupled equations for
quantum probability amplitudes, and the mean-field classical equations of motion. The
procedure for sampling the initial conditions and computing cross sections has also been
devised. Derivations presented here were carried out for two diatomic molecules treated as
rigid rotors, but extension onto two polyatomic molecules, or inclusion of the vibrational
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states into the basis set, are both relatively straightforward. To our best knowledge such
theory has never been formulated in the past.
We also carried out some numerical tests of this theory, using a real system N 2 +
H2 with accurate potential energy surface, for a broad range of collision energies and
several most important state-to-state transitions. Besides scattering resonances at low
collision energies (which we did not try to describe here) the full-quantum results were
reproduced by MQCT in detail, including the excitation thresholds, the maxima of cross
sections, some small oscillations of energy dependencies, and the asymptotic behavior.
Most importantly, at higher energies the results of MQCT become nearly identical to the
full quantum results. It looks like in this energy range MQCT is a good alternative to the
full-quantum calculations, since the latter become computationally expensive. The scaling
law (computational cost vs. system complexity) was also determined for MQCT, and was
found to be much more favorable compared to that of the full-quantum calculations.
One way of using MQCT is by blending its results with results of the full-quantum
CC calculations. Namely, in order to compute rate coefficients, the values of cross sections
are typically needed in a broad range of collision energies. One could start by running CC
calculations at lower energies, because they are quite affordable there, and because
scattering resonances may occur in this regime. At higher energies, where CC calculations
become too demanding, one may start MQCT and check if it is in good agreement with CC
method. If yes, one could stop CC calculations and continue with MQCT only, since it is
more affordable and is sufficiently accurate at higher energies. The standard practice
nowadays is to switch, at higher energies, from the exact CC to an approximate CS method.
However, we showed in our recent work on several systems and in different collision
regimes [33,35] that the fully-coupled MQCT is more accurate than CS approximation,
where centrifugal coupling is neglected and transitions between different m-states do not
occur. So, switching to MQCT, instead of CS, may be more advantageous.
Without the proper treatment of exchange symmetry, developed and tested in this
article, the level of agreement that we see in Figs. 6-8 between MQCT and the full-quantum
calculations or experiments, would be impossible. This development permits to carry out
in the near future the calculations of rotationally inelastic scattering in such complex
systems as H2O + H2O, and calculations of ro-vibrationally inelastic scattering in many
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diatomic + diatomic systems which carries both fundamental and applied importance.
Moreover, comparisons presented in Fig. 7 indicate that results of the fully-coupled MQCT
(with Coriolis coupling included) are superior to results of the approximate quantum
coupled-states calculations, where the corresponding coupling terms are omitted to reduce
numerical cost. It is a very important conclusion, that it is better to include this type of
interaction classically within MQCT framework, rather than neglect it completely. This
finding has rather broad applications as well, in various sub-fields of the chemical reaction
dynamics, beyond the rotationally inelastic scattering.
Several topics related to MQCT still require further work. Although less important
from practical perspective, the question of scattering resonances is important from
theoretical point of view. Earlier work by others indicates that it might be possible to use
phase information to describe resonances within MQCT framework. Also, it is an
interesting question whether MQCT is capable of describing accurately the so-called quasiresonant energy transfer between two molecules. We plan exploring some of these issues
in the near future.
Finally, from the method development perspective, it would be interesting to
formulate MQCT using grid representation (DVR) of the rotational wave function, instead
of the basis set expansion (FBR) used here. Such treatment of rotational wave packets may
be more efficient for molecules and processes where large number of rotational states is
excited, leading to large state-to-state transition matrixes that are difficult to handle. One
important applications of such methodology would be in inelastic scattering by polyatomic
molecules, where the spectra of rotational states are very dense.
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CHAPTER 6. INELASTIC SCATTERING OF TWO
ASYMMETRIC-TOP ROTORS WITH APPLICATION TO H2O +
H 2O
6.1 The Limitations of the Full Quantum Approach and MQCT for
Computationally Challengeable Systems
The standard full-quantum theory of molecular inelastic scattering, known as
coupled channel (CC) formalism, leads to a large system of coupled differential equations
[1,2]. The size of this system depends on the number of internal (rotational, vibrational)
states of the molecules, but also on the number of molecule-molecule orbital angular
momentum states (partial waves) taken into account for description of the scattering
process. Numerically efficient methods and computer codes [3,4] have been developed to
solve this problem, which enabled computational studies of many important scattering
processes. Computationally affordable cases include atom + diatomic [5-7], diatomic +
diatomic [8-11] and atom + triatomic [12] collisions.
As molecules become larger and heavier one has to deal with higher density of the
internal states (e.g., rotational levels in polyatomic molecules). The problem becomes
severe at higher collision energies, when the number of accessible states becomes huge,
simultaneously with a large number of partial waves required for description of heavyparticle scattering. For example, full-quantum calculations for rotationally inelastic
scattering of diatomic + triatomic systems are very demanding [13-15]. Likewise,
inelastic scattering calculations for polyatomic molecules appear to be affordable only at
small scattering energies [16-19]. As the focus of community shifts towards more diverse
and complex gas-phase chemistry [20], and as electronic structure calculations of
potential energy surfaces become affordable for larger molecules, one starts begging for
development of an alternative, more practical approach to molecular scattering.
In recent years, we developed a simplified mixed quantum/classical theory
(MQCT) for inelastic scattering in which the relative motion of collision partners is
treated approximately, classically, whereas their internal motion is still described
rigorously using quantum mechanics. Since the scattering process is described by
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independent classical trajectories there is no coupling between different values of orbital
angular momentum, which reduces the sizes of matrixes and systems of equations (now
determined only by the number of internal states of the molecules). Further speed up is
achieved by intrinsic massive parallelism of MQCT, where different trajectories are
independent and can be propagated simultaneously using different processors, without
any message passing. The resultant computational gain is very substantial, allowing
inelastic scattering calculations for larger molecules and at higher collision energies,
compared to the standard full-quantum approach.
We thoroughly tested this approach, vs. rigorous full-quantum calculations for an
atom collided with diatomic molecules (CO + He [21], H2 + He [22], and N2 + Na [23]),
triatomic H2O + He [24,25], tetratomic CH3 + He [26], and polyatomic HCOOCH3 + He
[27], but also for diatomic + diatomic collisions (N2 + H2 [28] and H2 + H2 [29]). These
systematic studies involved heavy and light collision partners, quenching and excitation
at low and high collision energies, mostly rotational but also some vibrational transitions,
including coherence effects for the elastic channel, scattering of identical partners, and
computing both total and differential scattering cross sections. Typically, at intermediate
and higher collision energies results of MQCT are very close, often identical to the fullquantum results. But even at low collision energies, where classical approximation is not
expected to be particularly accurate, the results of MQCT are still reasonable (e.g., near
excitation threshold). A proposal was made [26] to blend the full-quantum calculations at
low collision energies, where they are indispensable and often affordable, with MQCT
calculations at higher collision energies, where they are expected to be accurate, and
where no other known method is practical.
This chapter is a capstone for our previous work, since here we expand MQCT
theory onto the most general case – a collision of two asymmetric-top rotor molecules,
and use it for calculations of H2O + H2O rotationally inelastic scattering.
The water molecule was a subject of several relevant studies using the fullquantum approach [12-15], but those included either H atom or H 2 molecule as its
collision partner, which is much simpler. The H2O + H2O system is so complicated that
accurate scattering calculations have never been attempted for it, to our best knowledge.
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In fact, the two most popular
scattering codes in use by
community today, MOLSCAT
[3] and HIBRIDON [4], do not
even have capabilities of
inelastic scattering calculations
for the asymmetric-top +
asymmetric-top systems. The
only example of quantum H2O
+ H2O scattering calculations is
found in the early work of Clary
[30], but there a very
approximate infinite order
sudden (IOS) assumption for
collision was employed.
Thus, this work also
breaks the grounds in the
inelastic scattering calculations
for H2O + H2O system, which is
important on its own, for

Figure 1. Euler angle rotations of two water molecules
relative to the body-fixed frame tied to the instantaneous
molecule-molecule vector Q, treated classically. a) Reference
orientation with all angles set to zero. All axis labels are
unprimed. The direction of first rotation is indicated for each
molecule. b) New orientations, after first rotation of each
molecule. New molecule-fixed axes, tied to the principal
moments of inertia, are shown in blue and given primed labels.
See text for further details.

example, as a probe of conditions in cometary comas [31-33], and other astrophysical
environments [34].

6.2 Theory
6.2.1 Classical Degrees of Freedom
In MQCT the relative position of two scattering partners is given by vector Q that
connects their centers of mass, as shown in Fig. 1. Time-evolution of this vector relative
to the space-fixed reference frame (laboratory frame) describes the process of scattering.
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Spherical coordinates are used for this: Q  ( R, ,  ) . It is possible to demonstrate
[22,23] that the average Ehrenfest potential, that governs this scattering process,
possesses cylindrical symmetry for rotation around the vector Q, which keeps the
collision trajectory planar and permits to restrict consideration to one plane, say the
equatorial plane    / 2 (horizontal plane in Fig. 1), without loss of generality. The
collision event can be thought of classically: At the initial moment of time two collision
partners are in the asymptotic range, separated by large distance R  Q , that shortens
during the time of collision and increases again as collision partners leave the interaction
region. The deflection process is determined by change of the azimuthal angle  , that
simply describes the rotation of Q in the equatorial plane, as collision partners approach
each other, collide and scatter. Thus, only two classical degrees of freedom are
effectively used in this theory, R and  , together with their conjugate momenta PR and

P . Classical like equations of motion for time evolution of these classical variables,
R ( t ) ,  (t ) , PR (t) and P (t ) , were derived and discussed in the recent literature

[22,23,27,28]. Here we also list them, for completeness, and in a slightly different form,
found to be more suitable for efficient numerical implementation
P
R  R ;

(1)

  P ;

 R2

(2)

n
M nn *
P2
PR    ei n t 
amn amn   3 ;
R
R
n n
m

(3)



n
P  i  ei n t  M nn [am* 1,n amn j( j  1)  m(m  1)  am* 1,n amn j( j  1)  m(m  1)

n

n

m

 am* n am1,n j ( j  1)  m(m  1)  am* n am1,n j ( j  1)  m(m  1) ] 2.
(4)
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n
In these equations  n  En  En is used to label energy differences between the initial


(lower index) and the final (upper index) internal quantum states of the system, whereas

amn(t) represent time-evolving probability amplitudes for these states
amn  i ei nt M nn amn
n

(5)

n

 [am1,n j ( j  1)  m(m  1)  am1,n j ( j  1)  m(m  1) ] 2.
i

The last term of Eq. (5) describes Coriolis coupling between states with m  1 , driven

 (t ) . Neglecting this term leads to the coupled-states (CS)
by classical angular speed 
approximation within MQCT, while retaining this term corresponds to the fully-coupled
n
version of MQCT (or coupled-channel MQCT). Matrix Mn (R) in Eqs. (3-5) is a

potential coupling matrix, its R-dependent elements are real, time independent, and are
different for different values of m. The range of m is between  min( j , j ) and
 min( j , j ) . The meaning of quantum numbers m, j and a composite label n are

discussed next.

6.2.2 Quantum Degrees of Freedom and the Reference Frame
Here, for transparency, we will talk about two colliding water molecules -molecule one and molecule two, but, since the water molecule is treated exactly, as a
general asymmetric top rotor, this theory is applicable to collision of any two molecules.
Adaptation of this theory to scattering of two identical molecules is made further below.
So, rotation of each scattering partner is treated quantum mechanically and is
described by a set of usual Euler angles: 1  (1, 1, 1 ) for molecule one and

2  (2 , 2 ,  2 ) for molecule two, as shown in Fig. 1. Rotational states of each molecule
are quantized, described by the corresponding wave functions
m

( 1 , 1 ,  1 ) 
j k Ak C

1 1 1

1

2 j1  1  j1 j1k1A k1C j1
 bk Dm1k (1 , 1 ,  1 ) ,
8 2 k   j1

(6)
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m

A C
2 j2 k 2 k 2

( 2 ,  2 ,  2 ) 

2 j2  1  j2 j2 k 2A k 2C j2
 ck Dm2 k ( 2 ,  2 ,  2 ) .
8 2 k   j2
A C

(7)
A C

A set of expansion coefficients for each molecule, bkj1k1 k1 and ckj2 k2 k2 , is obtained
by diagonalization of asymmetric-top Hamiltonian matrix in a corresponding basis set of
Wigner D-functions, Dmj11k (1 , 1 ,  1 ) and Dmj22k (2 , 2 ,  2 ) , respectively [35]. According to
standard notation, rotational states of an asymmetric top are labelled (in addition to j 1
A
C
and m1 for molecule one) by quantum numbers k1 and k1 that represent projections of

j1 onto the principal axis of inertia with smallest and largest values of rotational
A
C
constants, respectively. And similar for k2 and k2 for the angular momentum j2 of

molecule two (in addition to j2 and m2 ). Note that for water molecule this A-axis is also
the axis of symmetry. It should be stressed that here we use the so-called body-fixed
reference frame, where z-axis is defined to pass through the centers of mass of two
molecules (i.e., is tied to the classical molecule-molecule vector Q). As collision
progresses, this axis turns together with collision partners relative to the space-fixed
reference frame (same as vector Q), and this effect is incorporated into the equations of
motion (1-5) as discussed in our earlier papers [21,27]. Projection m1 of momentum j1
and projection m2 of momentum j 2 are made onto this body-fixed z-axis, or
equivalently on Q. The Euler angles 1  (1, 1, 1 ) and 2  (2 , 2 ,  2 ) are also
defined relative to this body-fixed frame, using the so-called intrinsic rotations, or
according to z-y′-z″ convention (note that these are different from extrinsic rotations
discussed in Appendix A). Since interaction between molecules is invariant under
rotation around z-axes, one can set

1  0, and use only

 2   . Figure 1a gives the

“reference” orientation of the system, when 1  (0,0, 0) and 2  (0,0,0) , and the
symmetry axis of each molecule is aligned with z-axis (or equivalently with Q). The
direction for rotation of molecule two around z-axis by angle  , and the direction for
rotation of molecule one around y 1 -axis by angle  1 are also indicated in Fig. 1a. In Fig.
1b new positions of the molecule-fixed frames are shown are shown, ( x1 , z1 ) for
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molecule one and ( x2 , y 2 ) for molecule two, and the directions for the following rotations
of each molecule are indicated: rotation around z1 -axis by  1 (which is the last rotation
for molecule one) and rotation around y 2 -axis by  2 for molecule two. One remaining
rotation, of molecule two by angle  2 is not shown in Fig. 1, since it occurs around new
axis z 2 .
The total angular momentum of two molecules j  j1  j2 is also quantized in
MQCT. The corresponding eigenfunctions can be formally expressed through states of
two coupled rotors

m j j k AkC j k AkC (1 , 2 ) 
1 1 1 2 2 2

( j m j m
1

m1m2

1 2

2

| jm)m j k Ak C ( 1 )m j k Ak C (2 )
1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2

(8)

Coefficients of this expansion, ( j1m1 j2m2 | jm) , the so-called Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients [36], are non-zero only if m  m1  m2 and j1  j2  j  j1  j2 , where m is
projection of j on Q, so, the sum in Eq. (8) should include all possible cases. A
composite index n is used to label the total set of quantum numbers for the system,

n  { j j1k1Ak1C j2 k2Ak2C } . This is exactly the same index n used in Eqs. (3-5), thus, Eq. (8)
A C
A C
gives expression for mn . It is also convenient to use n1  { j1k1 k1 } and n2  { j2 k2 k2 }

for the states of molecules one and two, respectively, so that n  { j n1n2}.

6.2.3 Potential Coupling Matrix Elements
We have already demonstrated (and will confirm it one more time further below)
that the potential coupling matrix M (R) is diagonal in m, i.e., its elements for transition

nm  nm are non-zero only if m  m . However, the actual values of non-zero matrix
elements depend on m . So, for given fixed m consider the matrix element for transition

n  n
M nn ( R )   m n (  1 ,  2 ) V ( R ,  1 ,  2 )  m n  (  1 ,  2 )

(9)
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Here V ( R ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ) is the potential energy hypersurface for moleculemolecule interaction, expressed through the same variables: the molecule-molecule
distance R and two sets of Euler angles. From Fig. 1 we can see that without loss of
generality one of these angles can be eliminated, since the potential energy remains
unchanged if the system, as a whole, rotates around Q. So,
V ( R ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 )  V ( R ,0 ,  1 ,  1 ,  ,  2 ,  2 ) , where we defined the difference of

  2  1 . In recent literature, a new PES for water-water

angles as new variable

interaction was computed and presented using similar variables [37,38]. We adopted this
surface for our calculations, as outlined in Appendix A.
One straightforward way of computing matrix elements is by numerical fivedimensional quadrature (e.g., Gauss-Legendre method along each angular coordinate)
M nn ( R )
2

2



2



2

  d1  d 2  sin 1d 1  d 1  sin  2 d  2  d 2V ( R, 1 ,  2 ) *mn (1 ,  2 ) m n (1 ,  2 )
0

 2

0

0

0



 2

0

0

0

2

0



2

 d  sin  d   d  sin  d   d
1

1

1

0

2

0

2

2

0

 V ( R,0, 1 ,  1 , ,  2 ,  2 ) *mn (0, 1 ,  1 , ,  2 ,  2 ) m n (0, 1 ,  1 , ,  2 ,  2 )
2



2



2

0

0

0

0

0

 2  d  sin 1d 1  d 1  sin  2 d  2  d 2
 V ( R,0, 1 ,  1 , ,  2 ,  2 ) *mn (0, 1 ,  1 , ,  2 ,  2 ) m n (0, 1 ,  1 , ,  2 ,  2 ).

(10)
We implemented this method in our calculations, but also followed an alternative
approach described below, since that second method could be more efficient
computationally and, possibly, would allow more straightforward comparison with
standard full-quantum calculations (if they would appear in the future).
Namely, in a method used normally in the typical full-quantum scattering
calculations the multi-dimensional potential is expanded over a basis set of suitable
functions. Following Szalewicz [37,38] we used
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V ( R, 1 , 2 ) 

 V 

l11l22l

l1 1l2 2l

( R) Al11l22l (1 , 2 ) ,
(11)

where the real functions are employed, as follows
Al11l2 2l ( 1 ,  2 )

m

(12)

( 2l1  1)( 2l2  1)
(l1m l2  m | l 0) Dml11 ( 1 ) Dl2m 2 (  2 ).
2
8

The range of m is between  min(l1, l2 ) and  min(l1, l2 ) . Note that in order to use this
method, one should still compute the multi-dimensional integrals, to determine the values
of expansion coefficients Vl11l22l ( R) by projecting the PES V ( R ,  1 ,  2 ) onto the “basis
functions” Al11l22l (1, 2 ) . But, if the expansion coefficients are determined on a grid of
points along R, then those can be splined and the values of all matrix elements are
computed quickly at any point along R (using the formula derived below). This is
different from the first method, Eq. (10), where each matrix element should be
precomputed on R-grid and then splined between those points. Depending on complexity
of the PES, and the number of states of the system, the first or the second method can be
better (faster). In order to test our theory and new code we implemented both methods
and made sure they give identical results.
In order to use the expansion of Eq. (11) in Eq. (9) we have to be able to compute
the following matrix element
 m n (  1 ,  2 ) Al11l2 2l (  1 ,  2 )  m n  (  1 ,  2 ) ,

(13)
A C

A C

by expressing them analytically through the coefficients bkj1k1 k1 and ckj2 k2 k2 of Eqs. (6-7).
The derivations are relatively straightforward but somewhat lengthy, and for the sake of
transparency are presented separately, in Appendix B. The formula used to calculate
n
matrix elements Mn (R) equation through the expansion coefficients Vl11l22l ( R) is also

derived in Appendix C.
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6.2.4 Identical Particle Exchange Symmetry
In addition to the wave function m n (1, 2 ) defined by Eq. (8), consider another
~
wave function  m n (1 ,  2 ) , obtained from it by swapping the molecules one and two.

Several arguments should be taken into account. First of all, since the identity of
molecules is retained, this swap, obviously, inverts direction of the classical vector Q in
space, namely, ( X , Y , Z )  ( X ,Y , Z ) . Second, for an arbitrary orientation of
molecule in space, defined by some   ( ,  ,  ) , inversion of Q changes the values of

~

coordinates to new values [35]:   (   ,    ,    ) , and this concerns each
molecule. Third, if we swap two molecules, each takes the quantum state of the partner,
and its corresponding wave function. The expansion coefficients used to give wave
function of the entire system in Eq. (8), Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, should be modified
accordingly. All these features are incorporated into new total wave function of the
system, as follows

 ,
 )
 (  ,  )   (

mn
1
2
mn
2
1


( jm j m
1

1 2

2

m1m2

 )
| jm) m j k Ak C ( 
2
m

A C
2 j2 k2 k2

1 1 1 1

 ( 1) j1  j2  j  ( j2m2 j1m1 | jm) m
m1m2

A C
2 j2 k2 k2

 )
(
1

(14)

 ) A C ( 
 ).
(
1
2
m jk k
1 1 1 1

The goal here is to make this expression look as the original formula of Eq. (8) multiplied
by a phase factor (or, actually, to derive the expression for this phase factor). In the
second part of Eq. (14) we have already inverted the order of states in the Clebschj  j2  j

Gordan coefficient [36], which gave a part of this factor, (1) 1

. The remaining task

is to transform individual asymmetric-top wave function of each molecule. Using their
definitions, Eqs. (6-7), we can write (say, for the molecule two, now in the original
rotational state of the molecule one)
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m j k A k C (   2 ,    2 ,    2 )
1 1 1

1



2 j1  1  j1 j1k1A k1C j1
 bk Dm1k1 (   2 ,    2 ,    2 )
8 2 k1   j1 1



2 j1  1  j1 j1k1A k1C
bk1
( 1) j1  k1 Dmj11 ,  k1 ( 2 ,  2 ,  2 )

2
8 k1   j1

 (1) j1

(15)

A C
2 j1  1  j1
( 1) k1 bkj11k1 k1 Dmj11 ,  k1 ( 2 ,  2 ,  2 )

2
8 k1   j1

j k1

Here we used a property of Wigner D-function [36], which gave the factor of (1) 1

,

but also swapped D-functions with positive and negative values of   ( ,  ,  ) . Same
considerations, applied to wave function of the molecule one (in the original state of
j k2

molecule two), which gives the factor (1) 2

.

Note that a product of (1) 1 and (1) 2 obtained in Eq. (15) multiplied by the
j

j  j2  j

factor (1) 1

j

obtained in Eq. (14) gives simply (1) , just as in our previous work on
j

diatomic-diatomic scattering [29]. The factors (1) 1 and (1) 2 disappear if we split the
k

k

total sum over k onto two, one of which includes only the terms with even values of k
(both positive and negative) including zero, while the other includes only the terms with
odd values of k , namely, from Eq. (15)
m

A C
1 j1 k1 k1

( 2 ) 


A C
A C
2 j1  1 

b j1k1 k1 D mj11 ,  k1 (  2 )   bkj11k1 k1 D mj11 ,  k1 (  2 ) .
2   k1
8  evn k1
odd k1


(16)

The overall range of k1 -values is still  j1  k1   j1 . And similar for the other molecule.
Importantly, as it is shown in Appendix C, no rotational states of the asymmetric-top
rotor include both even and odd k1 -values in the expansion (i.e., even and odd k1 -values
don’t mix). Some states, called para-states, are described by the first sum in Eq. (15),
while other states, called ortho-states, are described by the second sum in Eq. (16), which
permits to simplify it as follows
mp/oj k A k C (  2 )  ( 1)1
1 1 1

1

A C
2 j1  1
bkj11k1 k1 Dmj11 ,  k1 (  2 ) .

2
8 evn/odd k1

(17)
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The value of

1  0 (Greek kappa) is taken simultaneously with even k1 -values for para-

states, while

 2  0 is taken with odd k1 -values for ortho-states. And similar for the

other molecule.
Moreover, as it is also shown in Appendix C, the coefficients of expansion obey
A C
1 1 k1

the following property: bkj k
1

A C

 p1 bj1kk11 k1 (for all values of

k1 in the range  j1  k1   j1

), where p1  1 determines inversion parity of the rotational states of the molecule. This
is equivalent to paring D-functions with different signs of k1 into new basis functions of
positive and negative parity
mp/oj k A k C (  2 )  ( 1)1
1 1 1

1

 ( 1)1 p1



A C
2 j1  1
bkj11k1 k1 Dmj11 ,  k1 (  2 )  Dmj11k1 (  2 )

2
8 evn/odd k1  0





A C
2 j1  1
bkj11k1 k1 Dmj11k1 (  2 )  Dmj11 ,  k1 (  2 )

2
8 evn/odd k1 0



(18)

 ( 1)1 p1m p/o
( 2 )
j k Ak C
1 1 1

1

Note that here the range of k1 -values is reduced to non-negative values only, just

0  k1  j1 . And similar for the other molecule.
Overall, we can write for the wave function of two swapped molecules

~
 m n (1,  2 )  (1) j (1)1  2 p1 p2  ( j1m1 j2m2 | jm)m p/oj k Ak C (1 )m p/o
( 2 ).
j k Ak C
2 2 2

m1m2

2

1 1 1

1

(19)

Note that in Eqs. (18-19) we introduced new notation to label molecular eigenstates of

given parity,  () . These can also be used for the original wave functions (before the
A C
1 1 k1

swap), since the property bkj k
1

 m p/oj k Ak C (  1 ) 
1 1 1

1

A C

 p1 bj1kk11 k1 is valid in either case

A C
2 j1  1
bkj11k1 k1 Dmj11k1 (  1 )  Dmj11 , k1 (  1 )

2
8 evn/odd k1 0





(20)

And similar expression for the molecule two. It should be stressed that the para/orthostates (with respect to the values of k in the basis), and the states of two parities (with
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respect to inversion) occur in any asymmetric-top molecule, not just in water, and
irrespective to the process of collision with any given partner (e.g., in the absence of any
collision partner).
Finally, the symmetrized overall wave function of the system of two molecules
can be written as positive or negative superposition of the original and swapped wave
function

 mn
( 1 ,  2 ) 




 ( ,  )
 m n ( 1 ,  2 )  
mn
1
2
2(1  12 )

 m n ( 1 ,  2 )  ( 1) j ( 1)1  2 p1 p2 m n ( 1 ,  2 )
2(1  12 )

(21)

1
( m n ( 1 ,  2 )  p m n ( 1 ,  2 ))
2(1  12 )

Here n  { j n2n1} , where particles one and two have been swapped. We also introduced
the total inversion parity of the overall wave function of two molecules as

p  (1) j (1)1 2 p1 p2 . Normalization coefficient includes Kronecker symbol for the
states of two molecules:  12   j k Ak C , j k Ak C . One can see that many combinations of para
1 1

1

2 2

2

and ortho states of both parties of two molecules are possible. Next section discusses
which state-to-state transitions are allowed/forbidden, and what are the corresponding
matrix elements.

6.2.5 Transitions in the Case of Identical Particles
Exchange parity of the overall wave function of two-molecule system is very
handy, because it appears that state-to-state transitions n  n are allowed only between
states of the same parity, which restricts the values of final quantum numbers n  { jn1n2}
for a chosen initial state n  { jn1n2 } , for every value of m. Let’s demonstrate this.
Consider the matrix element where exchange parities are the same (both are + or both are
–)
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M nn(  ) ( R )   mn
(  1 ,  2 ) V ( R ,  1 ,  2 )  mn
 ( 1,  2 )

 ( ,  )
 m n ( 1 ,  2 )  
mn
1
2





2(1  12 )

1
2 (1  12 )(1  12 )



mn

V ( R,  1 ,  2 )

 ( ,  )
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mn
1
2

(22)

2(1   12 )

(  1 ,  2 ) V ( R , 1 ,  2 )  m n  ( 1 ,  2 )

 (  ,  ) V ( R,  ,  ) 
  ( ,  )
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2
1
2
mn
1
2
  ( ,  )
  m n ( 1 ,  2 ) V ( R , 1 ,  2 ) 
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1
2



 (  ,  ) V ( R,  ,  )   (  ,  ) ;
 
mn
1
2
1
2
mn
1
2
Next step is to take into account that with our choice of coordinates the value of potential
does not change under the swap of two molecules. (Note that this is not necessarily the
case with other choices of coordinates, see Appendix A.) So, using

 ,
 ) and 
 )  p  (  ,  ) , see Eq.
 ( ,  )   (  , 
V ( R, 1 , 2 )  V ( R, 
2
1
mn
1
2
mn
2
1
mn
1
2
(19), we can group terms in the previous expression as follows
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(23)



( 1 ,  2 ) V ( R , 1 ,  2 )  m n  ( 1 ,  2 )

 p  m n ( 1 ,  2 ) V ( R, 1 ,  2 )  m n ( 1 ,  2 )



where state n  { jn2n1} is obtained from n  { jn1n2 } by swapping particles one and
two.
Note that in Eq. (23) we employed the following properties
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 ) V ( R, 
 ,
 )  (
 ,
 ) ;
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2
1
2
1
m n 
2
1
(24)
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One can compute non-zero matrix elements using Eq. (23) directly building, the basis of
symmetrized functions. Alternatively, if the total state-to-state transition matrix (without
taking into account the exchange symmetry) is computed as outlined in Sec. II-C and
Appendix B, then the symmetrized matrix element for states of given parity can be easily
constructed by superposition
M nn(  )   M nn  p M nn  

(1   12 )(1   12 ) .

(25)

And, it is possible to show that when the parities are different for the initial and the final
states of the system, the matrix element is zero
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2
1
2
1
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2
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6.2.6 Effect of Potential Symmetry for H2O Molecules
Several properties of the potential energy surface expansion coefficients in Eq.
(11) are worth mentioning [37,38]

Vl11l22l  ( 1)l1 l2 Vl22l11l

(27)

Vl11l22l  ( 1)l1 1 l2 2 l Vl1 1l2 2l

(28)

Vl11l22l  0 ,

for odd 1,2 .

(29)

First of these is related to the fact that two collision partners are identical, and swapping
them does not change the potential energy. The meaning of second is that potential
should remain the same under simultaneous inversion of both molecules. The third
reflects C2v symmetry of each water molecule.
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In our calculations reported in the next section we included in the expansion of
Eq. (11) all terms with l  6 [37,38]. This is, roughly, two thousand terms total in the
PES expansion. Using the properties of Eqs. (25,26) this number is reduced to just 254
non-zero and unique terms, with l1, 2  6 and even values of 1,2 .

6.3 Results for H2O+H2O
6.3.1 Properties of Potential and Matrix Elements
It is expected that a system of

40

two polar water molecules would
dipole-dipole interaction. This

20

V, kcal/mol

exhibit rather strong long-range

21203
0 20002

22002

property of the potential energy
surface becomes clear if we analyze
behavior of the expansion coefficients

Vl11l22l ( R) in Eq. (11), as a function of
molecule-molecule distance R .
Several most important coefficients
are presented in Fig. 2, labeled by five
numbers: l11l22l . Recall that 1 and
 2 are even, while l1 and l2 are such

-20
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00000
10001

-40
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Figure 2. Expansion coefficients, as a function of
molecule-molecule distance, for potential energy
surface of the water-water system represented by Eq.
(11). Six most important terms are shown. Labels

include five indexes: l11l22l . The curves are colorcoded, accordingly. Note that the dipole-dipole
interaction term (black) exceeds the elastic scattering
term (green), at all relevant distances.

that l1  l2  l  l1  l2 . The dipole-dipole interaction term corresponds to l1  l2  1 (

l  2 and 1  2  0 ), so, it is labelled by 10102. From Fig. 2 we see that this term is
negative and large. At a distance of R = 20 a0 (about 10Å) its value is about –2.7
kcal/mol. At a distance of R = 40 a0 its value is still non-negligible, about –0.34 kcal/mol.
We checked and found that in the asymptotic range the expected dipole-dipole behavior,

V10102 ~  1 R3 , is well satisfied. Interestingly, from Fig. 2 we see that the magnitude of

V10102 is larger than that of the isotropic (elastic scattering) term V00000 , through the entire
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relevant range of distances R. Well depth of V00000 is about 30 kcal/mol, with a minimum
energy point located near R ~ 6.5 a0.
Several other most important dipole-like ( l1  1 ) and quadrupole-like ( l1  2 )
terms are also presented in Fig. 2. They all are smaller than the dipole-dipole term V10102
and vanish faster as molecule-molecule separation increases. Still, some of them are
comparable in magnitude to the elastic term V00000 . This means that the PES is highly
anisotropic, even at large distances.
As we are going to demonstrate below, one important consequence of the longrange anisotropy of the PES is that scattering calculations for water-water system must
start from very large initial molecule-molecule distances, and must include very large
values of the impact parameter. Of course, these numbers depend somewhat on collision
energy, but in any case, are unusually large. For example, for collision energy of E =
1500 cm-1 we had to take Rmax ~ 100 a0 and bmax ~ 30 a0 in order to guarantee
convergence of integral inelastic scattering cross sections (for excitation of several lower
lying states, starting from the ground state of the system) within 0.5%. Situation is even
worse for the elastic scattering channels (see below), where accurate treatment of
scattering phase in the asymptotic range is essential for convergence.
Dominance of the dipole-dipole interaction is further reflected by state-to-state
n(  )
transition matrix elements M n , computed as outlined in Sec. II and Appendix B. Here
A C
it becomes convenient to switch from state labelling employed above ( n1  { j1k1 k1 } ,

n2  { j2 k2Ak2C } and n  { j n1n2 } ) to the standard labelling that uses subscripts:
j1k Ak C j2 k Ak C ( jm ) . For example, the ground states of two molecules are labelled as 0 00 and
1

1

2

2

000, which gives total j = 0 and m = 0. Or, if we combine everything: 000000(00).
Now consider excitation of the state 111 in one of two (identical) molecules. Since

j1  j2  j  j1  j2 we have to include, into the basis set expansion of Eq. (8), the
excited total j = 1 with its associated states m = 0, ±1. Since the initial state 000000(00) has
n(  )
m = 0, and since matrix M n is diagonal in m, we obtain non-zero transition element
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only for the final state 111000(10). However, the final states with m = ±1 will receive
population from the state with m = 0 due to the Coriolis coupling effect, m = ±1, see Eq.
n(  )
(4). Thus, we have to include the elastic (diagonal) matrix elements M n for these

states as well, namely 111000(11). Note that the value of matrix element is the same for
positive and negative values of projection m of the total j.
Similarly, for excitation of the state 111 in both molecules, we include total j = 0, 1
and 2. If the initial state is ground state with m = 0, then non-zero transition matrix
n(  )
elements M n , due to potential coupling, should be included just for the following

states (all with final m = 0): 111111(00), 111111(10) and 111111(20). Coriolis coupling then
would populate 111111(11) and 111111(21), and finally 111111(22).
Next, for excitation

200

of state 202 in one molecule
111000

only the state 202000(20) will
n(  )
matrix elements M n due

to potential coupling. State

-1

0

Mij , cm

have non-zero transition

000000
-200

202000(21) and eventually
202000(22) would be
populated by Coriolis
coupling. And so on. In Fig.
3 we present matrix
elements, as a function of R,
for state-to-state transitions
from the ground state of the
system 000000(00) to several
most important exited states

1 11111

000000

111000
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Figure 3. State-to-state transition matrix elements as a
function of water-water distance R. Black curves correspond to
transitions from the ground state 000000(00) to the following
final states (including the elastic channel): 000000(00),
111000(10), 111111(20) and 202000(20). Orange curves, upper and
lower, correspond to elastic scattering for 111000(10) and
111000(11) states, respectively. Blue curve is for the elastic
scattering off the state 202000(20). Dashed green and magenta
curves are for the elastic scattering off states 111111(20) and
111111(21), respectively (note that they nearly coincide with the
elastic 000000 term).

of positive exchange parity,
but also the diagonal matrix elements for those excited states, important for the elastic
scattering processes. The dipole-dipole interaction manifests here, first of all, through the
largest matrix element for excitation of the state 1 11111(20), starting from the ground state
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000000(00). The value of this matrix element decays slowly at large distances (lower black
curve in Fig. 3). For example, at R = 20 a0 its value is still significant, about –12 cm-1.
Even a distance of R = 40 a0 it is still non-negligible, about –1.5 cm-1. Another
consequence of large dipole-dipole interaction term is that the values of diagonal matrix
elements for the elastic scattering of the states 111000(10) and 111000(11) are also large,
and decay slowly (two red curves in Fig. 3). Indeed, the direct effect of the dipole-dipole
potential term V10102 onto the states 111000 can be explicitly demonstrated analytically
using Eqs. (11) and (25).
Thus, in the following sections the focus is on inelastic transition to 1 11111 state
(from the ground state 000000), and on elastic scattering off the 111000, since both
processes are driven by strong dipole-dipole components of the interaction potential.

6.3.2 Inelastic Scattering off the Ground State
Within MQCT framework, and using the potential expansion outlined above, we
carried out inelastic scattering calculations for water-water system. Sampling of the initial
conditions for collision, propagation of the mixed quantum/classical trajectories,
calculations of the final transition probabilities, state-to-state cross sections and channelto-channel cross sections (summed over the final and averaged over the initial degenerate
states) follow the procedures outlined in our earlier papers [27-29], and will not be
reviewed again for the purpose of brevity.
Here we only consider excitation of the ground state 000000. Since initially the
internal rotational angular momentum is null ( j = 0 and m = 0), the value of orbital
angular momentum  (treated classically within MQCT) is equal to the grand angular
momentum J of the system. Its maximum value Jmax is a convergence parameter in
MQCT calculations, just as in the full-quantum scattering calculations. The value of Jmax
(and  max ) depends somewhat on collision energy. For example, at E = 500, 1500 and
5000 cm-1 we used Jmax= 380, 660, and 1100 respectively. These numbers are rather
large, by quantum mechanical standards. They reflect a rather heavy reduced mass of the
system, and a long-range nature of the dipole-dipole interaction. In practice, instead of
energy-dependent Jmax, it is more convenient to specify the maximum value of impact
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parameter bmax, since it is basically independent of collision energy (just weakly
dependent in the considered energy range). As mentioned in the previous section, the
value bmax ~ 30 a0 was used (together with Rmax ~ 100 a0).
Another
convergence parameter

10

0

of MQCT calculations is
trajectories used to
sample orbital angular
momentum in the range
from   0 (head-on
collision, back
scattering) to max

2

(2J+1)× , Å

the number of
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(forward scattering in the
asymptotic range, with
vanishing transition
probability). Here the
relevant range of  was
sampled continuously

Figure 4. Demonstration of the effect of long-range dipole-dipole
interaction onto the opacity function for excitation of 111111 (starting
from the ground state 000000), through the choice of the initial value of
molecule-molecule distance Rmax for scattering calculations. A
seemingly large value of Rmax = 50 a0 appears to be insufficient, since
it leads to non-zero transition probability at large impact parameters,
but also to some deviations of the transition probability in the entire
range of impact parameter. The value of Rmax = 100 a0 is large
enough.

(non-integer values) and
uniformly (using an equidistant grid of points in the range 0    max ). These values of

 define initial conditions for a batch of independent MQCT trajectories. We found that
60 trajectories were typically sufficient to represent relatively smooth opacity functions
in the considered energy range. Figure 4 gives example of opacity function (transition
cross section vs. impact parameter) for the dipole-driven transition 000000 → 111111 at
collision energy of E = 1500 cm-1. Note that our opacity functions include a factor of
(2J+1) for each trajectory, to properly reflect the importance of the process in the overall
cross section. Results of two calculations are presented in Fig. 4, one obtained with Rmax
= 50 a0, and the other with Rmax = 100 a0. This emphasizes that due to the long-range
dipole-dipole interaction the initial value of molecule-molecule distance in scattering
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large in order to obtain well
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Figure 5. Opacity functions for three inelastic scattering
processes, starting from the ground state 000000. Collision
energies are indicated in the figure. Three frames correspond to
the following final states: a) 111111; b) 202000; and c) 111000. See
text for discussion.

population indirectly,
through the state 111111. Lower frame corresponds to excitation of 111000, which can be
characterized as a non-dipole driven, and thus is much weaker. Different curves in each
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frame show how the opacity
function evolves as collision
energy is changed. Here one
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parameters, simultaneously
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13 a0). Same effect translates
into a consecutive excitation
of 202000 (from 111111). This

Figure 6. Inelastic scattering cross section as a function of
collisional energy. All curves correspond to excitation from the
ground state 000000. The region to the left from dashed line is
found to contain scattering resonances, not treated here. The
effect of orbiting trajectories is shown by dashed lines (see text
for details). Frame a) shows excitation of five lower-energy
states. Frame b) shows excitation of the other 10 most important
states. Convergence is within 5% for energies up to 1500 cm-1,
an is within 10-15% at higher energies.

interesting feature is not
typical, and is result of a long-range rather strong dipole-dipole interaction.
The last convergence parameter in MQCT calculations is the number of internal
rotational states in the basis set. Here we included all states with j1  6 , j2  6 and j  8 ,
A C
A C
such that j1  j2  j  j1  j2 . All non-degenerate components {k1 k1 } and {k2 k2 } of

these j1 and j2 states were included, which resulted in 132 non-degenerate levels, or
scattering channels. Energies of these levels cover confidently the range up to 700 cm -1,
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and some of them reach 990 cm-1. With this basis set, cross sections for excitations of 15
lower-energy channels are converged within 5%, for collision energy E = 1500 cm-1. For
lower scattering energies, this basis set is certainly sufficient, but even for higher
scattering energies (here we considered up to 10,000 cm-1) the upper states of the basis
receive very little populations, which means that results remain reasonably accurate
(conservative estimate is within 10-15%). Note that we carried out the fully-coupled
version of MQCT calculations, without the CS approximation (see Eq. (5) and the
discussion just below it), including explicitly all degenerate components m of considered
j  8 states, which resulted in 5932 states total in our calculations.

In Fig. 6 we plotted inelastic scattering cross sections as a function of collisional
energy in the range from 100 to 10,000 cm-1, for 15 most important excited states. Figure
6a shows data for excitation of five lower-lying rotational states: 1 11000, 111111, 202000,
211000, and 220000, whereas Fig. 6b shows the data for the remaining 10 states. The range
of confident prediction is to the right from the dashed line. For collision energies up to
500 ≤ E ≤ 1500 cm-1 cross sections are converged within 5%, and within 10-15% in the
range 1500 ≤ E ≤ 10000 cm-1. At collision energies E < 500 cm-1, to the left from the
dashed line, we observed many orbiting trajectories, which is a vestige of quantum
scattering resonances.
It is not yet clear how to treat these cases. We tried removing orbiting trajectories
completely, to obtain non-resonant contribution to inelastic cross section. In the energy
range where resonances are present such data give non-resonant background of the
overall energy dependence of cross section. In Fig. 6 these data are plotted by solid
curves. They drop fast as collision energy is decreased below 500 cm -1, because the
number of orbiting trajectories in the batch also increases, as collision energy is reduced.
For example, at energies E ~ 200 cm-1 close to 30% of trajectories in the batch describe
orbiting. As an experiment, we tried, to stop orbiting trajectories, roughly, after one
period of rotation, and include them into analysis. The resultant cross sections were
significantly larger (compared to non-resonant background), as shown in Fig. 6 by dashed
lines. A good recipe for analysis or resonant/orbiting trajectories is yet to be found. At
present time, the range of confident MQCT predictions should be limited to higher
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collision energies, E > 500 cm-1. Hopefully, the full-quantum scattering calculations are
affordable at lower energies, and could be done one day for E < 500 cm-1. It would be
interesting to compare those with our MQCT predictions at the matching point,
somewhere near E ~ 500 cm-1.
High energy behavior
of the dipole-dipole driven
excitation of the state 111111,
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that at higher collision energies
the process of scattering is
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Figure 7. Inelastic scattering cross section as a function of
collisional energy in CS approximation (dashed lines) in
comparison with full CC (solid lines). All curves correspond
to excitation from the ground state 000000.

dominates at low collision
energies and large impact parameters. What we see here is neither case: the dipole-driven
transition to 111111 is more intense at higher collision energies (see Fig. 6a) and occurs
mostly at large impact parameters (see Fig. 5a). Explanation is found in Figs. 2 and 3,
where we see that although the dipole-dipole term is indeed a long-range, it is not weak at
all and, of course, is not purely attractive (it is anisotropic). This term contributes to the
repulsive part of potential too, and dominates scattering for all collision energies, and all
impact parameters, in a somewhat unexpected way. As collision energy is increased from
E = 1000 to 10,000 cm-1, cross section for excitation of 111111 increases by an order of
magnitude, and still keeps growing. Excitation of state 202000 follows similar trend, since
it is populated through 111111. This is one interesting finding of this work, which may
have important implications for analysis of non-equilibrium population of the rotational
states of water (end emission of those) in astrophysical environments, such as starforming regions [39-41], proto-stellar discs [42-43] or cometary comas [44-45]. This
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aspect is also interesting mechanistically, since very few quantum scattering calculations
of the dipole-dipole driven transitions are available at this point, and, typically, at lower
collision energies [46,47].
It is probably true to say that the full quantum scattering calculations for H 2O +
H2O system will be very expensive. One way to make those more affordable is to use the
coupled-states (CS) approximation, which neglects the Coriolis coupling effect, but the
accuracy of this approach is often hard to guarantee. Thus, we decided to test the
accuracy of CS-approach for H2O + H2O, relative to the fully-coupled CC-approach, all
within MQCT framework. Figure 7 gives comparison of results obtained using CC and
CS methods. Typically, results of the approximate CS method deviate from the accurate
CC method at low collision energies, but converge to them at higher collision energy.
The reason for this is that al low scattering energies the long-range interaction dominates
(large impact parameter) and the Coriolis coupling is important, while at higher energies
the short-range interaction dominates (small impact parameters), and the Coriolis
coupling is minor. What we see in Fig. 7 is different. Results of two methods are in
reasonable qualitative agreement within an order of magnitude, but there is no monotonic
convergence of CS (dashed lines) towards CC (solid lines of the same color). Agreement
is the best for excitation of states 111111, 202000 and 211000, particularly at collision
energies below 1,000 cm-1, where the differences are on the order of 30-50%. However,
at higher collision energies the difference increases, reaching 200% (a factor of two).
This can be explained by the fact that for the H2O + H2O system large impact parameters
remain important even at higher collision energies (due to dipole-dipole interaction, see
Fig. 5), thus, the Coriolis coupling is never minor. Larger differences seen for excitation
of the state 211000 have a different nature (specific to MQCT method itself rather than to
the CS-approximation). Overall, our conclusion here is that CS approximation can be
used only for semi-quantitative estimate of scattering cross sections, if the accuracy in the
range of the factor of two is sufficient.
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6.3.3 Most Important Elastic Scattering Channels
As it was emphasized in the past publications [22, 23, 28], and is further explored
in a recent paper [48], it is possible to restore the scattering phase within MQCT
approach, which enables rigorous calculations of differential cross sections, including
that for the elastic scattering channel (impossible within the classical trajectory method).
In Figure 8 we report differential cross section for the elastic scattering off the ground
state 000000 of the H2O + H2O system, for three values of scattering energies: 800, 2500
and 9500 cm-1. We found that in all cases the forward scattering dominates. For scattering
at 800 cm-1 the amplitude in significant only within the range of +0.6 degree or so. It
shrinks to only +0.3 degree when the energy is raised to 9500 cm -1.
In Figure 9 we
plotted the value of
integral cross section

ground state 000000, as
a function of collision

2

scattering off the

d/d , a 0

for the elastic
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3x10
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the intense dipoledipole driven
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Figure 8. Differential (over scattering angle) cross section for the elastic
channel of H2O + H2O system in the ground state 000000. Three values of
collision energy are considered, as indicated in the picture: 800, 2500 and
9500 cm-1.

transitions. Recall that
this level contains three degenerate states of the total j = 1, those with m = 0, ±1 (see Sec.
III-A). Thus, we had to run two calculations, one with the initial state 1 11000(10), and the
other with the initial state 111000(11). Separate calculation with m = –1 is not needed,
since the results would be identical to that of m = +1, due to symmetry property of the
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transition matrix elements. The total cross section is computed as a sum over final and
average over the initial degenerate states, as usual.
Both dependencies in Fig. 9 are smooth and exhibit similar behavior: cross
section progressively decreases as collision energy is raised. At higher energies the
absolute value of elastic cross section for the excited state 1 11000 is about two times
smaller, compared to that of the ground state 000000. This can be viewed as a symmetry
effect. Namely, in contrast to the ground state of the system, 000000, that has only one
component of positive exchange parity, the total wave function for the excited state 1 11000
contains two components according to Eq. (21). Since transitions between states of
opposite exchange parities are forbidden (see Eq. (26), Section II-E), only the states of
one parity need to be included in the basis set, and treated separately from states of
opposite parity. The results presented here were carried out for the positive parity
component only (as the initial state). Since for the elastic channel the final state is the
same positive parity
component of
111000, such
calculations account
only for one-half of
(all hypothetically
possible) transitions,
and predict the
elastic cross section
close to one-half of
the total value.
Calculations for the
negative parity

Figure 9. Integral cross section as a function of collision energy for the
elastic scattering of the H2O + H2O system in the ground state 000000 (black)
and in the excited state 111000 (blue).

component of the
excited state as the initial slate would recover another half of the cross section value.
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6.4 Conclusions for Chapter 6
In this chapter, we worked out the mixed quantum/classical theory for inelastic
collision of two asymmetric-top rotors, which is the most general case of two-body
scattering. In this method the state-to-state transitions between the internal rotational (or
ro-vibrational) states of molecules are treated quantum mechanically using timedependent Schrodinger equation, whereas their relative translational motion (responsible
for scattering) is treated classically, using the average trajectory (Ehrenfest) approach.
Two versions of the formula for transition matrix elements were presented: a
straightforward approach that uses numerical multi-dimensional quadrature over all
internal degrees of freedom, and a (more standard) analytic approach that uses expansion
of the PES over the basis set of spherical harmonics. Adaptation to the case of identicalmolecules scattering was also presented.
This theory was then applied to rotational excitation of two water molecules, H 2O
+ H2O, using the PES from recent literature. Properties of the expansion coefficients of
the PES, and of the state-to-state transition matrix elements, were analyzed to reveal the
major features of this system, such as a long range dipole-dipole interaction. Calculations
of collisional excitation from the ground state of the system, 0 00000, into a number of lowlying excited rotational states were carried out in a broad range of energies, up to 10,000
cm-1. Analysis of computed opacity functions showed a rather unusual scattering regime,
dominated by a strong anisotropic long-range interaction (dipole-dipole). Several most
important dipole-driven transitions were identified and discussed in detail. The coupledstates approximation was tested, and found to agree semi-quantitatively (within a factor
of two) with the fully-coupled version of the method. Differential cross sections for the
elastic scattering were computed for several collision energies, and found to have a very
narrow forward scattering peak.
The computer program written for this work is now being packaged into a user
friendly suite and will be made available for community, as a part of a forthcoming
publication: Semenov A., Babikov D., “MQCT. II. User-Ready Program for Calculations
of Inelastic Scattering of Two Molecules”, which we would like to announce here. It is
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being designed to have an interface similar to that of MOLSCAT, such as simple input
files and the same way of feeding in the PES.

APPENDIX A: Conversion Between Two Definitions of Euler Angles
In Section 6.2.2 and Fig. 1 of the main text of the Chapter the intrinsic convention
is employed for Euler angles that are used to describe rotational degrees of freedom for
the molecules. That convention suits better for treatment of the collision dynamics, when
the molecule-molecule axis (and the body-fixed reference frame tied to it) rotates in
space as collision progresses, and each molecule rotates with respect to its instantaneous
principal axis of inertia. However, for expansion of the PES of the system V ( R ,  1 ,  2 ) a
different approach is typically employed [37-38]. In this case the centers of mass of two
molecules are placed on z-axis in the space-fixed reference frame (with a fixed distance R
between them) as shown in Fig. A1, and do not move. Euler angles  1 and  2 are used
to rotate each molecule in space to sample all possible orientations of the moleculemolecule system. Then the procedure is repeated for the next value of R (on a predefined
grid), and the next. In this case the so called extrinsic, or z-y-z convention is preferred,
when rotations by α, β and γ are performed relative to axes of the space-fixed reference.
During this sequence of individual rotations the axes (of space-fixed reference frame) do
not move.
Interestingly, the final orientation of the molecule after performing extrinsic
rotations will be the same as in the intrinsic case if the order of rotations is reversed,
namely, if molecule is first rotated around axis z by angle γ, then around y by angle β, and
finally (again) around z axis by angle α. The reader is advised to compare Fig. A1 vs. Fig.
1. This property was used to generate the PES for the intrinsic case using the routine
written for the extrinsic case [37-38].
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Second, it is important
to note that using extrinsic
rotations one should be aware
that the swap of two molecules
reverses the molecule-molecule
vector, but not the space-fixed
axes

V (R, 1, 2 )  V (R, 2 , 1 ) ;
(A1)
Users of the PES routine
supplied in Refs. [37-38] should
be aware of this property too.
Note that this is different from
the intrinsic rotations in the
body-fixed reference frame
(used for description of
scattering) when the swap of
molecules gives

 ,
 ),
V ( R, 1, 2 )  V ( R, 
2
1
where   ( ,  ,  ) and

~
  (   ,    ,    ) , as

Figure A1. Demonstration of extrinsic z-y-z convention for
Euler angles. In the upper frame both molecules are in the
reference configuration, with values of all angle equal to zero.
First rotation is performed around axis z by angles γ1 and γ2
(for molecules one and two), as shown in the upper frame.
Lower frame shows positions of the molecules after that first
rotation, and indicates direction of the second rotation for
each molecule, around axes y1 and y2 by angles β1 and β2,
respectively. Finally, the molecule two is rotated by angle α
around axis z.

discussed in the main text. This is because when we swap the molecules in that case, the
directions of the body fixed axes x, y and z are reversed, so, orientations of the molecules
relative to new axes are also changed, accordingly.

APPENDIX B: Calculation of Transition Matrix Elements
In order to compute matrix elements of Eq. (13) we have to substitute, first, Eqs.
(6-7) into Eq. (8), for the initial and final states, which gives
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These expressions are now substituted into the following integral, which represents
contribution of one term of Eq. (11) to the matrix element of Eq. (9)
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For the first of these integrals the following equality can be employed [36]
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And, similarly for the second integral
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With these, we have
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The last two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are non-zero only if m1  m  m1
simultaneously with m2  m  m2 . Adding these two conditions leads to

m1  m2  m1  m2 , or simply m  m . This means that these integrals are non-zero only
if the value m of projection of total j (onto Q) remains unchanged. Consequently, the
state-to-state transition matrix is diagonal in m. This property is incorporated into the
equations of motion, Eq. (3-5).
Finally, the state-to-state transition matrix element is obtained by summing the
contributions of all terms in Eq. (11), with R-dependent expansion coefficients, as
follows (for given m)
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Note that in this final expression we have explicitly set m  m , and should only use

m2  m  m1 and m2  m  m1 , so that summation over m1 and m1 has one index.
Overall, this expression has eight inner summations, but we chose not to use seven sets of
parenthesis in order to make this formula easier to read. In practice, to avoid computing
the terms that are anyways zero, the outermost summation over l1 and l 2 is optimized,
for a chosen initial j1 j2 and final j1 j2 states, by taking only those terms that satisfy the
“triangle rule” in the four Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the final expression

j1  l1  j1  j1  l1 and j2  l2  j2  j2  l2 .

APPENDIX C: Properties of Asymmetric-Top Wave Functions
In this Appendix, we will talk about one asymmetric top rotor molecule only, and
use notations different from the rest of the chapter (where two molecules are considered
at the same time). Thus, here we will omit the molecule number, to avoid using subscripts
1 and 2. Results are applicable to any molecule.
Hamiltonian operator of the general asymmetric-top rotor can be conveniently
written relative to the principal axis of inertia of the molecule (the molecule-fixed
reference frame) as follows [35]

B  C ˆ2 
B  C  ˆ 2 B  C ˆ2 ˆ 2
Hˆ 
j  A
( j  j )
 jz 
2
2 
4


(C1)
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Here atomic units are used (  1), ˆj  ˆjx  i ˆj y are two ladder operators, while ˆj x , ˆj y
and ˆjz  i   are operators for projections of ĵ onto the principal axis of inertia. If
the last term of this expression is neglected, the problem is reduced to the case of a
j
symmetric-top rotor with analytic eigenfunctions, given by Wigner D-functions Dmk ,

and eigenvalues E jk given by

B  C ˆ2 j 
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Hˆ sym Dmkj 
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2
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j
If the last term is included, the Wigner D-functions Dmk can be used as suitable basis

functions to set up the Hamiltonian matrix of the asymmetric-top, and diagonolize it to
determine the corresponding eigenvalues [35]. In that general case, for positive values of
k:
B C
Hˆ Dmkj  E jk Dmkj 
( [ j ( j  1)  ( k  1)( k  2)][ j ( j  1)  k ( k  1)]Dmj ,k  2
4
 [ j ( j  1)  ( k  1)( k  2)][ j ( j  1)  k ( k  1)]Dmj ,k  2 ).

(C4)

Similarly, for negative values of k:

B C
Hˆ Dmj ,  k  E jk Dmj ,  k 
( [ j ( j  1)  (k  1)(k  2)][ j ( j  1)  k (k  1)]Dmj ,  k  2
4
 [ j ( j  1)  (k  1)(k  2)][ j ( j  1)  k (k  1)]Dmj ,  k 2 )
 E jk Dmj ,  k 

BC
( [ j ( j  1)  (k  1)(k  2)][ j ( j  1)  k (k  1)]Dmj ,  ( k  2)
4
 [ j ( j  1)  (k  1)(k  2)][ j ( j  1)  k (k  1)]Dmj ,  ( k  2) );
(C5)
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From analysis of Eqs. (C4) and (C5) it follows that, instead of the general basis functions
j
Dmk
it is advantageous to introduce the basis functions of given parity

j( )
mk

F



Dmkj  Dmj ,k
2(1  k 0 )

.

(C6)

Here 0  k  j (positive only). The case of k  0 has different normalization constant
and belongs to states of even parity. This gives j  1 positive parity states and j
negative parity states, or 2 j  1 states total, as before. In this new basis
BC
Hˆ Fmkj (  )  E jk Fmkj (  ) 
( [ j ( j  1)  (k  1)(k  2)][ j ( j  1)  k ( k  1)]Fmj,(k)2
4
 [ j ( j  1)  ( k  1)(k  2)][ j ( j  1)  k ( k  1)]Fmj,(k)2 ).

(C6)

B C
Hˆ Fmkj (  )  E jk Fmkj (  ) 
( [ j ( j  1)  ( k  1)( k  2)][ j ( j  1)  k ( k  1)]Fmj,(k)2
4
 [ j ( j  1)  ( k  1)( k  2)][ j ( j  1)  k ( k  1)]Fmj,(k)2 ).

(C7)

From Eqs. (C6) and (C7) the following properties of the Hamiltonian matrix are obtained
(for any given j and m )
Fmkj (  ) Hˆ Fmkj ( )  Fmkj ( ) Hˆ Fmkj (  ) , for any k and k  ;
Fmkj (  ) Hˆ Fmkj ( )  0 ,

for any k and k  ;

Fmkj (  ) Hˆ Fmkj ( )  0 ,

if | k  k  | 0,2 .

(C8)
(C9)
(C10)

This means that such matrix is symmetric, with non-zero elements for k  0,  2 only,
and no coupling between the states of positive and negative parity. Thus, the overall
matrix can be split onto two independent blocks, ( j  1)  ( j  1) for positive and j  j
for negative inversion parity states, for each j and m .
As a side note, these properties is a consequence of the fact that the
ˆˆ
ˆ
inversion operator Iˆ commutes with the Hamiltonian operator. Indeed, IJ
x. y ,z  J x , y ,z

and Hˆ Iˆ  IˆHˆ . Thus, the eigenfunctions of the asymmetric-top Hamiltonian can be
chosen as eigenfunctions of the inversion operator, defined as
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Iˆ  m

j k Ak C

( )    m

j k Ak C

(  ) . It is easy to check that for the basis functions of given

parity: Iˆ Fmkj (  ) ( )  Fmkj (  ) ( ) , but Iˆ Fmkj (  ) (  )   Fmkj (  ) (  ) .
In summary, two properties are relevant to the discussion of the main text (Sec.
6.2.4):
1) Eigenstates of the asymmetric-top rotor are split onto two independent groups:
j  1 states of positive parity, and j states of negative parity. Those are

expressed through the basis-functions of proper parity, as in Eqs. (16,19) of the
main text.
2) Basis functions with even and odd values of k do not mix, and give independent
states called para-states (with even k-values in the expansion, including zero) and
orto-states (with odd k-values in the expansion), as in Eqs. (16,19) of the main
text.
Assignments of several lower energy states of para- and ortho-water in terms of inversion
parity is given in Table A.
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Table A: Lower energy 36 levels of water as asymmetric rigid top.
State

Inversion
parity

000

Paraor
orthop

Inversion
parity

211

Paraor
orthop

( )

0.00

( )

95.21

101

o

( )

23.80

212

o

( )

79.53

110

o

( )

42.39

303

o

( )

136.90

111

p

( )

37.16

313

p

( )

142.37

202

p

( )

70.13

323

o

( )

173.53

220

p

( )

136.56

322

p

( )

206.70

221

o

( )

135.31

332

o

( )

212.57

404

p

( )

222.37

331

p

( )

287.30

414

o

( )

225.07

330

o

( )

287.50

413

p

( )

276.01

423

o

( )

300.89

422

p

( )

316.47

432

o

( )

384.52

431

p

( )

385.84

441

o

( )

494.62

440

p

( )

494.64

505

o

( )

325.90

515

p

( )

327.10

514

o

( )

400.58

524

p

( )

417.09

523

o

( )

447.92

533

p

( )

506.19

532

o

( )

511.10

542

p

( )

616.38

541

o

( )

616.60

551

p

( )

757.62

550

o

( )

757.63

jk

A C

k

Energy,
cm-1

State
jk A k C

Energy,
cm-1
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
At his point the mixed quantum/classical theory presents new and powerful
instrument in the field of scattering dynamics. We saw that for a broad range of scattering
systems (H2O + He, H2 + He, Na + N2, CO + He, CH3OOCH + He, H2 +H2, N2 +H2) the
method demonstrates excellent accuracy for practical implementations and drastically
decreases computational time in comparison with the full quantum treatment. This makes
MQCT the viable candidate for scattering dynamics calculations relevant to
astrochemical use where, among other tasks, it is especially important to study rovibrational transitions due to collisions at small organics molecules with background gas
(H2,He) and the full quantum treatment is practically impossible in the temperature range
of interest, while the classical trajectory simulations have unresolved issues with final
state analysis and cannot reproduce even the right order of magnitude of scattering cross
sections. We want to emphasize that our implementation of MQCT is fully coupled
which has never been developed and tested before. We carried out benchamark
calucltions on several scattering systems covering various ranges of reduced mass,
scattering potential features and molecular structure. The level of agreement between full
quantum results and MQCT calculations is excellent and typically very detailed.
The significant impact on the field of study has been made by obtaining the
scattering cross sections in collisions with helium for astrochemically very important
molecule methyl formate (CH3OOCH). We calculated scattering cross sections at
collision energies where the full quantum treatment is practically impossible. This means
that our results are the first results in a relatively broad range of scattering energies for a
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complex organic molecule in space. For low scattering energies where quantum data is
available the agreement with MQCT results is encouraging. This is a first successful
attempt to use MQCT for astrochemical applications where other methods are not
practical. Our results obtained within MQCT framework for CH 3OOCH + He can be used
as reference data for practical astrochemical applications. Therefore, MQCT presents a
substantial impact in the field of scattering dynamics as a fundamental theory and in the
field of astrochemistry as a new computational tool which can complement and
sometimes replace the existing full quantum approach. Currently we are working on
packaging of the MQCT scattering code. It is going to be published as a friendly user
suit and available for public use [1].
Another significant achievement to emphasize is inelastic scattering of two
molecules. For such systems, even for realitevly small molecules, calculations of inelastic
scattering of relatively can be challenging, and often computationally unaffordable. The
most complicated case which has been treated within full quantum framework is H 2O +
H2 system. Interestingly, rotational state-to-state coefficients for such important systems
as H2O + H2O or H2O+ HCN remain formidable and have never been attempted within
the full quantum framework. In the dissertation, we extended the range of MQCT
applications to molecule + molecule scattering and applied it to H 2+H2, N2+H2 and
H2O+H2O systems. The level of agreement between MQCT and full quantum approach
for H2+H2 and N2+H2 rotational scattering has been found excellent in a broad range of
collisional energies and for various state-to-state transitions. Importantly MQCT treats
correctly exchange symmetry and it is applicable for treatment of identical molecule
scattering which was checked for the H2 + H2 system. For astrochemically important H2O
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+ H2O system it allowed us to carry out inelastic scattering calculations in a broad range
of scattering energies and with reasonably large rotational basis set. These data are the
first and only data for this system. They are very useful for astrochemical calculations,
but also set up the groundwork for possible full quantum calculations of H 2O + H2O in
the future.
Several methodological issues, within MQCT, remain to be unaddressed. First,
there is a problem with description of differential cross sections for inelastic transitions
and in the backscattering regime, which are not yet treated properly within MQCT
framework. First steps to resolve this issue have already been made [2] and the results are
encouraging.
The second issue is to define certain clear criteria of MQCT applicability. It was
already shown [3] how MQCT errors (relative to full quantum data) correlate with stateto-state transition energy (size of the quanta), reduced mass of the system, and the De
Broglie wavelength. Also, preliminary studies [4] revealed that the matrix elements of the
interaction potential themselves can also play a significant role in determining whether
MQCT results are expected to be accurate or not.
The third problem is that it is still unclear how to treat quantum scattering
resonances within MQCT. Indeed, we see that trajectory orbiting occurs in the low
scattering energy regime, which usually correspond to quantum resonant behavior. We
could reproduce non-resonant background by excluding orbiting trajectories but future
investigation is required to find out how to treat these orbiting trajectories, to describe
scattering resonances. The idea is that in principle orbiting trajectories can indicate the
Feshbach resonances, since they correspond to bound states due to coupling between
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internal degree(s) of freedom and the scattering coordinate. On the other hand, “shape
resonances” which correspond to quasi bound level where the internal state of the
molecule remains unchanged (i.e. quantum tunneling through the barrier) may not be
treated by MQCT, since this coordinate is described classically.
Importantly, there are also several potential areas where the MQCT method can
be applied and may happen to be the only option. One of them is the description of
rotatinal-vibrational transitions. For example, the bending vibrational mode in water
(1594.7 cm-1) can be involved in ro-vibrational energy transfer in collisions with He and
H2 in cosmic space, but inclusion of even single vibrational mode into the basis set (with
a reasonably large number of rotational states) is already challenging to treat with full
quantum dynamics. Moreover, calculations of energy transfer near dissociation threshold
which is important for description of recombination and collision-induced dissociation is
impossible within the full quantum framework where a large basis set with respect to
both vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom is needed. On the contrary MQCT
method is affordable for such problems and we have already applied it [5] for quenching
of scattering resonances in S2 by Ar collision, a process that is important to understand
for modelling of sulfur chemistry in the anoxic Archean atmosphere of ancient Earth.
These developments are very encouraging and broaden applications of MQCT
dramatically.
These areas define the future direction of MQCT development and may open up
new opportunities for MQCT users and new applications for scattering dynamics.
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